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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND ACTION PLAN
This report presents the results of Citygate Associates, LLC’s Management Review of Sonoma
County’s Animal Regulation Division. Citygate conducted the study between September 2005
and January 2006. The scope of the study included all major program areas of the Animal
Regulation Division:
Administration
Shelter Operations
Field Operations.
This study included a very high level of stakeholder involvement and interaction. Citygate
Associates interviewed in excess of 45 individual stakeholders. In addition, Citygate Associates
received, read and considered written correspondence from over 30 additional stakeholders.
The Division is responsible for:
Leash law enforcement
Dog licensure
Dog bite investigations
Investigation and prosecution of animal cruelty cases
Rabies clinics
Animal shelter services
Animal adoption program
Spay and neuter program
Community education and outreach
Dead animal removal and disposal
Euthanasia and disposal of unwanted and/or diseased animals.
The objective of the study was to analyze the policies, procedures, management and operations
of the Animal Regulation Division and to make recommendations for improving the service
provided by the Division to the citizens of Sonoma County. To accomplish this objective,
Citygate first analyzed the mission of the Division and its overall philosophy, and assessed the
congruence of these critical guidelines with the orientation of the Board of Supervisors as well as
the needs of the community. We then evaluated the organizational structure and management
systems, organizational relationships, allocation of employees and other resources, data
management, personnel management and training, records management, communications,
information systems, facilities and equipment, fiscal management, relationships with citizens,
employee morale, and related aspects to determine if these are in alignment with the Division’s
mission and policies.
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ORGANIZATION OF THIS REPORT
Citygate’s report on the Management Review of Sonoma County’s Animal Regulation Division
is organized in sections as follows:
Section I

Introduction to the Study

Section II

Overview of the Division

Section III

Administration

Section IV

Shelter Operations

Section V

Field Operations

Section VI

The Numbers Tell The Story: Animal Intakes; Adoptions; Returns-To-Owners;
Euthanasia; and Spay/Neuters

Section VII

A Comparison Analysis: How Sonoma County Measures Up Against Well-Run
Public Shelters

Section VIII

“No Kill” Policy: What’s It All About?

Section IX

Spay/Neuter Program: Getting At The Pet Overpopulation Problem

Section X

Public Education and Outreach: A Community Commitment to Responsible Pet
Ownership

Section XI

Everybody Has A Role To Play: Stakeholder Collaborations; New Partnerships;
Volunteers

Section XII

The Money: Financial Policies; Leveraging Resources; Transparency; and
Accountability

Appendix A

Employee Survey Instrument

Appendix B

Employee Survey Detailed Results

This Executive Summary presents a brief, but comprehensive overview of our findings and
recommendations. It is suggested that in order to obtain a complete understanding of Citygate's
analysis and recommendations, this report should be read in its entirety.
OVERVIEW OF THE ANIMAL REGULATION PROGRAM
The Sonoma County Animal Regulation Division offers an array of important programs
including:
Field service program
Shelter program
Animal licensing program
Spay/neuter program
Rabies control program
Mobile adoption program
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Mobile spay/neuter program
Volunteer program
Education program
Veterinary care program
Shelter sanitation program.
However, the finding that the Division operates these programs does not necessarily mean that
they are robust and fully developed by the Division or are meeting proficiency expectations.
Citygate Associates observed areas for improvement. Doing things differently or adding more in
terms of resources can address some of the opportunities for improvement we observed. The
solutions for these problems are straightforward. On the other hand, some of the issues Citygate
observed had more to do with personalities, management style, personnel issues and trust. These
later topics are more challenging. Many of these areas for improvement are addressed
specifically in subsequent chapters of this report. Areas for improvement include:
Staff morale is very low
Volunteers are given too much authority and attention over paid staff
Customer service
Office Supervisor is being asked to perform two jobs
Favoritism exists relative to tolerance of absences and incomplete work for field
staff
Inadequate staff to support existing shelter hours
Adoption process is overly cumbersome
Temperament testing is backlogged
IT system is antiquated
Office area of shelter needs to be expanded and redesigned
Large number of functional vacancies leads to field understaffing
Use of Field Officers for dispatch services at times leads to understaffing in the
field
Field supervisor is doing work of two positions.
LEADERSHIP IN THE DIVISION
The Division does not have a clearly articulated mission statement. The goals and objectives for
the program are not widely understood by the employees. Far too many employees have no idea
what the Animal Regulation program is about, much less what is important or where the program
is heading strategically. Most employees feel they are kept in the dark intentionally. They feel it
is a closed information culture.
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A comprehensive employee survey, coupled with comments received from stakeholders during a
community meeting, private interviews, and other communication, points to a pervasive lack of
confidence in the ability of the Chief Deputy Director to properly run the division.
Citygate Associates acknowledges that the incumbent has guided the Division through a period
of growth and service expansion. However, it is clearly evident that a new leadership style and
Division culture is required to ensure the programs grow and adapt successfully to the changing
needs of the community. Therefore, we recommend preparation of a culture transition plan. The
plan, to be developed in collaboration with the County Administrator, the Agricultural
Commissioner, and the Division Manager, should outline in detail the performance objectives to
accomplish the objectives set forth in this report.
As part of this transition, the Division needs to cast a new vision for itself for a new future. This
new vision needs to be based upon important core values:
Leadership by example
Leadership based on trust and confidence
Transparency and credibility
Award winning customer service
Lowering the unwanted pet population through aggressive spay/neuter programs
Aggressive community education
Collaboration with other agencies and non-profits
Volunteerism that has a clear purpose
Supportive working environment.
Given the level of distrust and lack of confidence in the Chief Deputy Director frequently voiced
to Citygate Associates by stakeholders and employees, it is our belief that it will be a challenge
for the incumbent to create the new culture and vision. Citygate Associates recommends the
Chief Deputy Director prepare 3-Year Quick Start and Action Plan with status reports every 90days for next year beginning with the first quarter of FY 2006-07. The status report should be
prepared in collaboration with the Agricultural Commissioner and then presented to the Board of
Supervisors at a public meeting by the Chief Deputy Director. The status reports should include,
at a minimum, information regarding the following:
1. Action items initiated during the last 90-days
2. Action items due during the last 90-days
3. Action items to be initiated in the next 90-days
4. Identification and discussion of challenges internal to the Division
5. Identification and discussion of challenges external to the Division
6. Discussion of productive collaborations with other departments and outside
organizations.
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In addition to the above information, the status report should include, at a minimum, data
regarding euthanasia volumes, adoptions, spay/neuter volumes, calls for service, and response
times.
In conjunction with establishing a new vision in the Division, Citygate Associates also suggests
the County consider changing the name of the Division from “Animal Regulation” to “Animal
Care and Control Services.”
LEADERSHIP COUNTYWIDE
The County should take the lead in exploring possible consolidation with other public agencies
and partnering with private organizations to develop a long-term strategy for the provision of
animal control and sheltering services over the next 30 years. There is significant duplication of
effort with several public agencies in the sub-region providing animal control and many nonprofits working on spay/neuter and adoption efforts. There are cooperative models involving
public animal control and large non-profits that are worthy of study. San Diego County and Long
Beach are examples of this type of relationship. Contra Costa County is an example of a
countywide animal control program.
COMMUNITY INPUT
There is an active and vocal segment of the community that is often very critical of the County’s
current Animal Regulation program. This negative sentiment, along with some limited positive
commentary, was expressed at the Animal Regulation Community meeting held on
November 7, 2005. Approximately 90 people attended the meeting. Many issues and concerns
were identified at this forum. The most important issues for these stakeholders, in order of
priority, were expressed as follows:
1. Improve leadership’s vision and competence

18%

2. More spay/neuter resources targeted to low
income pet owners

18%

3. Increase advertising for spay/neuter

16%

4. Improve care of animals at the shelter

12%

5. Improve record keeping at the shelter

11%

6. Improve public education program

8%

7. Improve customer service

7%

8. Educate children/everybody regarding care,
obedience and pet over-population

4%

9. Improve volunteer program

4%

10. Increase coordination with other agencies

2%
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EMPLOYEE INPUT
Our interviews with employees were friendly, open and revealing. Most of the employees liked
their jobs, wanted to do good things for the animals and expressed a desire to stay with the
County’s Animal Regulation program. Conversely, some of the employees we talked with are
seeking other employment out of frustration with the deficiencies noted below. We noted that
there seems to be little self-awareness that they are actually performing the Division’s core
responsibilities well compared to other agencies. We repeatedly heard negative commentary
along the following lines:
Not enough staffing in the office, the field and the shelter
Not enough front office space
Lack of information and coordination from leadership
Not happy with the inmate workers
Taking a lot of undue criticism from the public
Lack of trust in the leadership
Favoritism in shift assignments and performance expectations
No commitment to training
Lack of confidence in supervisors
Office Supervisor overloaded unfairly
Lack of consistency in administration of operating policies and procedures
Being required to operate programs with inadequate resources.
On the other hand, the Employee Survey conducted as part of this study illustrated very positive
commentary along the following lines:
Employees feel they have the necessary skills to do their jobs and that ordinances
and/or policies for which they have the responsibility of administering are
reasonable and enforceable (if applicable).
They believe that their benefit package is competitive with those provided for
comparable positions in the surrounding public and private agencies, that they are
adequately compensated for any required overtime and that the current
compensation policy utilized by the County is fair.
They indicated they are able to make necessary decisions and complete most of
their assignments without the need to consult a supervisor or co-worker, and their
roles in the larger tasks to be performed are clear to them.
They believe the volunteer program is an asset to the Division.
They indicated that they receive sufficient training to effectively complete their
job responsibilities.
The employees want to do the right thing and help the animals.
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EUTHANASIA, REDEMPTIONS AND ADOPTIONS
In terms of animals euthanized and animals adopted, the Sonoma County Animal Regulation
Division is doing well, as indicated in the following chart:
2002

%

2003

%

2004

%

2005

%

Adoptions

1628

22%

1594

20%

2215

32%

2505

34%

Redemptions

1446

20%

1322

17%

1245

18%

1345

18%

Euthanized

3247

44%

4066

52%

2773

40%

3091

42%

Other

1025

801

656

455

TOTAL

7346

7783

6889

7396

The total number of animals euthanized in 2005 equated to 42 percent, based on County records.
This is an exemplary record as compared to many other public shelters in California.
NO KILL POLICY
All public shelters kill animals. Underlying the “No Kill” policy, at least for public shelters, is
the criteria that constitute an adoptable animal. We develop this more fully in the “No Kill”
section of our study. We have also included the legal aspects set forth in the Hayden legislation
and the recently developed “Asilomar Protocols”. Citygate Associates recommends that the
County report animals euthanized, returned to owner, or adopted. This approach is clean, simple
and not subject to interpretation. This will allow the community and policy setters to understand
fully whether they are making real progress with the problem of companion animal overpopulation.
Determining what is and is not an adoptable animal is subjective, despite the best efforts of
animal care professionals to provide objective criteria for this purpose. Citygate is not saying
that Sonoma County should not engage in these determinations. Rather, we are encouraging a
cleaner approach toward gauging success in reducing the euthanasia rate.
The County needs to recognize that the Sonoma County Animal Shelter is a public “openadmission” shelter that accepts all stray and relinquished animals. The differentiation between
limited-admission and open-admission shelters needs to be recognized and acknowledged in
order to properly access the role the shelter plays in the community and what are reasonable
expectations for lowering the euthanasia rate.
FIELD OPERATIONS
The Field Operations are performing in an adequate manner, but there are areas for important
improvements. The Division has a difficult time putting officers in the field due to a high level
of absenteeism. An agency with the service area of Sonoma County should have 6 to 7 officers
in the field. Effectively, Sonoma has 3 to 4 at most times (see Functional Vacancy Analysis).
The County needs a dedicated, full-time dispatcher. The County needs to fill the Field
Supervisor position that was left vacant by the retirement of a key employee. More "Nextel"
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radios need to be deployed and "repeater" equipment added to the animal control vehicles. There
is a significant disconnect between the field personnel and the rest of the organization which, if
eliminated, could improve communications, develop a unified purpose and improve overall
organizational efficiency and effectiveness.
SPAY/NEUTER PROGRAM
The spay/neuter program is the most important component of a successful animal control
program, since it is a certainty that if the birth rate of dogs and cats is not controlled the problems
associated with the pet overpopulation in Sonoma County will worsen.
The spay/neuter programs working in Sonoma County demonstrate that the County, cities and
non-profits can work cooperatively together. More needs to be done relative to bringing
affordable spay/neuter services to all areas of the County, particularly low-income
neighborhoods. The major resources are the County shelter and Mobile Animal Center (MAC),
the Sonoma County Humane Society and the local veterinary community. Most of the County’s
efforts have been directed at meeting their legal obligations under State law to spay/neuter
shelter animals prior to release to a new owner. From what we can gather, the MAC is underutilized, but it also takes away from other shelter programs. We believe that a coordinated
Countywide effort needs to be developed in order to maximize the use of all of the resources in
the community. We recommend the County take the lead by providing this coordination.
STAKEHOLDER RELATIONS, VOLUNTEERS AND ANIMAL WELFARE GROUPS
Animal care and control stakeholder relations are challenging for most local governments. A
well-functioning volunteer program can be a tremendous asset to a public animal control
program. If correctly managed, it brings citizens into contact with the Division in what should
be a positive and helpful environment. Volunteers can relieve staff of tasks such as animal
socialization, off-site adoptions, lost and found pets, adoption counseling, spay/neuter
appointments, public education organization and presentations. If a volunteer program is not
well managed and is functioning poorly, it has the potential to be more trouble than it is worth.
As a general comment, Citygate Associates observed that the Division’s leadership has not been
very successful at establishing a level of confidence with many, albeit not all, of the County’s
volunteers and animal welfare groups. As a result of this lack of confidence, many individuals
have taken it upon themselves to become involved in the day-to-day operations of the Division to
a level that can be counter-productive to the animal care and control program’s performance, and
can contribute to low morale.
Collaboration, relative to the involvement of other non-profits in the transfer of animals to rescue
groups, adoption efforts and spay/neuter should be encouraged if accompanied by proper
planning and agreement relative to the scope of authority of the various participants. However,
increasing the level of volunteer and animal welfare group involvement in the decision-making
process relative to the Division’s core business activities will not be constructive. Core business
decisions in this context would include which animals are chosen for euthanasia, transfer to
rescue groups, shelter sanitation, veterinary care, shelter and office staffing, duty assignments,
and the methods and means of carrying out these and other management decisions. Rather, it is
important that the Division articulate a new culture vision for the program and establish
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credibility over time. The solutions do not lie in perpetuating, much less increasing, stakeholder
involvement in core business decisions. Rather, stakeholder involvement needs to be supportive
and cooperative based on mutual trust and respect.
EVERYBODY HAS A CONSTRUCTIVE ROLE TO PLAY IN THE SOLUTIONS
Elected Officials
By supporting the engagement of this study you have already publicly reaffirmed your
commitment to do what you can to raise the standard of responsible pet ownership in the
community and to continue to lower the County’s euthanasia rate over the long-term. Endorse
the recommendations within this report and direct your staff to work on implementation of the 3Year Quick Start and Action Plan. Continue to think and act strategically regarding animal care
and control issues.
Animal Regulation Manager
Be on the forefront of casting a new vision for the future. Challenge yourself to gain the trust
and confidence of your department and external stakeholders. Lead by example. Implement the
Action Plan with vigor and enthusiasm. Much of the success of the Action Plan depends on you.
Animal Regulation Division Staff
Embrace and support the Action Plan included in this report and support your direct supervisors
and managers as they make improvements in the program. The report may not include
everything you wanted, but it includes a great deal. Be patient, yet diligent. Expect and insist
on working in one of the best animal control programs in California. Increase your skills and
level of expertise.
Rescue Groups
Appreciate and support the County’s efforts to improve the Animal Regulation program. Keep
things positive when dealing with those County staff members who are trying to do good work.
Thank them often. What they do day-to-day is difficult and dangerous. They deserve your
respect and their work should be appreciated. Each animal has to be tracked, cared for,
examined for medical attention, cleaned up, and put in a kennel. The Animal Regulation
Division needs your help. Volunteer, be positive and help the County make it one of the best
animal control programs in the State.
Pet Owners
Most importantly, take good care of your companion pets. Feed and water them well, take them
to the Veterinarian when they need medical care, do not let them run loose, vaccinate them
against rabies, get them licensed, and give them lots of play and attention. Most importantly, get
them spayed and neutered.
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MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS
In this study, there are nearly 60 recommendations, which cover all the core Animal Regulation
Division program activities. Of these recommendations, several require a significant departure
from current practices and current levels of resource allocation if the County wants to make
These major
meaningful improvements and change the organizational culture.
recommendations include the following:
1. Change the name of the Division from Animal Regulation to Animal Care and
Control Services
2. Prepare a thoughtful culture transition Management Plan to create a new vision for
the Division
3. Increase resources allocated to spay/neuter and focus the program on low income
citizens
4. Expand the administrative facility for the office workers and public space
5. Expand/remodel small animal holding areas
6. Expand the hours for the veterinary clinic in the shelter
7. Significantly increase customer service training
8. Divide the Office Supervisor position into two positions
9. Conduct meaningful sensitivity and diversity training
10. Increase staffing to cover shelter hours or reduce shelter hours
11. Deploy more field officers out in the field.
“NO-COST” RECOMMENDATIONS
Citygate Associates, as a matter of course, looks first at opportunities to improve efficiency and
effectiveness that do not involve additional costs to the County. Many of the recommendations
in this report are “No-Cost” or nominal cost recommendations, including for example:
1. Prepare a culture transition plan that leads to a new vision for the Division.
2. Change the name of the division from “Animal Regulation” to “Animal Care and Control
Services”
3. Aggressively institute customer service training on an ongoing basis.
4. Conduct sensitivity and diversity training on an in-depth and ongoing basis.
5. Establish/extend relationships with local non-profit groups.
6. More closely monitor sick leave usage.
7. Strengthen the safety program. Include Animal Regulation specific training. Update
MSDS where appropriate.
8. Consider reducing the hours of operation at the shelter and main office.
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9. Thoroughly evaluate the Division’s absenteeism and its effect on staffing. Institute a
Division-wide sick leave monitoring and counseling system.
10. Increase officer awareness and support for the total Division’s functions. Institute team
building training.
11. Study the feasibility of integrating City of Santa Rosa animal control dispatching with the
Sheriff’s Office.
12. Recognize that the Sonoma County Animal Shelter is a public “open-admission” shelter
that accepts all stray and relinquished animals.
13. Report all animals impounded, redeemed, adopted and euthanized and compare with
other agencies on this basis.
14. Recognize the importance of a comprehensive education program.
15. Make the establishment of the education program a performance goal of the Division
Manager.
16. Develop an outline for the education program to include attainable goals and objectives.
17. Meet with the County superintendent of schools to obtain his/her support and
commitment for the program.
18. Recruit and train education program presenters.
19. The Division manager should meet with the leader of every group currently contracting
with the Division and ascertain how the Division and the group can increase the number
of animals released to these groups particularly hard to place older/large dogs.
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3-YEAR QUICK START AND ACTION PLAN
A listing of our recommendations and a blueprint for implementation milestones are presented in
the following 3-Year Quick Start and Action Plan. The Plan lays out a rapid response Quick
Start for the first 90 days of implementation. These items do not require additional funding or
Board Action and, therefore, we believe can be initiated rapidly. Most of the recommendations
are suggested to take place in the first year of implementation of the Plan; however, given the
County’s limited resources, specific milestones may vary depending on availability of funding
and action by the Board of Supervisors. For purposes of kicking things off, this Plan assumes a
beginning date of July 1, 2006. The Plan contains:
The priority of each recommendation
The suggested implementation time frame
The anticipated benefits of each recommendation
The responsible organization
Board Action, if required, and when
The legend at the bottom of each page of the Action Plan defines the level of each priority
indicated by the letters “A” through “D.” It is important to note that priorities have been
established independent of the suggested timeframe. For example, a recommendation may have
the highest priority (indicated by the letter “A”) but may require an estimated six months to
implement. Conversely, a recommendation with the letter “C” priority, which indicates that the
recommendation is not critical but will improve operations, may have a two month timeframe,
since the estimated implementation effort would not require an extended period of time.
It is also important to note that an “A” priority, which indicates that the recommendation is
deemed "mandatory or critical,” should not be interpreted to mean that the recommendation is
“mandated” by a statute or regulation – it is simply an “urgent” recommendation of the highest
priority.
Citygate Associates believes the timeframes indicated in the 3-Year Quick Start and Action
Plan are reasonable completion date goals for the implementation of each recommendation.
Nonetheless, these timeframes may vary somewhat based on the availability of funds and the
operational judgment of the Agricultural Commissioner and the County Administrator.
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3-YEAR ACTION PLAN: QUICK START DURING THE FIRST 90 DAYS
Recommendation

Priority Time Frame for
A/B/C/D Implementation

Recommendation III-1:
Prepare a transition plan
that leads to a new culture.

Anticipated Benefits

Stable transition in vision
and culture.

N/A (i.e., No
costs, or
Nominal costs)

October 1, 2006

A

October 1, 2006, and Improves customer
ongoing
satisfaction.

A

Reduces costs; improve
Chief Deputy
N/A (i.e., No
October 1, 2006 and
employee morale; improves Director; Human costs, or
ongoing
efficiency and effectiveness. Resources Director Nominal costs)

A

October 1, 2006

Recommendation III-9:
Conduct sensitivity and
diversity training on an indepth and ongoing basis.

County
Administrator,
Agriculture
Commissioner,
Chief Deputy
Director

Board
Consideration
of Costs

A

Recommendation III-8:
Aggressively institute
customer service training
on an ongoing basis.

Responsible
Party(ies)

Chief Deputy
N/A (i.e., No
Director; Human costs, or
Resources Director Nominal costs)

Recommendation III-12:
Chief Deputy Director
should prepare a 3-Year
Quick Start and Action
Plan status report every
90-days during the next
year, at a minimum,
beginning with the first
quarter of FY 2006-07.

Increases public confidence;
Chief Deputy
improves efficiency and
Director
effectiveness.
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Upon adoption
of report

LEGEND
A Recommendation mandatory or critical
B Strongly recommended
C Not critical, but will improve operations
D Recommended, but additional study required

Recommendation

Priority Time Frame for
A/B/C/D Implementation

Anticipated Benefits

Responsible
Party(ies)

Board
Consideration
of Costs

Recommendation IV-4:
In the short-term, increase
the hours of the contract
veterinarian.

Chief Deputy
Director

October 1, 2006

A

Reduces costs; improves
October 1, 2006 and
Chief Deputy
employee morale; improves
ongoing
Director
efficiency and effectiveness.

N/A (i.e., No
costs, or
Nominal costs)

B

October 1, 2006 and Improves efficiency and
ongoing
effectiveness.

Chief Deputy
Director

N/A (i.e., No
costs, or
Nominal costs)

A

October 1, 2006

Improves employee safety; Chief Deputy
improves employee morale. Director

N/A (i.e., No
costs, or
Nominal costs)

A

Reduces costs; improves
October 1, 2006 and
Chief Deputy
efficiency and effectiveness;
ongoing
Director
improves employee morale.

N/A (i.e., No
costs, or
Nominal costs)

Recommendation IV-6:
More closely monitor sick
leave usage.

Improves animal care;
increases spay/neuter.

A

Recommendation IV-7:
Inventory needed
equipment. Repair and
replace as needed.
Recommendations IV-10:
Consider reducing the
hours of operation at the
shelter and main office.

October 1, 2006

Recommendation V-2:
Thoroughly evaluate the
Division’s absenteeism and
its effect on staffing.
Institute a Division-wide
sick leave monitoring and
counseling system.
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LEGEND
A Recommendation mandatory or critical
B Strongly recommended
C Not critical, but will improve operations
D Recommended, but additional study required

Recommendation

Priority Time Frame for
A/B/C/D Implementation

Anticipated Benefits

Responsible
Party(ies)

Board
Consideration
of Costs

Recommendation V-8:
Increase officer awareness
and support for the total
Division’s functions.
Institute team building
training.

A

Improves efficiency and
October 1, 2006 and
effectiveness; improves
ongoing
employee morale.

Chief Deputy
N/A (i.e., No
Director; Human costs, or
Resources Director Nominal costs)

A

October 1, 2006 and Improves efficiency and
ongoing
effectiveness.

Chief Deputy
Director

A

July1, 2006, or
immediately upon
Board Acceptance of
this Management
Review Report

Board of
Upon adoption
Supervisors and all
of report
Stakeholders

A

Clearly identifies the
problem for the policy
October 1, 2006 and
setters and community;
ongoing
improves performance
measure indicators.

Recommendation V-9:
Add one computer in the
officers’ work area.
Recommendation VIII-1:
Recognize that the Sonoma
County Animal Shelter is a
public “open-admission”
shelter that accepts all stray
and relinquished animals.
Recommendation VIII-2:
Report all animals
impounded, redeemed,
adopted and euthanized
and compare with other
agencies on this basis.

Clearly identifies the
problem for the policy
setters and community;
improves performance
measure indicators.
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Chief Deputy
Director

N/A (i.e., No
costs, or
Nominal costs)

N/A (i.e., No
costs, or
Nominal costs)

LEGEND
A Recommendation mandatory or critical
B Strongly recommended
C Not critical, but will improve operations
D Recommended, but additional study required

Recommendation

Priority Time Frame for
A/B/C/D Implementation

Recommendation IX-2:
Establish/extend
relationships with local
non-profit groups.

Anticipated Benefits

A

Increases adoptions;
October 1, 2006 and improves customer
satisfaction; reduces
ongoing
euthanasia.

A

October 1, 2006

A

July1, 2006, or
immediately upon
Board Acceptance of
this Management
Review Report

A

A

Responsible
Party(ies)

Chief Deputy
Director

N/A (i.e., No
costs, or
Nominal costs)

Increase accountability
regarding spay/neuter.

Chief Deputy
Director

N/A (i.e., No
costs, or
Nominal costs)

Reduces costs; clearly
identifies the problem for
the community; reduces
unwanted pets.

Chief Deputy
Director

Upon adoption
of report

October 1, 2006 and
Increases accountability.
ongoing

Chief Deputy
Director

N/A (i.e., No
costs, or
Nominal costs)

Clearly identifies the
October 1, 2006 and
problem for the policy
ongoing
setters and community.

Chief Deputy
Director

N/A (i.e., No
costs, or
Nominal costs)

Recommendation IX-6
More closely monitor
spay/neuter deposit followup action.
Recommendation X-1:
Recognize the importance
of a comprehensive public
education program.

Board
Consideration
of Costs

Recommendation X-3:
Develop an outline for the
public education program
to include attainable goals
and objectives.
Recommendation X-4:
Meet with the County
superintendent of schools
to obtain his/her support
and commitment for the
public education program.
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LEGEND
A Recommendation mandatory or critical
B Strongly recommended
C Not critical, but will improve operations
D Recommended, but additional study required

Recommendation

Priority Time Frame for
A/B/C/D Implementation

Anticipated Benefits

Responsible
Party(ies)

Board
Consideration
of Costs

Recommendation X-8:
The Division manager
should meet with the leader
of every group currently
contracting with the
Division and ascertain how
the Division and the group
can increase the number of
animals released to these
groups particularly hard to
place older/large dogs.

A

Chief Deputy
Director

N/A (i.e., No
costs, or
Nominal costs)

Increases public confidence;
Chief Deputy
improves efficiency and
Director
effectiveness.

N/A (i.e., No
costs, or
Nominal costs)

October 1, 2006 and Decreases euthanasia;
ongoing
reduces costs.

Recommendation XII- 1:
The Chief Deputy Director
should include in the status
report every 90-days
during the next year, at a
minimum, financial
information regarding use
of foundation funds, grant
funds, and special resource
allocations granted by the
Board of Supervisors.

A

October 1, 2006
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LEGEND
A Recommendation mandatory or critical
B Strongly recommended
C Not critical, but will improve operations
D Recommended, but additional study required

3-YEAR ACTION PLAN: YEAR ONE THROUGH JUNE 30, 2007
RECOMMENDATION

Priority
A/B/C/D

Time Frame for
Implementation

Anticipated Benefits

Responsible
Party(ies)

Board
Action/When

Recommendation III-2:
Change the name of the
division from “Animal
Regulations” to “Animal
Care and Control
Services.”

B

January 1, 2007

Initiates beginning for a new County
vision for the Division.
Administrator

January 1, 2007

A

January 1, 2007

Improves efficiency and
effectiveness; improves
morale.

Chief Deputy
Director

January 1, 2007

A

January 1, 2007

Reduces costs; improves
customer satisfaction;
improves efficiency and
effectiveness; improves
morale.

Chief Deputy
Director

Already
authorized

B

January 1, 2007

Improve customer service.

Chief Deputy
Director

N/A (i.e., No
costs, or
Nominal costs)

January 1, 2007

Chief Deputy
Improve customer service.
Director

N/A (i.e., No
costs, or
Nominal costs)

Recommendation III-3:
Split the office supervision
function and the
accounting/budgeting
function into two positions.
Recommendation III-4:
Upgrade the computerbased animal tracking
software.
Recommendation III-5:
Provide back-up personnel
for animal picture taking.
Recommendation III-6:
Include map and directions
on the website.

B
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LEGEND
A Recommendation mandatory or critical
B Strongly recommended
C Not critical, but will improve operations
D Recommended, but additional study required

RECOMMENDATION

Priority
A/B/C/D

Time Frame for
Implementation

Anticipated Benefits

Responsible
Party(ies)

Recommendation III-7:
Link website to Denver
Dumb Friends League Pet
Behavior Advice page.

B

January 1, 2007

Chief Deputy
Improve customer service.
Director

N/A (i.e., No
costs, or
Nominal costs)

January 1, 2007

Chief Deputy
Improve customer service.
Director

N/A (i.e., No
costs, or
Nominal costs)

June 30, 2007

Increased services;
Chief Deputy
improves cost effectiveness
Director
of services.

Unknown

Recommendation III-11:
Implement a phone tree
type telephone answering
menu system.

A

Board
Action/When

Recommendation IV-3:
Explore public sector
consolidation and
community partnerships for
the long-term provision of
animal control and
sheltering services in
Sonoma County.

A
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LEGEND
A Recommendation mandatory or critical
B Strongly recommended
C Not critical, but will improve operations
D Recommended, but additional study required

RECOMMENDATION

Priority
A/B/C/D

Time Frame for
Implementation

Anticipated Benefits

Responsible
Party(ies)

Board
Action/When

Recommendation IV-4:
In the long-term consult
with the University of
California Davis, School of
Veterinary Medicine,
Shelter Medicine Program
to develop alternative
methods and means of
providing medical care and
spay/neuter services at the
shelter.

B

June 30, 2007

Improves animal care;
Chief Deputy
improve customer
satisfaction; improves
Director
efficiency and effectiveness.

B

January 1, 2007

Improves animal care.

Chief Deputy
Director

January 1, 2007

B

June 30, 2007

Reduces costs; improves
employee safety.

Chief Deputy
Director

N/A (i.e., No
costs, or
Nominal costs)

A

June 30, 2007

Improves employee morale;
Chief Deputy
improves efficiency and
Director
effectiveness.

Recommendation IV-8:
Replace cat and small
animal cages.

April – May
during budget
review

Recommendation IV-9:
Strengthen the safety
program. Include Animal
Regulation specific
training. Update MSDS
where appropriate.
Recommendation V-1:
Add two Animal Control
Officer positions and one
dispatcher, or three Animal
Control Officers.
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April – May
during budget
review

LEGEND
A Recommendation mandatory or critical
B Strongly recommended
C Not critical, but will improve operations
D Recommended, but additional study required

RECOMMENDATION

Priority
A/B/C/D

Time Frame for
Implementation

Anticipated Benefits

Responsible
Party(ies)

Board
Action/When

Recommendation V-3:
Either select and train a
dedicated Division radio
dispatcher and sufficient
back-up personnel to
provide coverage or rotate
this assignment among
officers understanding that
this will require an
additional officer.

A

June 30, 2007

Improves efficiency and
effectiveness.

Chief Deputy
Director

April – May
during budget
review

June 30, 2007

Improves efficiency and
effectiveness.

Chief Deputy
Director

April – May
during budget
review

June 30, 2007

Improves efficiency and
effectiveness.

Chief Deputy
Director

N/A (i.e., No
costs, or
Nominal costs)

Recommendation V-4:
Order the next two animal
control vehicles with fourwheel drive.

B

Recommendation V-5:
Respond promptly to
officer requests to repair or
replace equipment.
Procure sufficient
inventory of equipment to
assure timely replacement.

B
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LEGEND
A Recommendation mandatory or critical
B Strongly recommended
C Not critical, but will improve operations
D Recommended, but additional study required

RECOMMENDATION

Priority
A/B/C/D

Time Frame for
Implementation

Anticipated Benefits

Responsible
Party(ies)

Board
Action/When

Recommendation V-6:
As soon as possible, select
a replacement for the
vacant Supervising
Regulation Officer.

A

January 1, 2007

Improves efficiency and
effectiveness.

Chief Deputy
Director

CAO Approval

B

January 1, 2007

Improves efficiency and
effectiveness.

Chief Deputy
Director

N/A (i.e., No
costs, or
Nominal costs)

A

June 30, 2007

County
Administrator;
Reduces costs; improves
Agriculture
efficiency and effectiveness;
Commissioner
reduce costs.
Chief Deputy
Director

N/A (i.e., No
costs, or
Nominal costs)

B

January 1, 2007

Consistency with other
agencies in the profession.

Chief Deputy
Director

N/A (i.e., No
costs, or
Nominal costs)

January 1, 2007

Improved care of animals;
increased spay/neuters.

Chief Deputy
Director

April – May
2007 with
budget review

Recommendation V-7:
Separate the staff
lunch/break room from the
officer work area.
Recommendation V-10:
Study the feasibility of
integrating City of Santa
Rosa animal control
dispatching with the
Sheriff’s Office.
Recommendation V-11:
Change the title of Animal
Regulation Officer to
Animal Control Officer.
Recommendation VII-1:
Consider Contra Costa
County’s medical program
for possible
implementation.

A
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LEGEND
A Recommendation mandatory or critical
B Strongly recommended
C Not critical, but will improve operations
D Recommended, but additional study required

RECOMMENDATION

Priority
A/B/C/D

Time Frame for
Implementation

Anticipated Benefits

Responsible
Party(ies)

Board
Action/When

Recommendation VII-2:
Consider implementing
Santa Barbara and Contra
Costa Counties’ methods of
temperament testing.

B

January 1, 2007

Improved care of animals;
more suitable adoption
process.

Chief Deputy
Director

N/A (i.e., No
costs, or
Nominal costs)

A

January 1, 2007

Increase responsible pet
ownership; increase
spay/neuter.

Chief Deputy
Director

N/A (i.e., No
costs, or
Nominal costs)

January 1, 2006

Improved care of small
Chief Deputy
animals held in the shelter. Director

N/A (i.e., No
costs, or
Nominal costs)

January 1, 2007

Improve efficiency of
volunteer program.

N/A (i.e., No
costs, or
Nominal costs)

Recommendation VII-3:
Contact Contra Costa
County relative to their
Education Program and
incorporate their resources
and materials into Sonoma
County’s program.
Recommendation VII-4:
Examine newly opened
Bay Area shelters to
identify possible
modifications of the
Sonoma County shelter’s
small animal holding areas.

A

Recommendation VII-5:
Visit the Santa Barbara
County program and
incorporate its approach to
using volunteers.

B
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Chief Deputy
Director

LEGEND
A Recommendation mandatory or critical
B Strongly recommended
C Not critical, but will improve operations
D Recommended, but additional study required

RECOMMENDATION

Priority
A/B/C/D

Time Frame for
Implementation

Recommendation IX-1:
Expand existing Countywide spay/neuter programs.

Anticipated Benefits

Responsible
Party(ies)

January 1, 2007

Decrease unwanted pet
population.

Chief Deputy
Director

January 1, 2007

A

June 30, 2007

Improved care of animals;
increased spay/neuter.

Chief Deputy
Director

N/A (i.e., No
costs, or
Nominal costs)

A

June 30, 2007

Increase spay/neuter;
decrease unwanted pet
population.

Chief Deputy
Director

N/A (i.e., No
costs, or
Nominal costs)

C

June 30, 2007

Increase spay/neuter.

Chief Deputy
Director

Unknown

A

Recommendation IX-2:
Establish-extend
relationships with local
non-profit groups.

Board
Action/When

Recommendation IX-3:
Increase the number of
veterinary hospitals
participating in the Low
Cost Spay Neuter Program.
Recommendation IX-4:
A shuttle program should
be considered relative to its
possible effectiveness in
Sonoma County.
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LEGEND
A Recommendation mandatory or critical
B Strongly recommended
C Not critical, but will improve operations
D Recommended, but additional study required

RECOMMENDATION

Priority
A/B/C/D

Time Frame for
Implementation

Anticipated Benefits

Responsible
Party(ies)

Board
Action/When

Recommendation IX-5:
Conversations should be
initiated between the
County and the Sonoma
Humane Society relative to
the effective utilization of
the resources of the two
agencies.

A

June 30, 2007

More efficient use of limited Chief Deputy
resources.
Director

A

January 1, 2007

Increase spay/neuter.

Chief Deputy
Director

January 1, 2007

A

January 1, 2007

Increase spay/neuter.

Chief Deputy
Director

January 1. 2007

A

January 1, 2007 and
Increases accountability.
ongoing

Chief Deputy
Director

N/A (i.e., No
costs, or
Nominal costs)

Unknown

Recommendation IX-7:
Implement an outreach and
advertising program inform
citizens of available
spay/neuter programs and
voucher subsidies.
Recommendation IX-8:
Target low income
residents for spay/neuter
financial assistance and
report usage to Board.
Recommendation X-2:
Make the establishment of
the public education
program a performance
goal of the Division
Manager.
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LEGEND
A Recommendation mandatory or critical
B Strongly recommended
C Not critical, but will improve operations
D Recommended, but additional study required

RECOMMENDATION

Priority
A/B/C/D

Time Frame for
Implementation

Chief Deputy
Director

January 1, 2007

January 1, 2007

Clearly identifies the
problem for the policy
setters and community;
improves performance
measure indicators.

Chief Deputy
Director

January 1, 2007

A

April 1, 2007

Provides for increased
volunteer participation.

Chief Deputy
Director

N/A (i.e., No
costs, or
Nominal costs)

A

June 30, 2007

Improves morale; improves
Chief Deputy
effectiveness; improves
Director
community support.

N/A (i.e., No
costs, or
Nominal costs)

A

Recommendation X-7:
Recruit and train public
education program
presenters.

Board
Action/When

January1, 2007

A

Recommendation X-6:
Obtain Board of
Supervisors approval of the
public education program,
its goals and objectives and
financing.

Responsible
Party(ies)

Clearly identifies the
problem for the policy
setters and community;
improves performance
measure indicators.

Recommendation X-5:
Develop a budget for the
public education program.

Anticipated Benefits

Recommendation XI-1:
Manage stakeholder
involvement to ensure it is
supportive and cooperative,
based on mutual trust and
respect.
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LEGEND
A Recommendation mandatory or critical
B Strongly recommended
C Not critical, but will improve operations
D Recommended, but additional study required

3-YEAR ACTION PLAN: YEAR TWO THROUGH JUNE 30, 2008
RECOMMENDATION

Priority
A/B/C/D

Time Frame for
Implementation

Anticipated Benefits

Responsible
Party(ies)

Board
Action/When

Recommendation IV-1:
In the short term, modify
the current facility.1) Seal
cracks in the concrete floor
and consider using a more
durable sealant throughout
the shelter. 2) Remodel and
expand the office, cat and
small animal holding areas,
food preparation, and the
veterinary treatment and
surgery areas. Or erect
modular buildings to
provide a more efficient
use of existing space. 3)
Provide movable shutters
on the west side of the
shelter. 4) Add a modular
barn to the facility.

A

June 30, 2008

County
Improves customer
Administrator;
satisfaction; improves
Agriculture
employee morale; improves Commissioner;
efficiency and effectiveness. Chief Deputy
Director
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April – May
during budget
review

LEGEND
A Recommendation mandatory or critical
B Strongly recommended
C Not critical, but will improve operations
D Recommended, but additional study required

3-YEAR ACTION PLAN: YEAR THREE THROUGH JUNE 30, 2009
RECOMMENDATION

Priority
A/B/C/D

Time Frame for
Implementation

A

B

Board
Action/When

June 30, 2009

April – May
during budget
review

June 30, 2009

County
Improves animal care;
Administrator;
improves customer
Agriculture
satisfaction; improve
Commissioner;
employee morale; improve
Chief Deputy
efficiency and effectiveness.
Director

April – May
during budget
review

Recommendation IV-5:
Phase out the use of inmate
labor in the shelter.

Responsible
Party(ies)

County
Improves customer
Administrator;
Agriculture
satisfaction; improves
employee morale; improves Commissioner;
efficiency and effectiveness. Chief Deputy
Director

Recommendation III-10:
Expand and redesign the
front office and public
counter area.

Anticipated Benefits
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LEGEND
A Recommendation mandatory or critical
B Strongly recommended
C Not critical, but will improve operations
D Recommended, but additional study required

LONG-TERM ACTION
RECOMMENDATION

Priority
A/B/C/D

Time Frame for
Implementation

Anticipated Benefits

Responsible
Party(ies)

Board
Action/When

Recommendation IV-2:
In the long-term, build a
new shelter and
administrative facility.
Explore community
partnerships for the longterm provision of animal
control and sheltering
services.

A

June 30, 2011

County
Improves animal care;
Administrator;
Agriculture
improves customer
satisfaction; improves
Commissioner;
efficiency and effectiveness. Chief Deputy
Director
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April – May
during budget
review

LEGEND
A Recommendation mandatory or critical
B Strongly recommended
C Not critical, but will improve operations
D Recommended, but additional study required

SECTION I—INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY
STUDY SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES
The study scope of Citygage Associates, LLC’s engagement covered all major program areas of
the Sonoma County Animal Regulation Division. The scope was developed by County staff
with stakeholder input. The project includes an examination of the office operations, shelter
operations, and field operations. Specific areas for examination identified in the County’s scope
of work include the following:
Animal intakes
Adoptions
Returns-to-owners
Euthanasia
Comparison of Sonoma County to other well run public shelters
“No Kill” policies
Spay/neuter programming
Public education and outreach
Stakeholder collaboration, partnerships and volunteers
Financial policies, leveraging resources, transparency, and accountability.
The objective of the study was to analyze the policies, procedures, management and operations
of the Sonoma County Animal Regulation Division. The specific focus of the management
review addresses issues related to:
Philosophy of the Division
Mission and policies of the Division
Organizational structure and management systems
Organizational relationships
Allocation of employees and other resources
Data management
Personnel management and training
Records management
Communications
Information systems
Facility and equipment
Fiscal management
Relationships with citizens.
Section I—Introduction to Study, page 1

Within this study scope, we defined several objectives that, once accomplished, would help
determine if the Animal Regulation Division is successfully providing its services in an efficient,
effective, timely and responsive manner. These study objectives include:
Determining if the Division’s mission, goals and objectives are clearly specified
and adopted as guidelines for the allocation of organizational resources.
Evaluating if the Animal Regulation Division provides a clearly defined,
comprehensive set of services that are well planned and executed.
Assessing the aspects within the Animal Regulation Division that are most critical
to successful organizational performance.
Evaluating the efficiency and effectiveness of the organization to ensure that
service levels are as high as possible given existing resource constraints, and to
determine if the reallocation of resources would result in improved services or
cost savings.
Providing realistic and implementable recommendations to help the Animal
Regulation Division improve its overall effectiveness and meet the needs of the
residents of Sonoma County.
The study scope performed by Citygate Associates included neither compliance nor financial
audits as a part of its work.
STUDY APPROACH
In conducting the study and to address the study objectives described above, Citygate outlined an
approach that would facilitate the effective gathering of the necessary information. This process
included:
Meeting with the County’s assigned project staff to initiate the study.
Interviewing members of the Board of Supervisors, Chief Administrative Office
staff, Agricultural Commissioner/Sealer, Assistant Agricultural/Sealer and the
current Animal Regulation Division Manager to obtain their perceptions.
Interviewing volunteers.
Performing walkthroughs of offices and facilities, interviewing selected County
officials and employees of the Division to gain their perspective on the functions
and operations of the Division and identify issues.
Seeking citizen input from the Animal Welfare Advisory Commission.
Seeking stakeholder input at a well-advertised and well-attended public
Community Workshop on animal regulation and control.
Reviewing numerous written communications submitted to Citygate Associates
from stakeholders in the community.
Interviewing stakeholders in the community.
Administering and examining the results of an Employee Survey, based on the
issues identified.
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Observing operations and reviewing available documents and records.
Performing “best practice” comparisons with several well-run public shelters in
California.
Presenting findings to the County leadership staff to confirm the issues and
direction of the study.
Throughout this process, it was our policy to review findings of the study with multiple sources
in order to increase the accuracy of findings and data used in the report. The data were also
presented and discussed with the Animal Regulation Division Manager to allow an opportunity
to describe the organizational operations.
THE STUDY: WHAT IT IS AND WHAT IT IS NOT
This Citygate study is intended to provide the County with a straightforward assessment of its
animal control program and an Action Plan of recommendations for improvement. The study
presents a multitude of facts and observations. Though it is comprehensive, detailed and
thorough, it does not, nor is it intended to, answer all the questions or address all the issues that
might be raised by public officials, employees and stakeholders.
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SECTION II—OVERVIEW OF THE ANIMAL REGULATION DIVISION
The Animal Regulation Division is one of the three divisions within the Sonoma County
Agricultural Commissioner Department. There are 26.5 full-time equivalent on staff in the
Division, with additional support provided by numerous volunteers, interns, extra-help staff and
inmates from the County jail. Animal Regulation is responsible for enforcing local, state and
federal laws and regulations that pertain to animals and their care. The Division administers the
state mandated rabies program including vaccine clinics, reporting bites and the quarantine of
animals. Field officers impound stray or unmanageable animals, inspect privately owned
kennels, livestock areas and respond to complaints. The Division provides community education
and responds to complaints concerning cruelty, neglect and inhumane treatment of animals.
With the operation of a municipal shelter, the Division is responsible for caring for sick and
injured animals, and sheltering animals no longer in the care of their owners. The Division
provides animal regulation and shelter services for the unincorporated area of Sonoma County,
and the cities of Santa Rosa, Windsor, Healdsburg, and Cloverdale.
Organization of the Animal Regulation In Sonoma County Government

Sonoma County
Board of Supervisors

County
Administrator

Agricultural
Commissioner

Agriculture
Division

Animal Regulation
Division

Weights & Measures
Division
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RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE ANIMAL REGULATION DIVISION
The Animal Regulation Division is responsible for the efficient and effective administration of
numerous important countywide programs, including:
Animal abuse and cruelty investigations
Spay/Neuter program
Animal adoption
Licensing and rabies vaccination
Animal bite investigations
Stray and abandoned animal impoundment
Shelter system management
Dead animal pickup and disposal
Barking dog ordinance enforcement.
The Personnel and Organization
The Animal Regulation Division is managed by the Chief Deputy Director/Animal Regulation.
The Administrative unit consists of the Chief Deputy Director, supervising 5.5 FTE Account
Technician II positions, the Clerk Typist III, and interns. The unit is responsible for general
administration, financial record keeping, budget management, animal licensing and dispatching.
The Field Operations unit consists of 2 full-time Supervising Animal Regulation Officers, one of
which is unfilled currently, and 11 full-time Animal Control Officers. The unit is responsible for
enforcing the animal control laws. Officers investigate nuisance and cruelty complaints, patrol
for stray animals and impound, quarantine and euthanize animals.
Shelter Operations consists of 1 Supervising Animal Regulation Officer, a Volunteer
Coordinator, volunteers, 4 Animal Health Technicians, and an inmate workforce of 8 to 12
workers. Veterinary services are provided on a part-time basis (20 hours per week) through
contract services. The unit is responsible for providing for the humane care, shelter and
disposition of animals at the shelter. The unit evaluates animals for adoption, conducts adoption
interviews, executes adoption contracts and provides adoption follow up.
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Organization of the Animal Regulation Division
Chief Deputy Director
Division Manager

Administration /
Financial Section
7.5 positions
Dispatch
Licensing
Phones
Public Counter
Financial Records
Policies/ Procedures

Field Operations

Shelter Operations

13 positions

6 positions

Enforce laws and
regulations
Exhibit_____
Rabies control
Respond to requests
for service
Relief in kennel

Adoptions
Return-to-owners
Sanitize kennel
Euthanasia
Vaccinations
Lost & Found
Dog walking
Fund raising
Training
Emergency relief
work

Authorized Positions in the Animal Regulation Division
Position
Chief Deputy Director
Supervising Animal Regulation Officer

Staffing
1 Filled
2 Filled, 1 Vacant

Animal Regulation Officer

11 Filled

Animal Health Technician

4 Filled

Accounting Technician

1 Filled

Account Clerk II

5.5 Filled

Admin Aide (Volunteer Coordinator)

1 Filled

Senior Office Assistant

1 Filled

Total Positions

26.5 Filled, 1 Vacant
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THE BUDGET
The following table shows the Animal Regulation Division approved budgets and Net County
Cost for a five-year period:
5-Year Budget Trend
Animal
Regulation

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

Expenditure

1,955,625

2,375,298

2,514,891

2,754,236

2,968.326

Revenues

1,254,201

1,638,386

1,789,662

1,972,888

2,218,055

701,242

736,912

725,229

781,348

750,271

Net County Cost

In the past five years, expenditures have increased by 51.8 percent, or 10.4 percent per year on
average. Revenues have increased by 76.9 percent, or 15.4 percent per year on average. Cost
recovery, i.e., revenues as a percent of expenditures, has increased from 64.1.7 percent to 74.7
percent, which is an enviable and notable accomplishment for the Division.
CUSTOMER INPUT
There is an active and vocal segment of the community that is often very critical of the County’s
current Animal Regulation program. This negative sentiment, along with some limited positive
commentary, was expressed at the Animal Regulation Community meeting held on
November 7, 2005. Approximately 90 people attended the meeting. Many issues and concerns
were identified at this forum. The most important issues for these stakeholders, in order of
priority, were expressed as follows:
1. Improve leadership’s vision and competence

18%

2. More spay/neuter resources targeted to low income
pet owners

18%

3. Increase advertising for spay/neuter

16%

4. Improve care of animals at the shelter

12%

5. Improve record keeping at the shelter

11%

6. Improve public education program

8%

7. Improve customer service

7%

8. Educate children/everybody regarding care, obedience
and pet over-population

4%

9. Improve volunteer program

4%

10. Increase coordination with other agencies

2%

During the course of this study, Citygate Associates had contact with dozens of stakeholders by
way of direct one-on-one interviews, e-mails, written correspondence and telephone
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conversations. The substance of these contacts provided very valuable insights and specifics
with regard to the ongoing operation of the Animal Regulation Division and, as a result,
informed and helped shape the focus of this study.
EMPLOYEE INPUT
Our interviews with employees were friendly, open and revealing. Most of the employees liked
their jobs, wanted to do good things for the animals and expressed a desire to stay with the
County’s Animal Regulation program. However, some of the employees we talked with are
seeking other employment out of frustration with the deficiencies noted below. We noted that
there seems to be little self-awareness that they are actually performing the Division’s core
responsibilities well compared to other agencies. We repeatedly heard commentary along the
following lines:
Not enough staffing in the office, the field and the shelter
Not enough front office space
Lack of information and coordination from leadership
Not happy with the inmate workers
Taking a lot of undue criticism from the public
Lack of trust in the leadership
Favoritism in shift assignments and performance expectations
No commitment to training
Clerical Supervisor overworked and unavailable
Office manager overloaded unfairly
Lack of consistency in administration of operating policies and procedures.
Employee Survey
In addition to one-on-one interviews, Citygate Associates conducted an Internet-based
Employee Survey between November 11 and December 16, 2005 for the employees of the
Sonoma County Animal Regulation Division.
Details of the deployment are shown below.
Launch Date
Close Date
Visits 1
Partials 2
Completes 3
1
2
3

11/10/2005 - 5:05 PM
12/16/2005 - 4:30 PM
52
0
30

“Visits” – the total number of people who visited the survey site during the open period.
“Partial” – the number of surveys that were begun but not completed. In this case, that number is zero.
“Completes” – the number of surveys that were completed and successfully added to the database.
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The survey consisted of 66 closed-ended “degree-of-agreement” statements and 7 open-ended
questions. A full copy of the survey instrument is presented in Appendix A.
The employees of the Animal Regulation Division were sent an email with a link to the survey.
Since no one else received this email, the responses were restricted to Division employees.
Thirty (30) out of 32 of the employees of the Division responded to the survey, which represents
a high level of participation and validity. Shown below are the salient positive and negative
findings based on analysis of both the closed-end statements and open-ended questions.
Most Positive Feelings of Employees
Employees feel they have the necessary skills to do their jobs and that ordinances
and/or policies for which they have the responsibility of administering are
reasonable and enforceable (if applicable).
They believe that their benefit package is competitive with those provided for
comparable positions in the surrounding public and private agencies, that they are
adequately compensated for any required overtime and that the current
compensation policy utilized by the County is fair.
Staff indicated they are able to make necessary decisions and complete most of
their assignments without the need to consult a supervisor or co-worker, and their
roles in the larger tasks to be performed are clear to them.
Employees believe the volunteer program is an asset to the Division.
They indicated that they receive sufficient training to effectively complete their
job responsibilities.
Finally, they believe the County’s ethical behavior guidelines are adequate.
Most Negative Feelings of Employees
The most negative response was the indication that Division’s morale is not good.
This was reinforced in several of the open-ended responses as well, and the
consensus of the open-ended comments suggests that inadequate staffing has led
to burnout, attrition and the resultant low morale.
The employees do not believe the goals and objectives or their work unit or of the
Division as a whole are achievable, given the current level of staffing.
They do not believe that the Division is an efficient, well-run organization. They
further indicated that the current compensation and promotion process does not
reward employees for higher than average levels of performance.
They do not believe that County management understands the difficult job they
perform or that it adequately supports the Division.
Within the Division, the employees do not believe there is an effective flow of
information between management and the staff. They also indicated that the style
of the Division’s managers is not conducive to positive employee morale.
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They do not believe that defined career paths or reasonable opportunities for
advancement are present.
Finally, the employees indicated that there is a lack of coordination of projects
and functions between their own work unit and others.
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SECTION III—ADMINISTRATION
The Animal Regulation Division’s administration program is comprised of the Division’s Chief
Deputy Director and the Division’s Accounting Section. There are 7.5 full-time equivalents on
staff in the Administrative/Accounting Section of the Division. This leadership and support
program area includes dispatching, licensing, telephones, public counter, financial records, and
the development and implementation of administrative policies and procedures.
Organization of Administration/Financial Section
Chief Deputy Director/
Animal Regulation Manager

Accounting Technician
(1)

Account Clerk II
(Dispatcher)

Account Clerk II
(4.5)
As is the case with other best practice animal control agencies, Sonoma County Animal
Regulations offers an array of important programs, including:
Spay/neuter program
Mobile adoption program
Mobile spay/neuter program
Volunteer program
Education program
Veterinary care program
Animal sheltering program
Field service program
Animal licensing program
Rabies control program.
The fact that the Division operates these programs does not necessarily mean that they are robust
and fully developed by the Division or are meeting proficiency expectations. Citygate Associates
observed areas for improvement. Doing things differently or adding more in terms of resources
can solve some of the problem areas Citygate observed. The solutions for these problems are
straightforward. On the other hand, some of the problems Citygate observed had more to do
with personalities, management style, personnel issues and trust. These latter issues are more
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challenging. Many of these areas for improvements are addressed specifically in subsequent
chapters in this report. These areas for improvement include:
Staff morale is very low
Volunteers are given too much authority and attention over paid staff
Customer service is perceived to be poor
Office Supervisor is being asked to perform two jobs
Favoritism relative to tolerance of absences and incomplete work for field staff
Inadequate staff to support existing shelter hours
Adoption process is overly cumbersome
Temperament testing is backlogged
IT system is antiquated
Office area of shelter needs to be expanded and redesigned
Large number of functional vacancies leads to field understaffing
Use of Field Officers for dispatch services at times leads to understaffing in the
field.
Field supervisor is doing work of two positions.
LEADERSHIP
The Division does not have a clearly articulated mission statement. The goals and objectives for
the program are not widely understood by the employees. Far too many employees have no idea
what the Animal Regulations program is about, much less what is important or where the
program is heading strategically. Most employees feel they are kept in the dark intentionally.
They feel it is a closed information culture.
A comprehensive employee survey, coupled with comments received from stakeholders during a
community meeting, private interviews, and other communication, points to a pervasive lack of
confidence in the ability of the Chief Deputy Director to properly run the division.
Citygate Associates acknowledges that the incumbent has guided the Division through a period
of growth and service expansion. However, it is clearly evident that a new leadership style and
Division culture is required to ensure the programs grow and adapt successfully to the changing
needs of the community. Therefore, we recommend preparation of a culture transition plan. The
plan, to be developed in collaboration with the County Administrator, the Agricultural
Commissioner, and the Division Manager, should outline in detail the performance objectives to
accomplish the objectives set forth in this report.
As part of this transition, the Division needs to cast a new vision for itself. This new vision
needs to be based upon important core values:
Leadership by example
Leadership based on trust and confidence
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Transparency and credibility
Award winning customer service
Lowering the unwanted pet population through aggressive spay/neuter programs
Aggressive community education
Collaboration with other agencies and non-profits
Volunteerism that has a clear purpose
“It Takes A Village” thinking
Supportive working environment.
In addition, in conjunction with establishing a new vision in the Division, Citygate Associates
suggests the County consider changing the name of the Division from “Animal Regulation” to
“Animal Care and Control Services.”
LEADERSHIP STATUS REPORTS
The Chief Deputy Director is the individual responsible for setting the tone and providing the
leadership in the organization. The 3-Year Quick Start and Action Plan presented in this report
is the roadmap for this transition. Milestones have been established for the Chief Deputy
Director’s success.
Given the level of distrust and lack of confidence in the Chief Deputy Director frequently voiced
to Citygate Associates by stakeholders and employees, it is our belief that it will be a challenge
for the incumbent to create the new culture and vision. Citygate Associates recommends the
Chief Deputy Director prepare a 3-Year Quick Start and Action Plan status report every 90-days
for next year, at a minimum, beginning with the first quarter of FY 2006-07. The first reporting
period would include activities and accomplishments from July 1, 2006 through September 30,
2006. The status report should be prepared in collaboration with the Agricultural Commissioner
and then presented to the Board of Supervisors at a public meeting by the Chief Deputy Director.
The 3-Year Quick Start and Action Plan status report should include, at a minimum,
information regarding the following:
1. Action items initiated during the last 90-days
2. Action items due during the last 90-days
3. Action items to be initiated in the next 90-days
4. Identification and discussion of challenges internal to the Division
5. Identification and discussion of challenges external to the Division
6. Discussion of productive collaborations with other departments and outside
organizations
In addition to the above information, the status report should include, at a minimum, data
regarding the following:
Euthanasia volume
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Adoption volume
Spay/neuter volume
Calls for service volume
Response times
Financial information regarding use of foundation funds, grant funds, and special
resource allocations granted by the Board of Supervisors.
LEADERSHIP MILESTONE QUESTIONS
In the coming year, as the leader of the Division, the Chief Deputy Director can measure
his performance and accomplishments against the timelines set forth in the 3-Year Quick
Start and Action Plan included in the Executive Summary of this report and by asking the
following milestone related questions:
SEPTEMBER 1, 2006 MILESTONE QUESTIONS
1. Have I prepared a culture transition plan?
2. Have I aggressively instituted customer service training?
3. Have I initiated sensitivity and diversity training?
4. Have I thoroughly evaluated the Division’s absenteeism and its effect on staffing?
5. Have I instituted a Division-wide sick leave monitoring and counseling system?
6. Have I made an inventory of needed equipment?
7. Do I have a plan to repair and replace needed equipment?
8. Have I increased officer awareness and support for the total Division’s functions?
9. Have I instituted team building training?
10. Have I been reporting all animals impounded, redeemed, adopted and euthanized?
11. Have I developed an outline for the education program to include attainable goals and
objectives?
12. Have I met with the County superintendent of schools to obtain his/her support and
commitment for the education program?
13. Have I met with the leader of every group currently contracting with the Division and
ascertained how the Division and the group can increase the number of animals
released to these groups, particularly hard to place older/large dogs?
14. Have I added one computer in the officers’ work area?
15. Have I established/extended relationships with local non-profit groups?
16. Have I considered reducing the hours of operation at the shelter and main office and
have I discussed this matter with all affected staff?
17. Have I more closely monitored spay/neuter deposit follow-up action?
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JANUARY 1, 2007 MILESTONE QUESTIONS
1. Have I developed a budget for the education program to present to the Board?
2. Have I obtained Board of Supervisors approval of the education program, its goals
and objectives and financing?
3. Have I upgraded the computer-based animal tracking software?
4. Have I created an efficient and aggressive Countywide spay/neuter program, with a
particular focus on low-income neighborhoods?
5. Have I replaced cat and small animal cages?
6. Have I selected a replacement for the vacant Supervising Regulation Officer?
7. Have I separated the staff lunch/break room from the officer work area?
8. Have I changed the name of the division from “Animal Regulations” to “Animal Care
and Control Services”?
9. Have I split the office supervision function and the accounting/budgeting function
into two positions?
10. Have I split the Office Supervision function and the accounting/budgeting function
into two positions?
11. Have I considered Contra Costa County’s medical program for possible
implementation?
12. Have I considered implementing Santa Barbara and Contra Costa Counties’ methods
of temperament testing?
13. Have I contacted Contra Costa County relative to their Education Program and
incorporate their resources and materials into Sonoma County’s program?
14. Have I examined newly opened Bay Area shelters to identify possible modifications
of the Sonoma County shelter’s small animal holding areas?
15. Have I targeted low-income residents for spay/neuter financial assistance and
reported usage to Board?
16. Have I implemented an outreach and advertising program to inform citizens of
available spay/neuter programs and voucher subsidies?
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APRIL 1, 2007 MILESTONE QUESTIONS
1. Have I recruited and trained education program presenters?
JULY 1, 2007 MILESTONE QUESTIONS
1. Have I managed stakeholder involvement to ensure it is supportive and cooperative,
based on mutual trust and respect?
2. Have I strengthened the safety program? Include Animal Regulation specific training.
Update MSDS where appropriate?
3. Have I conducted a thorough study of Sonoma County’s field staffing needs taking into
account the “calls for service” model?
4. Have I either selected or trained a dedicated Division radio dispatcher and sufficient
back-up personnel to provide coverage?
5. Have I studied the feasibility of integrating City of Santa Rosa animal control dispatching
with the Sheriff’s Office?
6. Have I, in the short-term, increased the hours of the contract veterinarian?
7. Have I explored public sector consolidation and community partnerships for the longterm provision of animal control and sheltering services in Sonoma County?
8. Have I, in the long-term, consulted with the University of California Davis, School of
Veterinary Medicine, Shelter Medicine Program to develop alternative methods and
means of providing medical care and spay/neuter services at the shelter?
9. Have I ordered the next two animal control vehicles with four-wheel drive?
10. Have I responded promptly to officer requests to repair or replace equipment?
11. Have I procured sufficient inventory of equipment to assure timely replacement?
12. Have I added two Animal Control Officer positions and one dispatcher, or three Animal
Control Officers?
13. Have I established-extended relationships with local non-profit groups?
14. Have I increased the number of veterinary hospitals participating in the Low Cost Spay
Neuter Program?
15. Have I considered a shuttle program relative to its possible effectiveness in Sonoma
County?
16. Have I taken action between the County and the Sonoma Humane Society relative to the
effective utilization of the resources of the two agencies?
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SUPERVISION OF FRONT COUNTER AND ACCOUNTING
An Accounting Technician, who is relatively new to the position, supervises the financial section
of the administrative program. The individual in this position is required to provide the day-today supervision of the front counter and all of the accounting staff and at the same time manage
the Division’s budget, financial reporting systems and technical accounting. As a result, the
supervisor is overworked and isolated. The predecessor in this position managed by reportedly
working nights and weekends. The office supervision function and the accounting/budgeting
function need to be split into two positions. The current single position fulfilling both roles
requires the supervisor to possess “visor up” and “visor down” skills. This is highly
dysfunctional and unfair to all the employees involved. The employees in the financial section
should be interviewed for their opinions and needs before segregating the positions, much less
filling any new positions. It would be best if an employee with animal care and control
experience supervised front-counter staff.
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
The computer-based Information Technology system software is antiquated and needs to be
upgraded. Citygate Associates suggests the County take a look at various high-quality software
programs that are available in the industry. Upgrading the I.T. system will go a long way toward
helping to streamline the animal adoption process, which is currently highly cumbersome.
The Animal Regulation Division has its own modern and user friendly website. This program is
managed by the Volunteer Coordinator. Technical updating of the site and the uploading of
animal pictures is done by the Webmaster who is currently an intern working in the Information
Systems Department. The website includes information on:
Contact information
Hours of operation
A list and description of volunteer jobs
Volunteer application
Adoption fees
“Paws for Love” volunteer newsletter
Tips for finding a lost pet
Volunteer donation information and solicitation
Addresses, phone numbers and where applicable links to other area shelters
Information on dog licensing and a downloadable license application form
Mobile Animal Center (MAC) information including a schedule of upcoming
events
Pet specific disaster preparedness information
Frequently asked questions about rabies
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Wolf hybrid information and cautions
Links to:
Other area shelters
Rescue organizations
National pet search and rescue sites
Pet health related sites
Cat related sites
Dog related sites
Rabbit related sites
General interest sites
Adoptable animals. Pictures of adoptable animals are available with descriptions
and are updated weekly.
Stray animals. Pictures of stray animals are updated weekly.
Adoption forms are available to download from the site
Calendar of upcoming events
Overall, the website is comparable to or better than other public agency sites. We would
suggest adding:
A map and directions to the shelter
A back-up person to take and transfer pictures when the person normally tasked
with these duties is not available
A link to the Denver Dumb Friends League Pet Behavior Advice page. This page
provides information and help in solving many pet behavior issues.
http://www.ddfl.org/tips.htm
The phone system is overloaded and dysfunctional. It needs to be upgraded to a modern menu
driven system. The upgrade will better serve the Division’s customers and reduce wait times at
the counter. In addition, a menu driven system will enhance the productivity of the accounting
staff.
CUSTOMER SERVICE TRAINING
There is a serious shortage of customer service training in the Division. This situation is
particularly problematic for those staff members who deal with the public day-in and day-out at
the public counter and on the telephone. Complaints of poor customer service were numerous.
This was corroborated at the community meeting with stakeholders, during one-on-one
interviews with stakeholders, and through written correspondence. A portion of the customer
service problem can be attributed to the technology shortcomings in the Division, i.e., the
antiquated animal tracking software program and phone systems, but not the entire problem. The
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customer service problem has to be turned around or anything else the County does will be a
wasted investment.
SENSITIVITY AND DIVERSITY TRAINING
During the conduct of Citygate Associates’ interviews, we became aware of personnel-related
issues that we believe have an impact on the collegiality of the employees in the Division and,
thus, on the efficiency and effectiveness of the Division. Accusations of favoritism were not
uncommon. It would be inappropriate to detail the specifics of these alleged problems within the
context of this study, inasmuch as they are protected personnel matters. Nonetheless, County
leadership has been informed so that appropriate remedial action can be considered. In this
instance, Citygate recommends sensitivity and diversity training take place on an in-depth and
ongoing basis within the Division.
FACILITIES
The office support area is not working well and needs attention. The Division’s front office
space is cramped and very dysfunctional, both for the office workers and the public. The front
office needs to be expanded to approximately twice its current size. The office configurations,
files, public counter and dispatch area all need to be redesigned with an eye toward improving
customer service and increasing the productivity of the accounting staff.
PERSONNEL EVALUATIONS
The performance of front office staff is supposed to be evaluated constantly, formally and
informally, during on-the-job training for new employees. Formal performance evaluations of
office staff are expected to take place annually thereafter for the first four years and then every
two years, per County policy. Evaluations are to be in writing and staff is to be given the
opportunity to discuss their evaluation with their supervisor. Reportedly, this has not taken place
in the past two years. The Division manager reports there currently is a training process
underway and that improvements in this area of administration are anticipated.
STAFF MORALE
Morale is an important ingredient in job satisfaction and has a significant impact on employee
retention and customer service. The employees in the administrative section of the Division
generally enjoy their work and their co-workers. Nonetheless, more often than not they would
describe their morale as poor. There are several reasons for this, based on our interviews and the
Employee Survey:
1. They lack faith in management
2. They lack faith in their supervisor
3. They do not believe that they are viewed favorably by the public or volunteers
4. They believe that they are underappreciated and overworked
5. Some members of the section are distraught by the work scheduling process.
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RECOMMENDATIONS TO IMPROVE ADMINISTRATION
The following recommendations are made to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the
Administrative Section of the Sonoma County Animal Regulation Division.
Recommendation III-1:

Prepare a transition plan that leads to a new culture.

Recommendation III-2:

Change the name of the division from “Animal
Regulations” to “Animal Care and Control Services.”

Recommendation III-3:

Split the office supervision function and
accounting/budgeting function into two positions.

Recommendation III-4:

Upgrade the computer-based animal tracking software.

Recommendation III-5

Provide back-up personnel for animal picture taking.

Recommendation III-6

Include map and directions on website

Recommendation III-7

Link website to Denver Dumb Friends League Pet
Behavior Advice page

Recommendation III-8:

Aggressively institute customer service training on an
ongoing basis.

Recommendation III-9:

Conduct sensitivity and diversity training on an in-depth
and ongoing basis.

Recommendation III-10:

Expand and redesign the front office and public counter
area.

Recommendation III-11

Implement a phone tree type telephone answering menu
system

Recommendation III-12

Chief Deputy Director should prepare a 3-Year Quick
Start and Action Plan status report every 90-days during
the next year, at a minimum, beginning with the first
quarter of FY 2006-07
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SECTION IV—SHELTER OPERATIONS
This section reviews the Shelter Operations of the Sonoma County Animal Regulation Division.
THINGS YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT ANIMAL CONTROL SHELTERS
An animal shelter needs to provide a healthy and appropriate environment for animals and staff
that facilitates the goals of the organization. While these goals will vary from one community to
another, the following should serve as a baseline:
A safe, healthy environment to house lost animals until claimed by their owners.
Adequate capacity for holding animals in a humane manner that promotes good
health and prevents the transmission of contagious diseases. There is an
important and direct relationship between a shelter’s holding capacity and the
well being and health of the shelter’s animal population. A well-designed shelter
will provide adequate space for protective custody, vicious animals, rabies
quarantine and sick animals.
Adequate mechanical and plumbing systems designed to maximize disease
control as well as durable finish materials intended to withstand the rigors of daily
cleaning with chemicals and hot water.
A positive environment that minimizes stress levels for animals, employees, and
visitors.
Adequate Animal Support areas to insure proper care. These include food
preparation, laundry, grooming, examination and medical procedure rooms,
behavior evaluation areas, food, laundry, and equipment storage areas, euthanasia
rooms, vehicle maintenance and cleaning areas, etc.
Adequate public-oriented components including spay-neuter clinics, education
programs (classrooms and children-oriented learning areas) as well as more
traditional adoption and redemption services.
Adequate Staff Support areas. The need for staff to have proper break room
areas, lockers and restrooms is of equal if not greater importance in an animal
shelter than in many other work environments. Caring for incarcerated animals,
many of which are ill and/or frightened, can be an extremely stressful experience,
particularly when confronted on a daily basis. Furthermore, many employees
initially seek out employment in animal shelters due to an inherent love for
animals, only to be confronted with the stark reality of animal abuse cases,
ongoing euthanasia, etc. In addition, the maintenance of shelters involves the
unforgiving tasks of constant cleaning of urine and feces and the sterilization of
kennels and cages to prevent disease transfer. While in the field, animal control
officers are constantly exposed to both domestic and wild animals with unknown
health conditions and, at times, a hostile public unsympathetic to their job
responsibilities.
All of these activities argue for well-designed
locker/shower/restroom areas as well as the need for hygienic staff lounges
located in acoustically isolated areas.
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A public responsive environment that supports the following:
Adoption of companion animals
Education of animal care issues including responsible pet ownership and
other animal care issues
Redemption of lost animals
Surrender of unwanted animals
Licensing.
OVERVIEW OF SONOMA COUNTY SHELTER OPERATIONS
The County of Sonoma operates one animal shelter located at 1247 Century Court, Santa Rosa,
California.

Animal Shelter
1247 Century Ct.

Facilities History
The shelter was constructed in 1989, and it was enlarged and remodeled in 2001 to accommodate
increased animal volume due to the animal control contract with the City of Santa Rosa.
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Sonoma County Animal Shelter Floor Plan

Current Facilities Evaluation
While it is not the intent of this study to provide an extensive evaluation of the County’s animal
sheltering facility relative to either functional or physical needs, it is necessary to describe and
contrast the current shelter with more modern construction. Shelter design has changed
significantly from the time the shelter was originally built. While a remodel occurred in 2001,
the changes were primarily directed at increasing dog holding to accommodate the Santa Rosa
City contract. Therefore, while the square footage of the building was increased the animal
holding areas were not “modernized” and the small animal holding areas were not significantly
increased or enlarged.
Generally, the design of this shelter is indicative of animal shelters built prior to 1990, which
were designed with a primary focus on the holding of stray and surrendered dogs with little
emphasis on accommodations for cats or other small animals. Staff support areas are minimal
and public amenities are generally limited to a public counter. The facility is constructed of
wood frame with a concrete slab on grade. The concrete floors have been sealed against
moisture penetration in the dog holding areas. However, cracks are prevalent and the sealer
needs to be renewed. Dog kennels are provided with adequate ventilation, radiant floor heating
via hot water piped through the concrete floor, central-controlled water bowl filling and
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centralized sanitary drain flushing. These are all good features. The dog kennels are not
overcrowded and it is unusual to have more than one animal per dog run.
Dog Holding
The main kennels areas are two large open bays with 48 dog runs in each and two smaller bays
with 10 dog runs in each. One of these is used for sick isolation and the other for rabies
quarantine. Most kennels are double-stacked around a central corridor such that dogs face one
another. This arrangement is discouraged today, both because it enhances the opportunity for
disease transfer through airborne viruses, and because it induces confrontations and, hence,
additional stress and barking. When dogs can see each other, it increases their activity level,
anxiety and barking. All of the dog holding areas are very loud and are not a comfortable place
to be for extended periods.
Original Shelter Dog Kennels

The radiant floor heating mitigates against an uncomfortable environmental experience for dogs
impounded at the shelter. However, the west wall of the facility, though partially shuttered, is
open to the elements. While this is a positive relative to air exchange and thus disease
prevention, it nonetheless creates a cold environment for animals and humans alike when
temperatures are below 40-45 degrees Fahrenheit. This situation is exacerbated by the building’s
orientation, which places this wall toward the direction of the prevailing wind. Movable shutters
should be considered if funds become available for future remodeling.
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New Addition Kennels-Open Shutters

In regards to the individual habitats, the current design of the facility’s dog kennels features
chain link enclosures with open trench drains at the entry into each kennel. These open drains
pose a disease transfer problem and require animals and humans to walk over or view the
animals across them. In addition, the side walls of each kennel are generally partial height
composite panels, but are not high enough to prevent large dogs from confronting each other
nose to nose. Again, this allows easy disease transfer.
Typical Sonoma Dog Holding Run
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Modern construction provides for fewer dogs per holding area as well as heating, ventilation and
air conditioning adequate for the area’s climate and sufficient fresh air exchanges to mitigate the
spread of air-borne pathogens.
Typical Modern Dog Adoption Holding Environment
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This adoption area features:
Non permeable Epoxy Resin Coated flooring to prevent moisture absorption and
disease transfer
Ample lighting via skylight and neon lights
Central covered drains with central flush control
Isolation of noise from public areas
Limits dog holding to six per room
Centralized cleaning system
Ability to view animals without going into holding area
Partial height dividers are used in this adoption area because dogs are typically
screened for disease.
Mechanical systems that provide 100% fresh air exchange 12 times per hour
Cat And Small Animal Holding
The shelter does not have enough space for cats and other small animals (primarily rabbits) or
adequate cages. These habitats are spread around the shelter with no apparent plan relative to
their intended purpose. The public is allowed access to all but quarantined animals. This makes
disease control very difficult and problematic. The public can pass from cage to cage touching
the animals and thus spreading disease from one animal to the next. Several typical holding
areas are shown below:
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Rabbit Holding
Rabbits are housed in a narrow corridor with inadequate ventilation. Odor is prevalent.

Cat Holding
Cats are held in several small rooms. Ventilation is inadequate and odor is prevalent.
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Veterinary Treatment and Spay Neuter
These spaces are very cramped.
Veterinary Treatment
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Spay Neuter Operating Room

“Get Acquainted” and Exercise Areas
The shelter has adequate dog socialization and exercise areas. These areas are important for
dogs held for extended periods. Dogs that interact with people on a regular basis are more
approachable in a kennel environment. Thus, they have an increased chance of being adopted.
There are other smaller “get acquainted” areas in the shelter.
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Staff Lounge and Officer Work Space
These areas are combined. Officers are afforded little privacy when doing their computer entries
and completing reports.
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Volunteer Area
This space is adequate for its intended purpose.

Training Room
This space is adequate for its intended purpose.
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Facility Summary
This shelter is adequate relative to dog holding capacity, training area, volunteer office, and
management/supervisor office space. The shelter is in need of remodeling and expansion of its
office, cat and small animal holding areas and veterinary and spay/neuter spaces. There needs to
be a separation of the officers’ work space and staff lounge area. As an alternative to remodeling
the existing building the County may want to consider the purchase of several modular buildings.
Some examples of possible improvements that could occur are described immediately below.
One modular building could house the medical treatment area and surgery. Another could house
the volunteer function. A third could be used for the accounting function and those clerical
employees not engaged in front counter public service activities. The space freed up by the
movement of these functions could be used, in the case of the existing medical and surgery areas,
for additional small animal holding. Moving the volunteers would open up the current volunteer
area for additional clerical space. Moving clerical staff would allow for the expansion of the
public counter area. Another possible usage could involve modular buildings to house stray cats,
thus opening up existing stray small animal space to house only cats and rabbits available for
adoption. There appears to be enough space on the current property to accommodate some, if
not all, of these functions. An architect with a specialization in animal shelter design should be
retained to provide input before any of these changes are undertaken.

Division Manager

Office Manager

Volunteer
Coordinator

Animal Health
Technician

Shelter Manager

Animal Health
Technician

Volunteers

Supervising Animal
Regulation Officer
(Vacant)

Animal Health
Technician

Supervising Animal
Regulation Officer

Animal Health
Technician

Veterinarian
(Part Time)

(7-14) Inmates

STAFFING
The Shelter Manager reports to the Division Manager and is responsible for the day-to-day
supervision of all shelter programs. These duties include:
1. Supervise Animal Health Technicians
A. Training
B. Schedules
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C. Duties
D. Evaluations
2. Supervise volunteer coordinator
A. New volunteer orientations
B. Volunteer programs
C. Special events
D. New volunteer training
E. Problem volunteer evaluations/terminations
F. Evaluation
3. Supervise shelter veterinary program
A. Spay and neuter program
B. Sick and injured protocols
C. Vaccination protocols
D. Cleaning and disinfecting protocols
E. Disease control
4. Supervise veterinarians
A. Shelter program
B. Mobile animal center spay/neuter program
5. Supervise Mobile Animal Center spay/neuter program
A. Recruiting veterinarians
B. Scheduling support staff
C. Scheduling clinics
D. Arranging clinic locations
E. Advertisement
F. Clinic protocols
G. Client scheduling protocols
H. Veterinary contracts
I. Training
6. Supervise student interns (veterinary care assistant)
A. Training
B. Scheduling
C. Evaluations
7. Supervise inmate work program
A. Training
B. Cleaning procedures
C. Work with North County Detention Facility to develop a secure work environment
for staff and public
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D. Civilian incident reports (inmate injury, behavior, visits, drug/alcohol use)
8. Supervise foster program
A. Develop and update protocols
B. Contact foster volunteers
C. Monitor animals in foster homes
9. Supervise pet store program
A. Develop and update protocols
B. Contact participating and potential stores
C. Monitor animals in stores
D. Deliver or pickup animals from stores
10. School presentations
A. Schedule presentations
B. Send teacher packet prior to presentation
C. Arrange staff, animal's coloring rooks and video
11. Rescues and shelter transfers
A. Develop and update protocols
B. Approve or deny rescues
C. Call and/or email rescues and shelters
D. Evaluate fees for each rescue
12. Respond to shelter related complaints
13. Dispatch every other Saturday
14. Cover field and office supervisor's if absent
15. Interviewing potential tech and field staff
16. Work with vendors
A. Food
B. Medical
C. Janitorial
Kennel Staff
There are 4 Animal Health Technicians. One of these and the Shelter Manager are State licensed
Registered Veterinary Technicians. The rest of the kennel workforce consists of between 7 and
14 female inmates from the Sheriff’s Office North County Detention Facility.
Inmate Labor
Sonoma County is one of a few counties utilizing inmates to perform kenneling tasks. Other
agencies include Solano, Yolo and San Luis Obispo. Citygate contacted all of these agencies.
None of these organizations is pleased with this arrangement. Utilizing inmates was initially a
way to leverage resources and staff the kennels with sufficient bodies to perform basic kenneling
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functions. However, continuing to rely on this labor pool creates several significant problems for
the Division. Basically, supervisory staff has to deal with a group of people who, generally, have
no commitment to the Division. Oftentimes, inmates have a poor work ethic and possess little
common sense. Many of them are more interested in smuggling contraband, causing mischief
and avoiding work.
The inmates are female, non-violent offenders. They are returned to the detention facility prior to
public hours. The Sheriff’s office provides no one to supervise this work force. Therefore, they
take an inordinate amount of shelter staff time to supervise. In the rare case where an inmate
wants to learn and work, it is unlikely that person will be there for more than a few weeks.
Citygate is hard pressed to come up with any redeeming modifier other than they are free labor.
However, they are free only in a direct cost sense. Within the last year, inmates failed to secure a
kennel, thus causing the release of a vicious dog that subsequently attacked and mauled an
Animal Health Technician causing significant physical and emotional injury. In another
incident, an inmate did not follow proper cleaning and animal holding procedures, thus causing a
distemper outbreak in the cat holding area of the facility.
Recently the Sheriff’s Office has reduced the number of inmates allocated to the Division from
14 to 7. This has reduced the number of people to be supervised but has placed further burdens
on the 4 paid staff to keep the shelter clean and running efficiently.
Shelter Responsibilities
Take in dogs, cats, livestock and other animal types
Keep track of these animals i.e., inventory control
Provide a sanitary condition in which the animals are to be kept
Identify those animals in need of veterinary attention
Provide required veterinary care
Spay/neuter animals prior to adoption
Notify owners of their animal’s impoundment in a timely manner
Return animals to their owners and collect appropriate fines and fees
Hold animals the legally required amount of time
Identify those animals that are suitable for adoption (that is, healthy, and nonaggressive)
Humanely euthanize those animals that are not suitable for adoption or cannot be
adopted
Dispose of animal carcasses.
In regard to animal health and disease control issues, it is helpful to understand the inherent
health problems confronting domestic animal shelters. The following is a brief description of
these issues:
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Disease Control In Animal Shelter Environments
The primary diseases that are of concern in an animal shelter environment are those that are
easily transmitted among members of a species (i.e., contagious disease). These may be caused
by viruses or by bacteria. The following terminology will help in understanding how these
diseases are spread, particularly in a shelter environment.
How Animal Diseases Are Spread:
Aerosol transmitted: Spreading in the air via coughing or sneezing.
Fomite transmitted: Fomite is an inanimate object on which bacteria or viruses
may be transported from a source of infection (your clothes, shoes, food bowls,
cages).
Vector transmitted: Transmitted by an insect or rodent (rats carrying fleas that
carry the plague bacteria).
Fecal-oral transmission: Transmitted from the feces to the mouth. This does not
mean that visible fecal matter must be present, only that the agent was originally
shed in the feces.
Incubation Period
The incubation period is the time interval between the first exposure to an infectious agent and
the first sign of disease appearance. One of the problems presented in a shelter environment is
not knowing whether an animal is incubating a disease when that animal enters the facility.
Many diseases are contagious during the incubation period. Generally, one cannot tell if an
animal that is not presenting any symptoms is healthy or if it is carrying an infectious agent and
will soon come down with a disease.
Significant Animal Diseases1
The following animal diseases are of particular concern in an animal shelter environment:
Canine Distemper
“Distemper is a highly contagious viral infection caused by an enveloped, single stranded
RNA virus of the genus Morbillivirus, family Paramyxoviridae. Although greatly reduced by
widespread vaccination, canine distemper continues to be a frustrating problem in some
shelters. All too frequently, shelter dogs with green nasal and ocular discharge are
misdiagnosed as distemper cases, when, most of the time, these signs are caused by various
agents of canine kennel cough/upper respiratory infection. However, distemper does occur
intermittently, especially in shelters located in communities with many unvaccinated dogs.
Shelters need to protect their adoptable canine population from exposure to a dog with this
potentially fatal illness and protect adopters from the heartache of bringing home a very sick
dog. However, shelters do not want to wrongly diagnose a serious disease in a dog that may
only have a mild, treatable illness. Unfortunately, there is no simple and reliable method of
diagnosing distemper in all infected dogs. Control of distemper requires a combination of

1
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effective quarantine, isolation, disease recognition/diagnostic testing, and environmental
decontamination. An understanding of the natural history of the disease will help establish an
effective preventive plan.”
Canine Parvovirus
“Parvovirus is highly contagious, durable in nature, and capable of producing severe or lifethreatening disease in dogs. It is critical to prevent transmission of the disease and rapidly
identify infected animals in order to provide appropriate medical care and protection to other
dogs in the shelter. Inevitably, Parvovirus will be introduced into shelters from the
surrounding community from time to time. If this occurs where preventive medicine is not
practiced and/or in a crowded, busy shelter where staff is already stretched to the maximum,
the response to the epidemic is a crisis mode. This is inefficient, very expensive, and much
less effective at protecting puppies from disease.”
Panleukopenia
“Panleukopenia is an infectious disease of cats and is sometimes also called feline distemper
(although it is completely unrelated to canine distemper). The disease is caused by the feline
panleukopenia virus (FPV), a very small DNA virus in the family Parvoviridae. This family
includes the canine parvovirus, which actually evolved out of a strain of feline panleukopenia
virus. The genome is minus-sense, single-stranded DNA and the virus has no envelope. The
two main forms of panleukopenia in cats are gastrointestinal and neurological. The
gastrointestinal manifestations of panleukopenia are vomiting and diarrhea, leading to
dehydration, usually accompanied by immunocompromise via loss of white blood cells as
infection targets the bone marrow precursors. This can predispose the cat to septicemia
(bacterial infection in the blood), shock, and death. Acute and/or severe diarrhea in cats,
especially during an outbreak and especially in kittens (which are more susceptible to severe
disease than adult cats), should trigger testing. In the neurological form, damage to the
Purkinje cells results in poor gross motor control from the cerebellum although other
peripheral nerves and the cerebrum remain intact. Kittens are usually born with this disease if
the queen was infected (or received a modified live virus (MLV) vaccine while she was
pregnant. The presence of the disease usually is evident only after kittens begin to ambulate
around one week after birth. At that time, there are intention tremors, nystagmus (abnormal
movement in the pupil in the eye), abnormal placement of legs and possibly rolling over rather
than standing upright. If cats can feed themselves by nursing, they can survive this stage and
eventually (over months) the cerebrum compensates, allowing the cats to function somewhat
more normally. The presence of this disease is usually a clinical diagnosis based on the
clinical signs and history. During the early phase after birth, the kitten may have virus
replication within the cat in addition to the brain, so that there is the possibility of virus being
shed into the environment via the feces.”
Feline Upper Respiratory Infection
“Feline Upper Respiratory Infection (URI) is similar to a common cold in humans. It is
especially common in cats that have been exposed to many other cats, such as at an animal
shelter. URI is very rarely fatal and usually resolves within one to three weeks. Treatment
generally consists of supportive care. In addition, antibiotics are sometimes given to treat
possible bacterial infections. However, although secondary bacterial infections can make the
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problem worse, the underlying cause is often a viral infection. Viral infections are not cured
by antibiotics – as with the common cold – and there is no completely effective treatment
besides time and allowing the cat’s own immune system to do its job. In rare cases, URI can
cause serious disease such as pneumonia. Also, sick cats may not eat or drink adequate
amounts and may become severely dehydrated. In such cases, hospitalization and fluid
supplementation may be needed.”
Feline Leukemia Virus (FeLV)
“FeLV, or Feline leukemia virus, is a contagious, viral disease of cats. In addition to causing
leukemia, it has been associated with various other types of cancer, anemia, and immune
suppression leading to increased susceptibility to various infectious diseases. Although cats
may clear initial infection, there is no cure for persistent infection and it is ultimately fatal. It
appears that cats are the only species susceptible to infection with FeLV. Kittens are at
significantly higher risk for contracting the disease than adult cats. FeLV is most commonly
spread via the saliva of infected cats, either directly or by contaminated articles such as food
and water dishes or toys. FeLV can also be present in other secretions such as urine or feces,
but this is less common. FeLV can be spread transplacentally from mother to offspring, but
spread via nursing or grooming is more common. Airborne spread is not a concern. FeLV is
not very durable in the environment. It is inactivated by most commonly used disinfectants. It
can survive for up to 48 hours in a moist environment at room temperature.”
Disease Prevention2
“The primary methods for preventing the spread of transmissible disease include eliminating
the disease by vaccination and testing and/or eliminating the routes of transmission by
quarantine and disinfection. However, when quarantining an animal, ideally it needs to be
housed only with other animals that have the same disease. That is, a dog with kennel cough
should not be placed in the same room as one with parvo, even if the room is labeled
“isolation.” This can be a problem with upper respiratory diseases as there are many different
causative agents and it is extremely difficult to identify exactly which virus or bacteria is
responsible. This may be one reason why cats in isolation take such a long time to improve.
Often, just as they are getting over their original disease, they catch a different one from the
cat in the next cage. Also, isolation isn’t of much help if food and litter pans are not sterilized
(or disposable ones used), if boxes and leashes are shared, or if people fail to wash their hands
between handling each animal.
“Disinfection helps control the spread of disease. However, the right disinfectant must be
used. None of them kill all bacteria or all viruses. Additionally, for many disinfectants to
work, all organic matter (i.e., fecal matter, dried food, blood, etc.) must be removed first.
Disinfectants do not work instantly. They must be left on for the recommended time if they
are to be effective. The concentration and water temperature must also be proper for them to
be maximally effective
“All surfaces of a cage or kennel must be cleaned - the ceiling, doors and walls as well as the
floor. The outside of cages/runs should also be washed down.

2
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Vaccination helps prevent the development of disease. However, vaccines do not work
instantly and they do not cure a disease once the disease is incubating. The animal is
susceptible to a disease until it has time to develop preventative antibodies, typically at least a
week. Vaccines only protect against the organisms for which they were developed.
“Overcrowding contributes to the spread of disease by increasing the concentration of
infectious organisms in a given environment. Overcrowding also causes stress in an animal,
making them more likely to contract a disease.”
Facility Design Prevents Disease Transfer3
There are several key programming and design components which must be utilized together in
order to minimize disease transfer and animal stress while maintaining a healthy environment.
These components include those listed below and are valid for both all indoor facilities as well as
those featuring indoor/outdoor kennels.
1. Sizing the Animal Holding Habitats Correctly so as to Avoid Overcrowding
Sizing cat and dog holding populations involves many factors beyond the simple calculation of
the number of animals multiplied times the agreed-upon holding period divided by the number of
days in a year. While this is the first step, other factors such as redemption and adoption rates,
population increases, seasonal variations of incoming animals (particularly in the spring) and
determinations made by shelter staff of “adoptability,” all must be taken into account. In
addition, separate facilities must be designated for sick animals, protective custody cases (which
can often result in animals being held from 6 months to a year), and vicious animals.
2. Minimizing the Number of Animals Per Space or Compartment
This holds true for cats, dogs, and other animals. While there are no set rules as to number of
animals per room, modern shelters usually limit 6 to 12 healthy dogs per ward, while 8 to 20
healthy cats (in a well-ventilated space - see Item # 3 below) seems to minimize disease transfer
among cats. Sick animals need to be isolated or quarantined (as do vicious dogs and protective
custody animals, but for different reasons). Ideally, any sick (or suspected to be sick) animal
would be quarantined to its own space or room with its own separate air handling unit, in an
isolated part of the facility. Since this is generally not economically practical, modern shelters
limit dog quarantine wards to 3 to 4 kennels and cats to 8 to 10. Relative to indoor facilities,
each of these rooms must have its own 100 percent exhaust system with complete fresh air
changes of 12 to 18 per hour depending on various environmental factors. Indoor/outdoor
facilities have different requirements depending on seasonal ambient temperatures.
However, as noted in the discussion of disease transfer above, proper compartmentalization for
disease control should also provide a variety of quarantine wards or rooms so that animals
suffering from, or exposed to, different diseases are not placed in the same room – thus exposing
them to a new disease as they try to recover from the first. Therefore, it is generally
recommended that smaller wards/rooms be provided and that they be designated separately (in
the case of dogs) for parvo, skin allergies or kennel cough, or (for cats) a variety of smaller
rooms for upper respiratory ailments. Similarly, there is a need to isolate Protective Custody

3
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animals from both the sick and the general “holding” population, partially for better disease
control and partially for security control.
3. Room and Cage/Kennel Configuration
While compartmentalization and reduction of animals per ward are key components of disease
control, so too is the design of the room and kennels/cages. In regard to dog wards, individual
kennels should be designed so that a dog in one kennel cannot come into direct contact with
another, resulting in the direct transfer of diseases such as parvo and kennel cough. Given the
ability of large and small dogs to jump and climb, separating walls between kennels or habitats
should be solid up to at least 6’-0” high and constructed of a highly durable and washable
material, which can withstand daily cleanings. Since some dogs have been known to jump out of
6’-0” high enclosures, consideration should be given to enclosing the tops with mesh for at least
a percentage of the kennels.
Extreme care must also be given to the use of drains in these kennels. Typically, some form of
linear trench drain is used for cleaning of kennels. In most older facilities, (Sonoma County
included) these drains are open from kennel to kennel and drain in one direction or another.
Aside from the aesthetic considerations within the animal holding environment, such trench
designs allow urine and feces residue and, hence, disease to pass from kennel to kennel, thus
exposing animals to each other. Kennels should also be organized such that dogs do not face
each other. Part of this concern is due to transfer of airborne disease such as kennel cough.
However, of equal concern is that dogs, being highly territorial, will set each other to barking
much more frequently, which tends to create a significantly more stressful environment for all
concerned. While the relationship of health to stress levels for “captive” shelter and zoo animals
has only recently been taken seriously as a major contributing factor to the animals’ well being,
domestic shelters, which feature smaller, single loaded kennels, demonstrate lower disease
transfer problems and generally higher adoption rates.
Cat Rooms do not have the same drainage issues as dog kennels (although each room does need
a central drain and hose bib). Ideally, the room should be designed in a manner that keeps
stacked cages on one side only. Again, part of this concern is due to the presence of airborne
viruses caused by coughing and sneezing cats (the most common disease problem among cats).
However, also of concern is the added stress that occurs between aggressive and non-aggressive
cats exposed to one another.
4. Specialized Mechanical Systems Featuring 100 Percent Fresh Air/Exhaust and 12 to 18 Air
Changes Per Hour
Fresh air is essential to the control of disease in animal shelters and to present an atmosphere that
is conducive to the public’s positive perception of the shelter. Shelters that smell of feces and
urine present an immediate poor first impression for the visitor. Indoor-outdoor shelters are not
immune from the requirement for fresh air exchange. Often indoor-outdoor shelters are
constructed with poor or non-existent air exchange capability because it is thought that having
the kennels open to the outdoors is sufficient for the introduction of fresh air and the elimination
of stale air. The result, particularly in the winter, is a shelter that is closed with no way of
bringing in fresh air or exhausting stale air.
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Cleaning And Sterilization Best Practices4
“A clear understanding of the definition and function of different cleaning products is
important to design an effective cleaning protocol. Three types of product are generally used
for environmental cleaning:
Soap/detergent: Cleaning agent that works by suspending dirt and grease. Does
not kill harmful microorganisms.
Disinfectant: Chemical agent that kills harmful microorganisms.
necessarily remove dirt or grease.

Does not

Degreaser: More powerful soap/detergent specially formulated to penetrate
layers of dried on body oils and other greasy debris.
Effective sanitation requires applying a germicidal agent to a basically clean surface. This
requires use of both detergent and disinfectant products. Detergents in themselves do nothing
to kill germs. Although some disinfectants can also act as detergents, many (such as bleach)
do not. Virtually all disinfectants used in shelters are inactivated by organic material (such as
feces, kitty litter, saliva, sneeze marks and plain old dirt) to some extent, so if they are not
applied to a clean surface, they simply will not work. Periodically, a stronger degreaser
should be used to deal with body oils and other grime that builds up in kennels over time and
can render disinfectants ineffective.
Disinfectants MUST be used at the correct concentration. Going by smell or
color or “eyeballing” it leads to extra expense and potential toxicity if too much is
used, and ineffectiveness if too little is used. Cleaning protocols need to include
clear instructions on how to correctly dilute the disinfectant to be used.
Adequate contact time is required. Virtually all disinfectants require a contact
time of at least ten minutes. Spraying on, wiping off and immediately putting an
animal in the freshly “cleaned” cage will not prevent disease spread.
Disinfectants must be applied to a basically clean, non-porous surface, free of
organic matter. Porous surfaces such as wood, carpeting, unsealed concrete and
turf cannot be completely disinfected.
Disinfectants and detergents can cancel each other’s actions and should not be
mixed unless specifically directed by the manufacture.
There is no single perfect disinfectant for use in all circumstances. It is important
to consider the surface to be cleaned and the harmful microorganisms most likely
to be present. Most disinfectants are effective against most bacteria, enveloped
viruses and fungi. Unenveloped viruses are more resistant, and are only killed by
a few disinfectants safe enough for routine use. Unenveloped viruses of
importance in shelters include parvo, feline panleukopenia, and calicivirus (a
significant component of feline URI). Other agents not reliably inactivated by
most disinfectants include ringworm, some protozoal and coccidial cysts, parasite
eggs such as roundworm and whipworm, and external parasites such as fleas,
ticks and mites. Special protocols are required when these agents are an ongoing
4
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problem in a shelter. Other considerations in choice of cleaning/disinfection
agents include cost, ease of storage and application, and animal and staff
tolerance. In some cases, it may make sense to have one basic daily or more
frequent protocol, with a more thorough cleaning protocol used at less frequent
intervals (i.e., once a week). Adequate contact time is required. Virtually all
disinfectants require a contact time of at least ten minutes. Spraying on, wiping
off and immediately putting an animal in the freshly “cleaned” cage will not
prevent disease spread.”
WHAT DOES SONOMA COUNTY DO TO PREVENT DISEASE TRANSFER
Veterinary Program
The Animal Regulation Division utilizes a 20-hour per week contract veterinarian to provide;
spay/neuter surgery, animal health evaluations, care and treatment of sick and injured animals
and professional guidance relative to sanitation and disease control issues. Many public shelters
do not have the benefit of an on-site veterinarian and instead “out-source” these services to local
veterinary hospitals or do not provide them at all. The main advantages of having a veterinarian
on-site are: control of costs, establishment of shelter specific disease prevention protocols, and
the services of a veterinarian familiar with the very specific demands of shelter medicine. The
veterinarian is assisted by two State Registered Veterinary Technicians and by spay/neuter
volunteers. Two other contract veterinarians perform MAC based spay/neuter surgeries. The
primary veterinarian is not able to keep up with the workload within the 20-hour per week
contractual framework. Spay/neuter surgeries and veterinary health checks are backlogged, thus
delaying the adoption process, and some potential adopters will go elsewhere. Faced with delays
and the longer an animal is kept at the shelter, the more susceptible it is to contracting an illness.
Citygate recommends increasing the veterinarian’s hours in the short-term. In the long-term, we
recommend that the Division contact Dr. Kate Hurley at The University of California Davis,
School of Veterinary Medicine, Shelter Medicine Program to discuss an alternative method of
providing care to shelter animals. This model uses the veterinarian as the program’s medical
director and relies on registered veterinary technicians for the delivery of the bulk of animal
patient care. This model is similar to that employed in medical hospitals where the patient sees
his or her doctor infrequently and is cared for by the nursing staff. Veterinarians qualified and
willing to work in a public shelter environment are difficult to recruit and retain. The current
veterinarian has expressed a willingness to work more hours. If this is to be an ongoing program
the establishment of a permanent position should be considered.
Shelter Cleaning And Disinfecting Protocols
We have examined the cleaning and disinfection protocols used at the County animal shelter.
These were developed under the guidance of a veterinarian familiar with shelter medicine and
the contract veterinarian and the shelter manager review their effectiveness on an ongoing basis.
We asked a veterinarian familiar with shelter medicine to examine these protocols. His
judgment is that they represent best practices for the animal care industry if carried out as
written. Therein lies the problem inherent with all shelters. The best policies in the world are of
little use if they are not followed. The limited staffing in the shelter and the reliance on inmate
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labor compromises the program’s effectiveness because cleaning and disinfecting are not always
carried out in accordance with the written directives.
VOLUNTEER PROGRAM
The Sonoma County Animal Regulation Division administers an extensive volunteer program
consisting of 267 registered volunteers. Like many animal control volunteer programs, the
Animal Regulation Division reports the total number of volunteers who have signed up for the
program. Some of these individuals come regularly and often. Others come once or twice and
decide for whatever reason to abandon the program. Others come in once a week to contribute in
an area in which they are interested. All of those participating perform a valuable service. The
Divisions’ volunteers contributed 15,000 hours during 2005. This equates to 7.5 full time
employees (15,000/ 2,000). The Division should purge the roll of volunteers annually in order to
report a more accurate number of active participants.
Volunteers can participate in the following activities:
Animal Care Assistant
The purpose of this activity is to: assist the animal health technicians with the care of adoptable,
sick and injured animals by monitoring cage/kennel conditions, scanning animals for microchips,
and performing shelter census; assist with preventative vaccinations and related paperwork;
assist in pre- and post-surgical care of the animals; and assist in the cleaning and maintenance of
the surgical suite and treatment room. The volunteers also assist with the Shelter's annual
“neuter-athons.”
Cat Socializer
The volunteers socialize adoptable cats and kittens.
Dog Walker
Volunteers exercise, socialize and provide basic training to adoptable dogs to reduce their stress,
and to make them more qualified for adoption.
Fostering Volunteer
Volunteers care for shelter animals in their own home. Expenses are funded by the Animal
Shelter Volunteers.
Grooming Volunteer
In this activity, volunteers apply basic grooming techniques to the animals to make them more
attractive to potential adopters.
Lost And Found Desk Volunteer
Volunteers provide information and support to people who have lost their pets, take lost and
found reports from the public over the phone and in person, match descriptions of lost pets to
animals at the Shelter as well as to those that have been reported found and are being held in
someone's home.
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MAC (Mobile Animal Center) Spay/Neuter Event Assistant
Volunteers check in pets, and/or assist the animal health technician with pre- and post-surgical
care of the animals.
MAC Mobile Adoption Volunteer
These volunteers prepare animals for mobile adoptions, represent the Shelter to the public at
adoption sites, and provide information on proper care of adopted animals (and information to
the public in general).
Website Volunteer
Volunteers assist in the production of adoption flyers and website updates by taking pictures of
adoptable and/or stray animals.
The Shelter Supervisor is responsible for the Volunteer Program. The Volunteer Coordinator
reports to the Shelter Supervisor and directs the day-to-day activities of the program and
including the selection, training, evaluation and scheduling of volunteers. Citygate reviewed
written material associated with the volunteer program, including but not limited to training
guidelines for:
Spay/Neuter volunteers

Dog and cat grooming procedures

Cat socialization

Lost and found training guide

Dog walking
MAC volunteers

MAC mechanical equipment
operation

Dog walker log sheets

Draft volunteer handbook

Dog and cat posture classification

Picture taking guidelines for the
WEB site

Dog breed characteristics
Dog breed behavior

Disaster preparedness information
Feline URI fact sheet

Crate training

New owner packets for dogs and cats

Various dog behavior modification
information

Possession aggression.

This material is well written for the most part and is appropriate for the different facets of the
program. However, the Volunteer Handbook has been in draft form for more than two years and
needs to be completed and distributed to new and existing volunteers.
Volunteer Organization
There are two primary components to the volunteer program. One is the volunteers who work at
the shelter. The other component is the non-profit 501.c.3 organization that raises money for the
shelter through various fund raising activities, including the annual “Paws For Love” charity
event. The non-profit raises approximately $50,000 annually for the shelter’s various programs.
The non-profit’s Board of Directors is tasked with authorizing the release of this money by
reviewing requests for funding submitted by the Division Manager.
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Volunteer Issues
Difficulties arose when some members of the Board wanted to become involved in the
Division’s programs and the methods and means by which the Division carried out its
responsibilities. This created friction between the volunteers on the Board and the managers of
the Division. A schism also developed within the volunteer ranks and most of the Board was
voted out of office. This created a great deal of animosity and bad feelings from those who were
not retained on the Board. Friction still exists between some volunteers and staff. Some
volunteers still believe that they should have some voice in Division programs. For example,
some volunteers become attached to particular animals in the shelter and want to determine their
disposition or veterinary treatment. Some question the treatment regimen prescribed by the
veterinarian. Some staff members believe, as was revealed in the employee survey, that the
volunteers are given too much attention to the point where the volunteer’s opinions are given
more weight than those of staff. Some feel that the volunteer Board does not understand its role
and assumes it has more authority than it is authorized.
Obviously the Volunteer Program needs to be reviewed and these issues dealt with. A well
functioning volunteer program can be a tremendous asset to a public animal control program. If
correctly managed it brings citizens into contact with the Division in what should be a positive
and helpful environment. Volunteers can relieve staff of tasks such as animal socialization, offsite adoptions, lost and found pets, adoption counseling, spay/neuter appointments, public
education organization and presentations. If a volunteer program is not well managed and is
functioning poorly, it has the potential to be more trouble than it is worth.
The role of the non-profit and the Board of Directors needs to be fully understood by the
volunteers, the staff of the Division, the Agriculture Department, County Management and the
Board of Supervisors. Roles need to fully defined, agreed to and reduced to writing.
Adoption
Animals are evaluated by staff as to adoptability. Those animals that are not demonstrably
overtly aggressive, have no biting history, infectious disease, or serious injury, are scheduled for
temperament testing.
TEMPERAMENT TESTING5
Shelters in the past utilized subjective evaluations relative to what dogs were placed for
adoption. Age, size, breed, and observed behavior were some of the criteria used by shelter
workers to determine which animals to place for adoption and which ones were to be euthanized.
Public liability concern, the return of animals after displaying aggression in the new adopter’s
home, the resulting additional holding periods, and limited shelter space led shelter
administrators to seek more objective and valid criteria on which to base adoptability decisions.
There are various means to assess a dog’s temperament and resultant adoptability. Two of the
more widely used are:
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Assess-a-Pet
“Assess-a-Pet, a step-by-step behavior evaluation that takes about 15 minutes, was
developed by Sue Sternberg. Sternberg based the test on her 23 years of dog behavior
experience, and has refined it over the past 11 years at the nonprofit shelter she founded in
upstate New York, Rondout Valley Animals for Adoption.
“Assess-a-Pet is not a simple pass/fail test; in most parts of the evaluation, the tester selects
among a range of responses and also adds observations. For example, the four responses
to a test during which the tester strokes the back of the dog are: moves toward tester in at
least two out of three strokes, stays in same spot, moves away from tester, or freezes and
becomes more aroused. Although some dogs have extreme responses, most responses land
in a gray area.”
SAFER/Meet Your Match
“Emily Weiss, PhD, divides behavior evaluation into two parts, the SAFER (Safety
Assessment for Evaluating Re-homing) test, and the Meet Your Match program, both
developed at the request of the Kansas Humane Society. SAFER, a six-part test designed
to evaluate aggression quickly (in about six minutes), also uses Sternberg’s Assess-a-Hand
for food guarding. In this evaluation, a dog is given an A, B, C, D or F in each part. For
example, during the sensitivity test, in which the handler kneads and squeezes large
handfuls of skin from the dog’s ears to its tail, if the dog accepts the touch, it gets an A; if
it quickly turns toward the handler’s hand and mouths with little to moderate pressure, a C;
if it growls or tries to bite, an F. Weiss recommends that all the tests be conducted by two
people and videotaped. As with Sternberg’s test, each shelter determines, based on its
resources, what combination of grades determines adoptability. After a dog is SAFER
tested, the shelter might then use Weiss’s Meet Your Match program to evaluate the needs
of individual dogs and gather information from potential adopters to find compatible
homes.”
Which Test Is Best
The answer is, it depends. There are pluses and minuses to both. Assess-a-Pet is very thorough
but time consuming and takes longer to train evaluators. SAFER is less time consuming and
easier to learn but is perhaps not as thorough and may place more dogs in the un-adoptable
category. Sonoma has adopted the Assess-a-Pet method. Testing is backlogged because of the
lack of qualified testers. Citygate suggests that the animal Regulation Division re-evaluate their
needs and consider whether another method might prove more workable, given the animal
volume and staffing issues that are causing the current backlog. Changing from the current
method does not mean that more animals will be euthanized. Other agencies have developed
hybrid methods tailored to the needs of their agency and have maintained low levels of
euthanasia. See chapter VII--A Comparison Analysis. Whatever method is chosen the Division
must select and train sufficient staff and volunteers to assure timely testing. It would not be
prudent given the litigious nature of current society to abandon temperament testing. We were
recently informed that the Division is sending personnel to SAFER training.
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Process6
Animal is Available for Adoption Now
If a person is interested in an animal that is marked as available, they will be asked to fill out an
adoption application. The clerk handling the application will check in the computer for prior
violations in the Division’s licensing, impounds and dispatch records. The application will then
go to an animal health technician to evaluate compatibility of the potential adopter with the
animal and either approve or deny the application. Items included in the evaluation are:
1) Homeowners are favored over renters. Renters must show written proof from their
landlords that it is ok to own a dog. If the dog the renter is interested in is an
“aggressive breed” (Pit Bull Rotweiler, Shepherd, Doberman), the landlord must give
specific permission to house that breed in the rental unit.
2) Type of housing (house, condo, apartment etc.)
3) Age of children in the home.
4) Confinement type and size.
5) Hours away from home.
6) Live near livestock.
7) Current animals owned and previous animals owned/dispositions.
8) Where dog will sleep.
Applicants who are approved will pay the adoption fees, and the animal, if already spayed or
neutered, will be released to the new owner. If the animal has not been spayed/neutered, it will
be held for the contract veterinarian to spay/neuter, and then the adopter can pick it up the day
after surgery.
Animal Will be Available at a Later Date
If more than one person is interested in an animal before that animal’s stray hold release date, the
clerical staff will take and number applications and make sure the application form has been
completed properly. Clerical staff informs the potential adopter that if they are chosen, they will
be notified by phone (no more than seven applicants are taken on any one animal). An Animal
Health Technician will evaluate and rate the potential adopters 1-7 as to compatibility. If all
potential adopters are judged to be equal, then the person with the earliest submitted application
will be chosen. After the evaluation process, the Animal Health Technician will call the person
rated number 1 the day before the animal’s release date to notify them they have been chosen.
The chosen applicant then has through the day the animal is available to come in and complete
the adoption process. If that person does not come in to claim the animal, the next person on the
list is called until the animal is claimed.
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Current Adoption Fees
Dogs

Amount

Cats

Adoption Fee

$20.00

Adoption Fee

$20.00

Spay

$40.00
$25.00

Spay Neuter by Weight

Amount

2-30 lbs

$60.00

Neuter

31-75 lbs

$70.00

Rabies Vaccination

$8.00

76 + lbs

$90.00

FVRCP Vaccination

$8.00

Rabies Vaccination

$8.00

FIV/Leukemia Test

$15.00

DHLPP Vaccination

$8.00

Leukemia Test

$12.00

License (Altered)

$10.00

Cat ID Tag

$5.00

Cat Carrier

$5.00

Owner Redemptions
The Division tries to reunite a lost animal with its owner. They contact the owner by phone and
letter if the animal has a license, identification tag, tattoo or any other identification. If the
animal is turned in by a finder, any information that person can provide is followed-up. They
also scan the animal for microchips. When an owner is missing their animal, they will normally
call the shelter to see if it is there. There is always the possibility that the shelter could have the
animal but that the animal in the records was described differently from the owner’s description
(for example, breed confusion; owner thinks the animal is grey but the kennel staff describes it as
light brown; animal’s sex is not properly described on the kennel records; etc.). Therefore,
people reporting lost pets are always encouraged to come to the shelter to look for and identify
the animal in person. Ideally, the person will inquire at the front counter and will be directed
where to look. Many times, they do not do this and may, therefore, not look in all of the holding
areas. There are five dog holding areas and eight cat holding areas. There is no floor plan of the
shelter in the lobby and little signage through out the shelter.
If the person locates their animal, they need to bring the paper work attached to the kennel or
cage to the front counter. If there are no outstanding citations or “do not release” instructions,
the animal can be released after the owner has shown proof of rabies vaccination, spay/neuter
and dog license, if residing within the jurisdiction served by the Animal Regulation Division. If
the owner does not have proof of rabies vaccination with him/her, staff will attempt to call their
veterinarian to verify. If the animal has not been vaccinated and the shelter veterinarian is there,
it can be taken care of then. If the veterinarian is not there, the animal will have to stay until the
following day when the shelter veterinarian can give the vaccination. A supervisor has the
option of issuing a citation and having the person bring back proof of vaccination before a
deadline date. Proof of spay/neuter can usually be visually verified for male animals. For
females the shelter veterinarian will attempt to verify. If there is no way to verify or if the owner
admits the animal is not spayed/neutered, they must pay a fine in accordance with state law.
If an un-sterilized dog from the City of Santa Rosa is impounded a second time within a 12month period for violation of restraint requirements, it shall be spayed or neutered within seven
days of the redemption. At the time the owner redeems the dog, they are given a notice to
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comply with this section. The owner must provide written verification from the veterinarian
performing the surgery "within seven days of the surgery" (Santa Rosa City Ordinance 712.130).
Feral Cats
A feral cat is defined as a cat that has a usual and consistent temperament of extreme fear and
resistance to contact with people and is without owner identification. A feral is totally unsocialized to people. If a feral cat has not been reclaimed by its owner or caretaker within the
first three days of the required holding period, excluding the day of impoundment and continues
to exhibit characteristics of a feral, it may be euthanized.
If during the holding period the cat demonstrates it is domesticated, the cat is moved to the
general cat population and an updated Kennel Card is created and placed on the cage.
These definitions and protocols are in accordance with State law and accepted animal sheltering
norms.
Livestock Impounds
In most instances, the Division endeavors to return loose livestock to pasture and deal
administratively with the owner. In some instances, smaller livestock is housed at the shelter in
small enclosures on the south side of the shelter property. Horses and cattle are normally housed
off-site under contractual arrangements with the livestock auction yard.
Quarantined Animals
Any animal that bites or scratches, exposing a person to rabies or the potential of rabies, is
isolated for a minimum of at least 10 days not including the day of the bite. In the event the
animal dies while quarantined, staff remove the brain, which is sent to the public health lab for
rabies testing.
Licensing7
All residents of Sonoma County, Santa Rosa, Windsor and Cloverdale are required to license
their dog(s) when: the dog is 4 months of age or older; within 30 days of acquiring a new dog;
and/or within 30 days of moving into one of these jurisdictions.
Proof of current rabies vaccination must be shown at time license is purchased. A discount will
be given if the dog has been spayed or neutered upon proof from a licensed veterinarian.
A penalty will be charged if payment is late or if the dog(s) has (have never been licensed in
Sonoma County, Santa Rosa, Windsor or Cloverdale.
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Licensing Fees
Category

Amount

Altered

$15.00

Unaltered

$30.00

Senior Citizen Over 62 Altered

$7.50

Senior Citizen Over 62 Unaltered

$15.00

Late Fee Altered

$15.00

Late Fee Unaltered

$30.00

Late Fee Senior Altered
Late Fee senior Unaltered

$7.50
$15.00

Euthanasia Policies And Procedures
Animals are only euthanized after approval by the Shelter Supervisor. The euthanasia list is
compiled each day by an Animal Health Technician for review by the Shelter Supervisor.
Shelter population, space available, each animal's age, health, temperament and the public's
interest in each animal are considered when making up the list. Kittens and puppies under 8
weeks of age are evaluated by the Animal Health Technicians and/or contract veterinarian to
determine if they meet the criteria to be placed in foster care.
Euthanasia methods and administration are performed using procedures outlined in the State
Euthanasia Guidelines and those recommended by the contracting veterinarian.
Sodium Pentobarbital is the only approved euthanasia drug. All controlled drugs are recorded on
the euthanasia log and in the disposition screen of the computer system.
Equipment
Most of the cat cages and rabbit holding cages need to be replaced. Many are makeshift wire
enclosures that are difficult to adequately clean and sanitize. Dog catch-poles are utilized to
move animals, but there needs to be at least one in each dog holding area for employee safety. A
complete equipment inventory needs to be developed and missing or broken items replaced on an
as needed basis.
Safety
The movement of animals must be done humanely and with caution. Safety policies are in place
but need to be reinforced on a regular basis. Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) need to be
reviewed and updated regularly. The Safety Program is a part of the Agriculture Department.
Citygate is informed that Safety meetings are infrequent. We reviewed workers’ compensation
records for the last 3 years and note several significant lost time injuries. This area of the
Division’s activities needs review and strengthening. In addition, inmate monitoring relative to
the correct movement of animals needs to be emphasized.
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Morale
The morale in this section of the Division is fair to poor. The employees like working with the
animals and feel that their immediate supervisor supports them and cares about them as
individuals. They do not feel that they are supported or appreciated by the Division Manager,
Agriculture Department or County Management. They are, at times, overwhelmed by the
volume of work and feel that the inmates are a detriment.
Hours of Operation
The Division’s office and shelter are open on the following schedule:
Office
Monday
Tuesday through Friday
Saturday
Sunday and Holidays

8:00 AM to 5:00 PM
8:00 AM to 7:00 PM
8:00 AM to 4:00 PM
Closed

Shelter
Monday
Tuesday through Friday
Saturday
Sunday and Holidays

12:00 Noon to 5:00 PM
12:00 Noon to 7:00 PM
12:00 Noon to 4:00 PM
Closed

As noted elsewhere in this report, office and kennel staffing is not sufficient to support the
workload in these areas. A possible alternative to some of the staffing issues would be to reduce
hours of operation. For example, the office currently receives telephone calls and walk in
customers from 8:00 AM to 7: 00 PM Tuesday through Saturday. The Division should consider
closing both the office and kennels on Monday and staying open to 7:00 PM one day per week.
Office hours can also be reduced by, for example, accepting walk in customers from 10:00 AM
on all days they are open. These changes will allow the clerical staff additional time to complete
paperwork without as many interruptions. This schedule will also allow the kennel staff another
day during the week to clean and deal with other “housekeeping” issues. There is no ideal “best
practices schedule”. In an ideal world the office and shelter would be open even more hours to
allow the public more access after 5:00 PM and on weekends. However, this is not affordable.
Every agency needs to balance their desire to provide maximum public access with the realities
of available staffing and funding.
RECOMMENDATIONS TO IMPROVE SHELTER OPERATIONS
Facilities
Recommendation IV-1:

In the short term, modify the current facility.
1) Seal cracks in the concrete floor and consider using a
more durable sealant throughout the shelter.
2) Remodel and expand the office, cat and small animal
holding areas, food preparation, and the veterinary
treatment and surgery areas. Or erect modular
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buildings to provide a more efficient use of existing
space.
3) Provide movable shutters on the west side of the
shelter.
4) Add a modular barn to the facility.
1. The effective control of disease is hampered if organisms can accumulate in cracks and
porous concrete. There are several different sealers that may prove more durable and in
the long term less costly than what is currently being used.
2. Cat and rabbit rooms, medical, surgery, food preparation and office spaces are too small
for their intended purposes. These areas either need to be expanded by remodeling or the
purchase/construction of separate modular buildings. Ventilation needs to be improved in
the small animal habitats.
3. The ventilation provided by the current open grating is good. However, on cold days and
nights the temperature in these two areas is uncomfortable for staff, visitors and the
animals. Movable shutters will continue to provide ventilation if their use is adequately
monitored.
4. The current open small pens need to be improved. We understand that this addition is
already in the planning stage.
Recommendation IV-2:

In the long-term, build a new shelter and administrative
facility. Explore community partnerships for the longterm provision of animal control and sheltering services.

The original shelter facilities are 17 years old. It would be prudent to develop a plan for eventual
replacement. The Division should consult with an architect who specializes in animal shelter
design if the County decides to develop a shelter replacement program.
Recommendation IV-3:

Explore public sector consolidation and community
partnerships for the long-term provision of animal
control and sheltering services in Sonoma County.

The County should take the lead in exploring possible consolidation with other public agencies
and partnering with private organizations to develop a long-term strategy for the provision of
animal control and sheltering services over the next 30 years. There is significant duplication of
effort with several public agencies providing animal control and many non-profits working on
spay/neuter and adoption efforts. There are cooperative models involving public animal control
and large non-profits that are worthy of study. San Diego County and Long Beach are examples
of this type of relationship. Contra Costa County is an example of a county wide animal control
program.
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Medical Program
Recommendation IV-4:

In the short-term, increase the hours of the contract
veterinarian.
In the long-term consult with the
University of California Davis, School of Veterinary
Medicine, Shelter Medicine Program to develop
alternative methods and means of providing medical care
and spay/neuter services at the shelter.

The medical program is in need of additional staff hours if it is to provide adequate medical care
for sheltered animals. Increasing the hours of the contract veterinarian is the best way to
accomplish this now. We would advise seeking a longer-term solution that utilizes Registered
Veterinary Technicians (RVTs) as the primary caregivers and utilizes veterinary hours in
providing planning, evaluation, and direction to the RVTs and other shelter staff.
Staffing
Recommendation IV-5:

Phase out the use of inmate labor in the shelter.

The inmate labor situation is for the most part dysfunctional. It institutionalizes turnover, which
is terrible for any organization much less a service organization, creates supervision problems
and is bad for the morale of regular employees. Use of inmate labor also makes disease control
more problematic. A recent cat distemper outbreak was caused by inmates being inattentive to
cleaning and isolation protocols. Using inmate labor might have been a cost effective approach
years ago, but to the best of Citygate’s knowledge, it has been discarded by all but a few animal
control programs. Sonoma County should do the same.
Recommendation IV-6:

More closely monitor sick leave usage.

Excessive sick leave usage is negatively effecting the staffing of the shelter program. The
Division needs to monitor and strive to correct this situation.
Equipment
Recommendation IV-7:

Inventory needed equipment.
needed.

Repair and replace as

Employees cannot function effectively without needed equipment specific to their job duties.
Recommendation IV-8:

Replace cat and small animal cages.

The current enclosures are difficult to clean and sanitize and there are not enough cages to house
the cat population during kitten season.
Safety
Recommendation IV-9:

Strengthen the safety program.
Include Animal
Regulation specific training.
Update MSDS where
appropriate.
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This area of the Division needs to be reviewed with an emphasis that recognizes the unique and
hazardous nature of animal control field and shelter work.
Hours of Operation
Recommendation IV-10:

Consider reducing the hours of operation at the shelter
and main office.

A reduction in hours is a possible alternative to increased staffing.
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SECTION V—FIELD OPERATIONS
This section reviews the field operations of the Sonoma County Animal Regulation Division.
The Division’s field staff are titled Animal Regulation Officers. The generic title Animal
Control Officer will be used in this section for consistency with industry nomenclature.
GENERAL
As California’s population increases and expands into areas once considered rural, the workload
of animal control field personnel increases and changes. Animal control service requests are
generated by citizen requests for service. Few agencies have the resources to engage in
“unassigned patrols.” In most large jurisdictions, animal control field staff move from one call
to the next with no time to take care of general housekeeping activities such as looking for loose
dogs or picking up dead animals that are not first called into the agency. Many requests for
service involve activities that citizens previously handled themselves or did not report. Barking
dog calls, animal cruelty investigations, and calls involving human interaction with wildlife
become more frequent and time consuming as citizens move into once rural areas.
In an effective and humane field services program, Animal Control Officers perform the
following tasks:
Enforce State laws and County ordinances and policies in the animal control
agencies service area
Impound stray animals that are in violation of the State and local law
Enforce State and local licensing provisions
Issue court citations to owners of unlicensed dogs
Investigate animal bites
Quarantine biting animals
Rescue animals in distress
Euthanize injured animals in a humane manner
Pick up and dispose of dead animals
Protect the public from dangerous animals
Educate the public relative to responsible pet ownership and safety
Safely and humanely restrain aggressive animals
Transport animals to animal shelters and veterinarians
Enforce the agency’s animal noise and nuisance ordinance
Testify in court and before administrative bodies
Assist in the training of new personnel
Keep records and prepare oral and written reports of field activities.
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SERVICE AREA
1

Sonoma County consists of 1,576 square miles and a population of 478,440. The population
served by the Animal Regulation Division is 341,697 and encompasses approximately 1,400
square miles. The Animal Regulation Division is responsible for the control, care and well being
of animals within the unincorporated area of the County and the cities of Santa Rosa, Windsor
and Cloverdale.

LEGEND
County Seat
Incorporated Cities
Unincorporated Cities
Points of Interest

1

Map: Sonoma County website
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Sonoma County Population 2
Total

478,440

Cloverdale

8,241

Cotati

7,337

Healdsburg

11,711

Petaluma

56,632

Rohnert Park

42,445

Santa Rosa

156,268

Sebastopol

7,794

Sonoma

9,834

Windsor

25,475

Unincorporated

152,703

STAFFING
The Field Services section of the Animal Regulations Division is organized as follows:

Division Manager

Shelter Manager

Office Manager

Supervising Animal Regulation
Officer

Supervising Animal Regulation
Officer (Vacant)

Eleven (11) Animal Regulation
Officers

2

California Department of Finance January, 2005
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Deployment of Field Staff
3

The service area of the Animal Regulation Division is divided into eight (8) Officer Districts or
beats. Two of these, Districts 85 North and 85 South comprise the city of Santa Rosa. District
90 contains the city of Sebastopol, District 91 contains the cities of Petaluma, Rohnert Park and
Cotati, District 92 contains the cities of Healdsburg, Windsor and Cloverdale, District 93
contains the costal communities of Ft. Ross and Sea Ranch and the town of Annapolis, District
94 contains the city of Sonoma and District 95 contains the city of Santa Rosa. The
municipalities of Cotati, Healdsburg, Petaluma, Rohnert Park, Sebastopol, and Sonoma provide
their own animal control. This “balkanization” of the County relative to animal control services
is inefficient, and leads to duplication of effort and administration and a loss of the benefits
arising out of economy of scale. Districts 92 and 93 are very large. Calls to the outlying areas of
these Districts can consume a major portion of an officer’s shift. Because of staffing shortages,
field areas are often combined. When this happens, some calls are not completed and are left for
the following day. This leads to frustration for the citizens requesting service.

3

Map: Sonoma County Tourism Bureau
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Officer Scheduling
With the current Animal Control Officer Schedule for Eleven (11) Officers, the schedule has two
group types:
Group 1: Three (3) officers work four ten-hour days. Two of the three work Wednesday,
Thursday, Friday and Saturday and both are on stand-by after his/her shifts every Friday night.
The third person works Sunday, Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday and is on stand-by after
his/her shift every Sunday night. Officers on the Wednesday through Saturday schedule work
7am to 5:30pm. The officers on the Friday stand-by shift work 9:30am to 8pm in the City, 7am
to 5:30pm in the County. The officer on the Sunday through Wednesday schedule works 7am to
5:30pm. Sunday stand-by is after 5:30pm to 7am the next day.
Group 2: Eight officers work five 8-hour days, Monday through Friday 8am to 4:30pm with
Saturday and Sunday off for six weeks. On the seventh week, one officer from this group is on
County stand-by Monday through Thursday after their regular shift or 6pm to 7am the next day.
Friday is a regular 8am to 4:30pm day with Saturday and Sunday off. On the eighth week, one
officer from this group works a 4-10 shift Thursday through Sunday and is on County stand-by
Saturday and Sunday after his/her shift from 5:30pm until 7am the next day. Within this second
group and every eight months, officers work a four-week period of four 10-hour days Friday
through Monday, 7am to 5:30pm except on Saturday when that officer is on stand-by after
his/her shift. Also, within this group, one day per week officers are on City stand-by shift
11:30am to 8pm and on-call from 8pm to 7am the next day.
Determining Field Staffing Needs
“A 1997 study conducted by the National Animal Control Association (NACA) found
the average ratio of field animal control officers to citizens was one officer for every
16,000 to 18,000 persons. To determine optimum field staffing, local governments must
factor in population, the size of the service area, and enforcement responsibilities.
NACA also recommends that local government’s base staffing levels on a call-forservice model: the government should analyze service calls and measure the demand
for animal control services.” 4
National Animal Control Association Recommendations
“Determining the optimum or desirable number of Animal Control Officers has
remained an elusive goal for the profession. Several professional groups have tried to
develop a model for justifying the desired level of officers. In some cases, this model
appeals to budget officials and executives because of the apparent scientific approach to
this issue. Results, however, have been mixed. In some cities, the model has done
nothing more than measure the volume of work and provides a basis for deploying
personnel. The service spectrum in each Animal Control department varies
according to the management style and philosophy of the director, policies of
government and community expectations. Where cities or agencies only count the
calls for service within a community to determine optimum staffing, officer safety,

4

Animal Control Management, International City/County Management Association, 2001, P55
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citizen safety and major types of service delivery are not factored into overall staffing
needs. In Animal Control work, enforcement responsibilities, population density and
diversity, along with coverage area need also be a consideration for future planning.
Staffing which is determined solely on the ability “to respond quickly to a call” does not
address a basic Animal Control responsibility - protection of people and animals.
Policies, and in some instances, ordinances affect staffing needs. In cases where officers
can give warnings or educate violators to prevent future occurrences, the officer has
spared an animal the distress of impoundment or reduced the possibility of further
violations. Attendance in court by officers also affects availability. Although there is
no universally accepted scientific methodology for determining the number of Animal
Control Officers needed in a given jurisdiction, there are three models that are variously
employed in Animal Control in determining an appropriate number of personnel.
Some jurisdictions have attempted to evaluate the estimated growth in
residential and business activity and predict the need for additional
personnel.
The use of comparative data from the National Animal Control Association
Data Survey factoring in population, square miles served, and whenever
possible, enforcement responsibilities.
The “calls for service” model is used primarily as a workload indicator
because the data represents a recognizable and readily measurable demand
for Animal Control service. Comparing the number of calls for service from
one jurisdiction to another, however, can be very tenuous, because of the
variety of calls and the response to Animal Control efforts to encourage
citizens to call on any perceived problem.
“Determining the number of officers requires an assessment of citizen calls, officerinitiated calls, citations, written warnings, assisting outside agencies, the need for safety
and security, a flexible beat structure, time spent on investigations, preventive patrol
time and the specific types of service that the public wants and expects.
The basic elements of the “calls for service” model are as follows:
Each 8-hour Animal Control position requires 2,920 hours to fill one shift
for 365 days.
Officer availability for staffing is determined by deducting from 2,080 hours
(the maximum for one year), the time required for vacation, sick leave, court
time, “flex” days and training. In using this model, the average number of
hours dedicated to Animal Control for Animal Control will be 1,832 hours
(a standardized ratio), or 229 days.
Determine the relief factor (relating to the number of officers needed to fill
one position for the entire year) by dividing the number of days of work
required for each beat area in a year (365) by the average number of days
officers actually work in a year. In using this ratio, the 365 divided by 229
= 1.60 officers per day, per beat area.
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In most situations, the National Animal Control Association utilizes the “calls for
service” model in determining an appropriate number of personnel.” 5
SONOMA COUNTY STAFFING
The Division has a difficult time putting officers in the field because of the high level of
absenteeism due to vacations, FMLA, sick leave, training and alternate assignments. An agency
with the service area and population of Sonoma County should have 7 to 8 officers in the field.
There are 1,907 possible total work hours in a month (173.33 x 11 officers = 1,907). During the
first five months of 2005, the average vacancy rate was 22 percent or 2.4 officers. The highest
rate was 32 percent or 3.5 officers. Average and highest absenteeism for the five months studied
are shown in the tables below:
Average absenteeism for the first five months of 2005:
Absence Type

Hours

Dispatch

117

Sick

105

Training

50

Vacation

78

Leave Without Pay

63

Total

413

Highest month absenteeism (April):
Absence Type

Hours

Dispatch

120

Sick

128

Training

80

Vacation

79

Leave without Pay

164

Total

571

Obviously, employees must be allowed to take vacation time off, training cannot be ignored and
someone has to perform dispatch duties. Dispatch is at times handled by an Officer who is
recovering from an injury (“light duty”) but this is not always the case. When there is no one on
“light duty” an Officer is pulled from the field. If field staffing drops below five the Supervising
animal control Officer performs this function.
This level of functional vacancies has a very negative effect on staff morale, service delivery and
customer satisfaction. On some days, Sonoma County has as few as 3 officers in the field.

5

National Animal Control Association Web Site: http://www.nacanet.org/staffing.html
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Seldom are there more than 5. This means that the field services section is operating between
40 percent and 60 percent of planned staffing most of the time. The Agricultural
Commissioner reports that this has led to citizen complaints relative to the timeliness of field
service delivery and negatively impacts the quality of the service officers can provide once they
arrive on scene.
The Division provides field service to approximately 342,000 citizens and encompasses
approximately 1,400 square miles. The table below indicates the population and land area
responsibilities of officers under various staffing scenarios.
Officers

Population 342,000

Square Miles 1,400

Population Per Officer

Square Miles Per Officer

3

114,000

467

4

85,500

350

5

68,400

280

6

57,000

233

7

48,857

200

People generate calls, and response time is dictated by geography and traffic density. As call
volumes increase and the distance between calls increases, the time to respond also increases.
Recommended Staffing
Based on the average staffing model of between 16,000 and 18,000 citizens per officer,
(recommended by the National Animal Control Association), the Division should employ
between 19 and 21 Animal Control Officers. This level of staffing is not justified given average
call volumes and budget considerations. Based on the “Calls for Service” model and using the
standard multiplier of 1.6 officers per field area, the Division should employ thirteen (13) – i.e.
1.6 officers per field area. However, 1.6 officers is not sufficient given the large geographic area
to be covered and the high number of “functional vacancies” in the Field Service section. When
this vacancy factor is taken into account, the available days of work decreases from 220 to 204
and the number of officers per field area increases from 1.6 to 1.8 per beat area. Therefore,
based on this model (adjusted for actual functional vacancies • ), the number of officers to be
employed should be 14. This number could be reduced to 13 if other staff is assigned to
dispatch. As stated previously, these are staffing guidelines and need to be used in conjunction
with the volume and types of calls to which an agency typically responds. However, it is clear
that the field staffing of the Division should take into account the number of absentee hours and
at present it does not.
Sick Leave
We examined the sick leave records for the entire Division. Listed below are: Division sick
leave balances, maximum possible balance if no sick leave was taken, the percentage of sick
•

Functional vacancies occur when an authorized position is temporarily vacant because of illness, vacation, leave of absence, suspension, training
or reassignment. Actual vacancies occur when the position is vacant because of resignation, retirement or termination.
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leave usage (53 percent means the employee used 53 percent of his sick leave since employment)
and how many employees used over 70 percent, 80 percent and 90 percent of their sick leave:
% Usage

70% Plus

80% Plus

90% Plus

Employee

A

100%

100%

100%

100%

Employee

B

99%

99%

99%

99%

Employee

C

99%

99%

99%

99%

Employee

D

98%

98%

98%

98%

Employee

E

98%

98%

98%

98%

Employee

F

98%

98%

98%

98%

Employee

G

97%

97%

97%

97%

Employee

H

96%

96%

96%

96%

Employee

I

95%

95%

95%

95%

Employee

J

88%

88%

88%

Employee

K

88%

88%

88%

Employee

L

86%

86%

86%

Employee

M

85%

85%

85%

Employee

N

82%

82%

82%

Employee

O

78%

78%

Employee

P

62%

Employee

Q

60%

Employee

R

56%

Employee

S

56%

Employee

T

55%

Employee

U

54%

Employee

V

53%

Employee

W

48%

Employee

X

32%

Employee

Y

17%

Employee

Z

14%

Percentage of the Workforce

58%

54%

35%

Personnel accumulate sick leave at the rate of eight (8) hours per month. Therefore, at the end of
one year an employee would have accumulated 96 hours of sick leave assuming no usage.

Our findings are that in general, employees are using an unacceptable amount of sick leave.
Over half of the workforce is using more than 80 percent of their sick leave accruals. Even
taking into account the nature of the work - exposure to animal disease, the public and the
physical nature of the work performed by field and kennel staff - the amount being used is
excessive. This suggests either chronic medical problems or abuse of the sick leave privilege.
The Division Manager indicates that monitoring is taking place for some employees. There is no
animal control standard for what is an acceptable level of absenteeism. However, concern
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should arise when over one-half of any work force is using 80 percent or more of their annual
sick leave accruals and over 40 percent are using 90 percent of accruals. It is true that raw
numbers do not take into account causation. An individual employee could have an exemplary
sick leave record and then be the victim of a serious illness or injury and thus appear to be using
an inordinate amount of sick leave if the circumstances unique to that employee are not known.
However, the table above shows that excessive usage is not limited to just a few employees.
OFFICER RESPONSIBILITIES
The public’s view of Animal Control Officers remains, for the most part, negative. Perception of
these personnel is often that of the “Dog Catcher.” This connotation unfairly dismisses the
knowledge and skills necessary to effectively carry out the many and varied tasks these
individuals are called upon to perform on a daily basis. Many of these tasks are potentially
dangerous and must be accomplished in adverse weather conditions and under emotionally
stressful circumstances.
Animal Control Officers are not peace officers, but they may exercise the powers of arrest of a
peace officer as specified in California Penal Code Section 836 and the power to serve warrants
as specified in California Penal Code Sections 1523 and 1530 during the course and within the
scope of their employment, if those officers successfully complete a training course in the
exercise of those powers pursuant to California Penal Code Section 832. 6
Animal Control Officers are tasked with enforcing State Laws and the County Animal Control
Ordinance within the unincorporated area of the County and within those cities contracting for
animal control service. The following is a table of code sections that officers are responsible for
enforcing and/or with which they must be familiar:
California Code
Regulations

10

Business and Professions

3

Civil

6

Civil Procedures

1

Corporations

1

Fish and Game
Food and Agriculture
Government

27
104
2

Health and Safety

11

Penal

65

Public Resources

2

Public Utilities

1

Vehicle

5

Total Code Sections

6

Number of
Sections

238

California Penal Code Section 830.9
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Number of Service Calls
Officers completed the following calls during fiscal year 2004-2005. This activity level equates
to 14 calls per officer per day.
Field Activities

Number
2004-2005

Officer Impounds

1,460

Complaint Investigations

9,350

Public Contact
Bite Reports

17,800
1,200

Rabies Lab Reports

180

Citations Issued

960

Warnings Issued

805

Total Activities

31,755

Field Services Workload Modifiers Unique to Sonoma County
Sonoma does not pick up dead animals except for dogs and cats in the City of
Santa Rosa
As noted above, officers are used extensively as dispatchers
Officers are used extensively to transport animals to and from various non-profits.
The above activities are those reported by the Division for budgetary purposes and do not reflect
the totality of the work done by field staff. For example, considerable time is spent taking cats to
and from various non-profit rescue organizations. Given the staff shortages noted above, the
Division should consider alternatives to this arrangement.
Customer Service
Citygate finds that in general the Field Service section of the Division is performing its assigned
responsibilities well and in accordance with industry accepted norms relative to humane
treatment of impounded animals, customer interaction, and the uniform enforcement of state
laws and County ordinances. Exceptions to these general observations are infrequent. These
conclusions are based on our personal observations and interviews with personnel in the cities
contracting for service with the County and the relative lack of customer criticism relative to
these areas.
The exception to the above is longer than desirable response times. We believe call response
times are negatively impacted by staffing shortages caused, primarily, by high absenteeism and
the use of officer personnel as dispatchers. The use of Officers to transport animals to and from
non-profits may also contribute to this problem. Conclusions relative to response times are
anecdotal and cannot be verified statistically because of the inability of the Division to track this
data due to deficiencies in the information technology area.
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Cruelty Investigations
One of the concerns expressed during the stakeholder community meeting and in written
communication to Citygate involved the perception that the Division is uncaring and/or
unwilling to pursue animal cruelty investigations. This perception is not uncommon relative to
animal control programs in general and results from: genuine but at times emotional responses to
stories in the press that are not complete in their detail; a misunderstanding of what constitutes
animal cruelty; and lack of understanding relative to the constitutional rights of animal owners.
In short, Animal Control Officers must obey the law and cannot take a persons property, i.e. their
animal, without due process. They may not enter the property of a person without just cause, for
example, when an animal is in imminent danger or where lack of action would result in the
animal’s death or injury. To successfully prosecute a case, the District Attorney will expect and
the courts will require that all applicable laws are obeyed and the rights of the alleged perpetrator
have been respected. The District Attorney’s staff has expressed satisfaction relative to the
quality of the animal cruelty investigations conducted by Animal Regulation personnel that have
been referred to the Office of the District Attorney.
Rabies Control
Animal bite reports, bite investigations, capture and quarantine of biting animals and rabies
testing are carried out in accordance with State law and common animal control practice.
Division Vehicles
The Division has 13 animal control vehicles. All have less than 100,000 miles: 1 has between
80,000 and 100,000 miles, 7 have between 50,000 and 80,000 miles, the remaining five (5) have
less than 50,000 miles. Field staff is generally satisfied with the vehicles assigned to the
Division and believe they are adequately maintained. Vehicles are properly equipped for their
intended function. The Division does not have any 4-wheel drive animal control vehicles. Some
calls require off-road capability. This need should be addressed when new vehicles are next
purchased
Assigned Equipment
Animal Control Officers require a wide range of equipment to adequately perform their varied
tasks. Equipment issued is appropriate, and what Citygate examined was in good repair.
However, not all officers are provided with all of the equipment that is needed. The Division
should develop a list of appropriate needed equipment and assure that all vehicles are
provisioned with this equipment. All necessary equipment should be replaced when requested
by field staff and verified by Division management.
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The work of animal control officers involves working with all segments of the community.
Some of these individuals can pose a threat of bodily harm. In recognition of this issue, Ballistic
Protective Vests, also known as “bullet proof vests,” are provided to officers.
Radio Dispatch
The Division provides its own dispatch service during normal working hours Monday through
Saturday and utilizes the Sheriff’s Department’s radio network. All calls are recorded by the
Sheriff’s Department, and all calls are logged by the Animal Regulation Division’s dispatcher.
Recording calls is important if the need arises to investigate citizen complaints and to verify the
actual time between when an officer goes off the air and then is back in service. The need to
review the tapes is infrequent but necessary. If a citizen calls Animal Regulation during normal
business hours, an Animal Regulation clerical employee answers the phone and takes down
required information and passes this information (e.g. location, nature of the call, name of the
person etc.) to the radio dispatcher, who calls the officer using the Sheriff’s Department’s radio
network. After hours and on Sunday the Sheriff’s Office provides dispatch service in the entire
county except the City of Santa Rosa. After hours and on Sunday callers would be directed by
recording to contact the Sheriff’s Office or the City of Santa Rosa Police Department depending
on their location. If the call originates from a location other than Santa Rosa, the Sheriff’s Office
dispatcher performs the same function as the Division’s dispatcher. If the call originates in Santa
Rosa, the Police Department dispatcher calls the officer on the phone. This arrangement is
awkward in that calls are not recorded, and there is a lack of continuity and monitoring of officer
location and time out of service. In addition, if the division updates its information technology
software as recommended, the need to totally integrate the dispatch function will be increased if
the system’s functionality is to be maximized.
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Portable Radios
All officers are provided with portable radios. However, they are of limited utility in that the
Division’s animal control trucks do not have “repeater”: capability. The portable radios have
limited power and thus range. Therefore, their ability to communicate with the radio system is
compromised. The portables need the ability to communicate to the animal control truck where
the signal is amplified by the truck’s more powerful radio equipment. The installation of
“repeaters” in each vehicle would allow the dispatcher to have constant contact with officers,
whether that officer is in or out of their vehicle. The officers would also have the capability to
communicate with fellow officers while they were out of the vehicles. This would allow better
coordination of field activities requiring multiple officers.
In an effort to address this problem, the Department recently purchased 8 Nextel combination
walkie-talkie/cell phones for the 11 officers. Six of these Nextels are for officer use (one is kept
in the spay/neuter van and the other is at the Department's dispatch desk). Since there are 11
officers and 6 Nextels for them to use, there are situations where not all officers can be supplied
with a Nextel. The Division should purchase enough additional Nextels to assure every on-duty
officer is provided with one.
The Nextel’s limited coverage area does not totally solve the officer safety and coordination
concerns noted above. In addition, we would caution about becoming dependant on the Nextels
to the point where they are used in lieu of the Division’s normal radio dispatch equipment. The
Sheriff’s department provides the Division with the radio system used for dispatch. Calls are
recorded and the Division dispatcher monitors calls and records when officers go in and out of
service. If an officer does not go back on the air in a reasonable amount of time, help can be
summoned to check on the safety of the officer. Nextel usage provides none of these monitoring
capabilities or officer safeguards. We believe that the Division’s protocols are adequate to
prevent these problems from occurring as long as the personnel adhere to the protocols.
Firearms
Firearms are used to euthanize animals in the field where other means are impractical or would
place the Animal Control Officer in danger. The use of firearms by Animal Control Officers is
necessary unless an agency is willing to wait for the arrival of a police officer or veterinarian to
perform this task. This might be possible in a city, due to the small geographic size and close
proximity of police staff. This is not possible in Sonoma County, due to the large geographic
area involved.
All officers carry a 22-caliber rifle and 12-gauge shotgun in their trucks. An Animal Control
Officer certified by the Police Officer Standards and Training (POST) commission as a firearms
instructor provides initial and annual firearms training. Firearms training is coordinated with the
Sonoma County Sheriff’s Office relative to range usage and range master services.
FACILITIES
Officers spend the majority of their time in the field. At the beginning and end of their shift they
must attend to computer entry and retrieval, gathering and prioritizing calls, conferring with their
supervisor, gathering their equipment and donning their uniform. These activities are conducted
in a combination lunch/break/officer work area. This multi-role space is not appropriate for a
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work area. There are too many disruptions, the area is not secure, and it is open to other staff
and volunteers.

This area, at a minimum, should be shielded from the rest of the room with partitions.
Selection of Staff
As noted earlier in this report, Animal Control Officers exercise considerable responsibility.
They carry and use firearms, wear a uniform and thus visibly represent the County. They drive
thousands of miles a year in a conspicuous County vehicle and have the potential to expose the
County to significant liability. They also undertake strenuous physical activities and are exposed
to more frequent and severe physical accidents and injury than other County personnel.
These factors have not been given ample weight in the selection process for Animal Control
Officer. The process by which officers are selected does not differ significantly from that for
most other County employments. Given the exposures noted above, we recommend that the
County increase the rigor of the selection process to include investigation of an applicant’s
background relative to employment history, driving record, criminal history, physical evaluation,
mental evaluation and drug testing. The process by which deputy sheriff candidates are selected
can serve as a base model with modification.
Training
Effective training is critical to the success of any organization. The extent, frequency, method
and documentation of training will vary with the complexity of the job and the resources of the
agency.
The Division’s Animal Control Officers are required by State Law to acquire a P.C. 832 Module
A Certificate. Sonoma County requires that this certificate be obtained within the first six
months of employment. The requirements relative to the curricula are proscribed by the
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California Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training. The Arrest and Firearms (PC
832) course consists of two components, which total a minimum of 64 hours. The Arrest
component has a 40-hour requirement, and the Firearms component has a 24-hour requirement.
New Animal Control Officers are given 12 weeks of training that includes both classroom and on
the job training. It is an axiom of training that people retain 10-20 percent of what they read, 50
percent of what they see, and 90 percent of what they do. Many of the tasks of the Division are
activities that require the manipulation of tools and the movement of animals. These are best
learned through doing.
The following is an outline of the Sonoma County Animal Control Officer initial training course:
Week 1
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Officer equipment issued
Vehicle and equipment checking
Thomas Brothers map book/Learn beat areas and structure
Learn radio procedure
Learn radio codes
Reports and usage
Use of policy and procedure manual
Familiarity of officer’s humane manual
Observing field training officer performing job duties
Reviewing auto accident report and procedures
Officer safety.

Week 2
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Operating vehicle
Public contact
Learning laws
Use of routine forms
Learning officer safety procedures
Preparing minor reports
Use of warning notice
Use of citation
Learning codes: food and agriculture, administration, health and safety, fish and game,
penal and County ordinance
10. Remedial training and evaluation
11. Officer safety.
Week 3
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Routing details
Emergency vehicle equipment
Preparing reports
Officer safety
Policies and procedures
Handling of livestock
Use of Department forms
Forming habits to routine procedure
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9.

Remedial training and evaluation.

Week 4
1.
2.

Contacting the public regarding complaint solving
Handling and investigating livestock depredation, humane complaints and rabies control
situations
3. Use of firearms and related policies
4. Seizing and impounding animals
5. Range training
6. Range qualifying with shotgun
7. Report writing
8. Conducting investigations
9. Quarantine of suspect bite animals
10. County lab procedures
11. Officers safety
12. Remedial training and evaluation.
Week 6
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Reports
Policies and procedures/review field officer manual
Special circumstances
Officer safety
Codes and sections
Remedial training and evaluation.

Week 7
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Reports
Policies and procedures
Officer safety
Controlling animals on highway. Methods and resources for traffic control
Remedial training and evaluation.

Week 8
1.
2.
3
4.
5.
6.

Situations requiring assistance - other officer, law enforcement
Standby and call out procedures
Reports
Officer safety
Policies and procedures
Remedial training and evaluation.

Week 9
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Responding to priority complaints
Reports
Codes and sections
Policies and procedures
Officer safety
Remedial training and evaluation.
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Week 10
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Hauling and transporting livestock
Use and procedure for use of livestock trailer
Officer safety
Policies and procedures
Handling vicious animals
Handling adverse situations
Remedial training and evaluation.

Week 11
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Business and professions code
Health and safety codes
Civil code
County ordinance
Policies and procedures
Officer safety
Remedial training and evaluation.

Week 12
1.
2.
3.

Review and makeup or retraining, if needed
Evaluation
Release to perform job and evaluation.

Officers are tested three times during their training; a passing score is required to maintain
employment.
One area of concern is safe vehicle operation training. Animal Control Officers spend a large
amount of time driving an assigned animal control vehicle. Our observations lead us to believe
that the County’s liability exposure would be lessened if officers were provided with driver
training specific to their vehicles and job duties before being deployed in the field. Specific
emphasis should be placed on the completion of paperwork and the clearing of calls with
dispatch before placing the vehicle in motion. The County’s Risk Management unit should be
consulted relative to a review in this area.
The Division is fortunate in having several Animal Control Officers who are experienced in the
capture, movement and transport of livestock. This invaluable knowledge is included in the
Division’s training.
In summary, Citygate has examined the Division’s “Field Officers Training Program.” We
found it to be thorough and appropriate for the training of the Division’s newly hired Animal
Control Officers.
Recurrent Training
Recurrent training includes annual firearms qualification and other job related training such as;
identification and field treatment of animal injuries, livestock handling, report writing, court
testimony and other subjects germane to the work the officers perform. This training is
scheduled when time permits. Officer morale would be improved if in-service training were
more regularly scheduled. Lack of staff has hindered the Division’s efforts in this regard.
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Performance Evaluation
Officer performance is evaluated constantly during training. Evaluations of other field staff are
done annually for the Officer I positions and every two years for the Officer II positions.
Evaluations are in writing and officers have an opportunity to discuss their evaluation with their
supervisor.
Supervision
The Division is authorized two field supervisors. One of these has been vacant for the last six
months. This has placed an enormous workload on the remaining supervisor who, in addition to
assuming the work of the other supervisor, has on many occasions functioned as the Division’s
radio dispatcher when absenteeism would otherwise reduce field staffing to less than five.
Officer Morale
As noted previously, the work of Animal Control Officers is difficult and under-appreciated.
Morale is an important ingredient in job satisfaction and has a significant impact on officer
retention and customer service. The Division’s officers in general like their work. However, we
would describe the morale of the Field Service section as poor. There are several reasons for
this:
1. They lack faith in management. They believe that their immediate supervisor is
knowledgeable, supportive and cares about them as individuals. Sixty-six percent of
respondents to the employee survey viewed their immediate supervisor favorably.
However, they do not feel that upper management is appreciative of their efforts or
supports them. Fifty-seven percent of the employees had a negative impression of the
Division Manager.
2. They do not believe that they are viewed favorably by the public or volunteers.
3. Many are upset about intrusion into the area of the shelter they consider to be their work
area by volunteers and other staff members.
4. They believe that they are underappreciated, overworked and underpaid.
5. Many officers view their jobs as primarily law enforcement and do not relate well to the
sheltering/humane education/volunteers part of the Division.
6. A significant group of officers are distraught by what they view as favoritism.
7. Many are unhappy about allowing employees to bring their animals and children to work
and do not believe that adoption animals should be displayed in the office area due to
odor, defecation and urination in what they consider to be a work space.
RECOMMENDATIONS TO IMPROVE FIELD OPERATIONS
The following recommendations are made to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the
Field Operations section of the Sonoma County Animal Regulation Division.
Recommendation V-1:

Add two Animal Control Officer positions and one
dispatcher or three Animal Control Officer positions.
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The staffing analysis presented in this report would suggest that Sonoma County needs 13
Animal Control Officers or 14 if a dedicated dispatcher is not deployed. High call volume, the
relative large size of the Division’s service area, high level of functional vacancies and
complaints relative to timeliness of field service delivery indicate that the current staffing level
of 11 officers is not sufficient.
Recommendation V-2:

Thoroughly evaluate the Division’s absenteeism and its
effect on staffing. Institute a Division-wide sick leave
monitoring and counseling system.

Absenteeism and high sick leave usage are negatively affecting the morale and effectiveness of
the Division. Those employees who are coming to work regularly are negatively impacted by
not holding staff to a consistent standard of attendance. This has the potential of increasing
operating costs because additional staff need to retained to make up for these absences or
overtime must be expended to make sure core services are provided.
Recommendation V-3:

Either select and train a dedicated Division radio
dispatcher and sufficient back-up personnel to provide
coverage or rotate this assignment among officers
understanding that this will require an additional officer.

Radio dispatch is a core business necessity. Someone has to perform this function. Because of
staffing deficiencies, this is now being accomplished by utilizing Officers who are on “light
duty” or by rotating officers into this slot in no “light duty” Officer are available or by utilizing
the Division’s remaining field supervisor when staffing would otherwise go lower than 5 officers
in the field. This factor is negatively affecting the entire organization.
Recommendation V-4:

Order the next two animal control vehicles with fourwheel drive.

Some of the terrain of Sonoma County is hilly and rough. The completion of some animal
control calls requires going off-road. Current Division vehicles lack this capability.
Recommendation V-5:

Respond promptly to officer requests to repair or replace
equipment. Procure sufficient inventory of equipment to
assure timely replacement.

Officers cannot perform their tasks without the proper equipment. An equipment inventory
needs to be developed and maintained and equipment repaired or replaced in a timely manner.
Recommendation V-6:

As soon as possible, select a replacement for the vacant
Supervising Regulation Officer.

The current incumbent of the filled supervising Animal Regulation Officer position cannot
reasonably be expected to perform the tasks of two positions indefinitely.
Recommendation V-7:

Separate the staff lunch/break room from the officer
work area.
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This is a major area of friction within the Animal Control Officer ranks. Officers need a private
place in which to complete reports, confer with other officers relative to cases, etc. Partitions
should be considered to screen a portion of the room used as the officers’ work area. This area
should be given consideration when future remodeling is undertaken.
Recommendation V-8:

Increase officer awareness and support for the total
Division’s functions. Institute team building training.

Some officers believe that their job is solely law enforcement. They have little empathy for the
work the rest of the staff must accomplish. The work of the Division is multi–faceted. All
employees need to be aware of how their work fits into the overall mission of the Division.
Recommendation V-9:

Add one computer in the officers’ work area.

There are currently only three computers in the officer work area. This is not adequate for staff
to complete their work in a timely manner.
Recommendation V-10:

Study the feasibility of integrating City of Santa Rosa
animal control dispatching with the Sheriff’s Office.

The current arrangement whereby after-hours requests for service in the City of Santa Rosa are
directed to the City police dispatcher is inefficient and will cause implementation problems if a
new software system is purchased for the Division.
Recommendation V-11:

Change the title of Animal Regulation Officer to Animal
Control Officer.
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SECTION VI—THE NUMBERS TELL THE STORY: A COMPARISON
This section compares Sonoma County with three other medium to large public, open-admission
animal control agencies. The agencies chosen were the City of Sacramento, Contra Costa
County, and Santa Barbara County. They were selected because they serve a population between
250,000 and 1,000,000, are operated directly by a public agency, and are not a humane society
under a contract. Furthermore, these agencies are generally recognized in the industry as being
well managed.
AGENCY DESCRIPTIONS
City of Sacramento Animal Care Division
Animal Care is a Division of the City General Services Department. They provide service to a
population of 440,000. They operate one animal shelter and have an annual operating budget of
$3,200,000. They impounded 5,180 dogs and 5,048 cats, for a total of 10,228 animals in
calendar year 2005.
Contra Costa County Animal Services Department
Animal Services is a separate department. They provide service to 920,000, which includes the
unincorporated area of the County and 18 contract cities. They operate two animal shelters and
have an annual operating budget of $8,686,000. They have 83 permanent employees and utilize
approximately 150 volunteers. They impounded 6,486 dogs and 7,921 cats, for a total of 14,401
animals in calendar year 2005.
Santa Barbara County
Animal Services is a division of the Public Health Department. They provide service to 410,300,
which includes the unincorporated area of the County and 6 contract cities. They operate 3
animal shelters and have an operating budget of $2,965,000. They have 26.75 employees and
utilize approximately 350 volunteers. They impounded 4,181 dogs and 3,008 cats, for a total of
7,189 animals in calendar year 2005.
Sonoma County Animal Regulation
Sonoma County Animal Regulation is a Division of the County Agriculture Department. They
provide service to a population of 342,000. They operate one animal shelter and have an annual
operating budget of $3,200,000. They have 26.5 employees and utilize approximately 267
volunteers, though the level of volunteer hours worked varies significantly from individual to
individual. They impounded 2,913 dogs and 4,483 cats, for a total of 7,346 animals in calendar
year 2005.
COMPARISON OF ADOPTION, REDEMPTION AND EUTHANASIA RATES
The following charts compare dogs, cats and total adopted, redeemed and euthanized as a
percentage of the number of each type of animal impounded for calendar year 2005.
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Animals Adopted
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Sonoma County in 2005 managed to find homes for 39 percent of its cat impounds and 25
percent of its dog impounds. Overall, its adoption rate in 2005 was 34 percent. This is nearly 50
percent better than the City of Sacramento’s record. In order to achieve adoption levels
comparable to Santa Barbara and Contra Costa, which are recognized as very well run and very
well funded public shelters, Sonoma County would need to improve its adoption rate by nearly
24 percent. Overall, Sonoma County is doing a good job when it comes to finding homes for
animals, especially in light of its relatively limited resources given the number of programs and
initiatives performed by the division.
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Sonoma County in 2005 managed to return 18 percent of its impounded pets to their rightful
owners. The vast majority of these returned pets were dogs. This redemption rate is quite a bit
higher then the City of Sacramento’s redemption rate. Sonoma’s redemption rate is comparable
to Contra Costa County’s rate. Santa Barbara County has a redemption rate of 27 percent, which
is quite enviable.
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Sonoma County in 2005 euthanized 42 percent of its animal impounds. By far, most of the
euthanized animals were cats. Sonoma County’s euthanasia rate is similar to the rate in Contra
Costa County. Sonoma’s rate is not as good as Santa Barbara’s euthanasia rate, but it is better
than Sacramento’s rate. Overall, when compared to other public shelters in California, Sonoma
County is doing a good job minimizing euthanasia, especially in light of its relatively limited
resources given the number of programs and initiatives performed by the division.
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SECTION VII—A COMPARISON ANALYSIS: HOW SONOMA COUNTY
MEASURES UP AGAINST WELL-RUN PUBLIC SHELTERS
As part of this performance review, Citygate contacted the animal control directors in Santa
Barbara County, Contra Costa County and the City of Sacramento in order to identify best
practices employed in these agencies that could be used in Sonoma County to improve the
animal control program. Our focus was directed at a comparison of:
Staffing and population served
Financial support
Medical program
Spay/Neuter program
Information Technology
Temperament testing
Education program
Volunteer Program
Facilities.
Field Service
Shelter Service
Hours of Operation.
The matrix below shows some of the components of the animal control programs of the agencies
we surveyed:
Contra
Costa

Santa
Barbara

Sacramento

Sonoma

920,000

410,300

440,000

342,000

Gross Budget

$8,686,800

$2,965,000

$3,200,000

$2,986,326

County Subsidy

$4,916,556

$1,362,000

$2,785,000

$750,271

2

3

1

1

Shelter Opening Date

2005

2005

1993

1990

On Site Spay/Neuter Clinic

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Accepts Public Animals

Yes

New Program

No

Yes 1

3,391

N/A

N/A

2,207

No

No

No

Yes

Category
Population Served

Number of Shelters

Number of Public Surgeries
Mobile Spay/Neuter

1

Public animals are not generally accepted at the shelter clinic. Public animals are accommodated through the
MAC
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Contra
Costa

Santa
Barbara

Sacramento

Sonoma

Medical Program In House

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Public Education Program

Yes

Minimal

Minimal

Minimal

150 +

Less Than 10

Less than 10

18

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Hybrid

Hybrid

Hybrid

Sternberg

Total Staff

83

26.8

41

272

Number of Field Staff

33

12

12

11

Number of Kennel and Medical Staff

18

6

17

4.5 2

Number of Clerical Staff

21

7

6

7.5

Management and Supervision

11

4

6

4

Number of Volunteers

150

350

150

267

Paid Coordinator

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

19,600

28,980

13,200

15,000

No

No

No

Yes

Dogs and Cats Impounded 2005

14,401

7,189

10,228

7,396

Dogs and Cats Adopted 2005 %

42%

32%

21%

34%

Dogs and Cats Redeemed 2005 %

16%

27%

10%

18%

Dogs and Cats Euthanized 2005 %

40%

26%

50%

42%

Category

Number of Annual Presentations
Temperament Testing
Method

Number of Annual Volunteer Hours
Inmate Labor

Staffing
An agency responsible for servicing a large population would normally be expected to have more
employees. Of the agencies surveyed, Contra Costa County has the most staff, 83, and provides
service to the most people, 920,000. Of the agencies surveyed, Sonoma County provides service
to the smallest population, 342,000, with the smallest workforce, 27 FTE. Sacramento provides
service to 440,000 with a workforce of 41. Santa Barbara County provides service to 410,000
with a staff of 26.8 FTE, which is almost identical to the staffing in Sonoma County. Looking at
the population per staff member we find the following people per employee ratio:
Contra
Costa

Santa
Barbara

Sacramento

Sonoma

11,084

15,310

10,732

12,667

Other factors that effect staff size are:
Number of shelters

2

Includes 20/40 contract veterinarian
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Provision of a spay/neuter program and medical program
The number and utilization of volunteers
The existence of a humane education program
The number of animals sheltered
The size of the shelter
The geographical size of the area the agency must service.
All of the above factors influence the number of employees. Contra Costa operates two shelters,
Santa Barbara operates three shelters, and both Sacramento and Sonoma operate one shelter
each. Santa Barbara’s relatively low staffing, given the population of its service area, is partially
a result of their extensive use of volunteers in programs that are typically staffed by paid
personnel in other agencies. In some agencies, the use of volunteers is limited by union contract
or understandings that limit the role of volunteers to duties not typically performed by the paid
workforce. Contra Costa is a good example of this. They cannot supplant existing employees
with volunteers. Another factor that affects Sonoma’s staffing is the use of inmate labor for
kennel duties. We believe it would take four to six paid employees to substitute for the inmates.
Financial Support
A comparison of gross and net costs is noted in the following matrix.
Agency
Contra Cost County

Gross Cost
Per Capita
$
9.44

Net Cost
Per Capita
$
5.34

Sacramento City

$

7.27

$

6.23

Santa Barbara County

$

7.23

$

3.32

Sonoma County

$

8.73

$

2.19

The City of Sacramento’s net cost is particularly high because it alone of the agencies surveyed
has no service contracts to offset general fund contribution. Contra Costa derives $1,926,070
from contracts with 18 cities. Contra Costa’s city contract rate is the result of negotiations with
the cities. It does not attempt to recover the full cost of the service. The rate is scheduled to
increase to $2,736,723 for 2006-2007. Santa Barbara has 6 full service contracts plus sheltering
contracts with two other cities plus partial contracts with an Indian reservation and a military
base. Santa Barbara derives $944,000 from their service contracts. Sonoma derives $1,191,650
from contracts with Santa Rosa, Windsor and Cloverdale.
Medical Program
Contra Costa’s medical program is based on a human hospital model. Veterinarians, under the
direction of the shelter Medical Director, develop treatment standards and protocols. These are
administered by registered veterinary technicians (RVT’s). This model relies on the RVT to
provide day-to-day care to sick or injured animals just as a registered nurse would provide care
in a hospital. This program relieves the veterinary staff from routine observation, procedures and
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medication of shelter animals and allows more time for surgery and other procedures that must
be performed by a licensed veterinarian.
Sacramento utilizes a full-time city employed veterinarian and an RVT to provide medical
treatment to shelter animals and do spay/neuter surgery of shelter animals. Sacramento has also
established a cooperative relationship with the University of California Davis Shelter Medicine
Program. Students assist with the medical program and spay/neuter program as part of their
externship requirements.
Santa Barbara utilizes a contract veterinarian who manages the program and six other part-time
contract veterinarians who also participate in the Spay/neuter Program
Spay Neuter Program
Shelter Animals
Contra Costa utilizes contract veterinarians under the direction of a contract Medical Director to
spay/neuter shelter animals. A portion of the shelter that also houses the Medical Program
workspace is utilized for spay/neuter surgeries. Prior to construction of the department's new
shelters, a large trailer was utilized for this purpose and approximately 15 percent of shelter
animals were out sourced to private vets under a contractual arrangement.
Sacramento utilizes a city-employed veterinarian to spay/neuter shelter animals. They utilize a
mobile trailer parked on shelter property. They do all of their animals in-house.
Santa Barbara utilizes a contract veterinarian who manages the program and six other part-time
contract veterinarians who also participate in the Medical Program. They are 80 percent selfsufficient. They contract with local veterinarians for spay/neuter of cats from their Santa
Barbara shelter. They expect to be 100 percent self-sufficient within a year.
Public Animals
Contra Costa operates a spay/neuter clinic as part of its Martinez shelter. Prior to completion of
the shelter, spay/neuter of public animals was done in a modular building. The clinic performed
3,391 surgeries on public owned animals in 2005.
Sacramento does not spay/neuter public animals other than on an exception basis i.e. as part of
an agreement relative to the conditional return of an animal.
Santa Barbara does not spay/neuter public animals at this time.
Information Technology
All three agencies use Chameleon 3 shelter software as do San Francisco, Los Angeles, San
Diego, and more than 200 other shelters. Sonoma is using outdated software that is cumbersome
and does not effectively integrate the various functions of the Division. There are a number of
other shelter software packages available. Citygate understands that the County’s Information
Technology division is engaged in researching this subject and is preparing to make changes to
the Division’s database software and other updates.

3

http://www.chameleonbeach.com/
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Temperament Testing
Santa Barbara, Contra Costa and Sacramento have developed their own methodology of
temperament testing.
Contra Costa hired a consulting firm expert in this area to develop the program initially. The
consultants met with upper management to ascertain the goals of the organization. The
consultants then met with supervisory personnel, key volunteers and shelter staff to get their
feedback on the draft program. After the criteria and outcomes were agreed on, the staff and
volunteers were trained to do the testing. Subsequent to the initial development, Contra Costa
hired a contract employee to direct the program.
Sacramento utilizes a consultant on a part-time and as-needed basis to keep up with current
trends in the field and to train and retrain designated staff and volunteers.
Santa Barbara utilizes a hybrid program that is a combination of Sue Sternberg and SAFER
methodologies. They utilize a paid county position to coordinate the program. Lead volunteers
participate in the testing and train other volunteers to do the testing.
Education Program
Contra Costa views its education program to be an integral part of the effort to reduce the
euthanasia rate in the County. By teaching responsible pet ownership, including the need to
spay/neuter to school children, the community benefits and the concept of being responsible to
animals carries over to other aspects of behavior. The program is staffed by a Humane
Education Coordinator and a part-time assistant. Volunteers and Animal Services Officers also
participate in classroom presentations. Last year, more than 150 presentations were given to
over 3,500 children. In addition, over 50 presentations were given to civic groups and service
organizations. Over 300 pieces of art were received in response to the Department’s annual
school art contest. The department is one of the leading agencies in the country in distributing
the publication “Kind News” to over 200 County classrooms.
Sacramento provides educational presentations if requested.
program.

There is no on-going school

Santa Barbara provides educational presentations if requested. There is no on-going school
program.
Volunteer Program
Contra Costa’s program is in flux in that they are without a volunteer coordinator at present. The
position was formerly a combination Adoption Manager-Volunteer Coordinator. Volunteers are
engaged in lost and found, adoption counseling, animal socialization, remote adoptions, and
spay/neuter appointments. They have approximately 150 volunteers registered with the program.
The volunteers contributed 19,600 hours during 2005.
Sacramento also has approximately 150 volunteers who contributed 13,200 hours during 2005.
The program is managed by a Program Analyst who also manages the Foster Program and
coordinates special events such as use of the spay/neuter trailer.
Santa Barbara has an extensive volunteer program. They have approximately 350 registered
volunteers who contributed 28,980 hours during 2005. These hours were shelter related and do
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not count time spent fostering animals. The Animal Control Division has beneficial relationships
with several volunteer non-profits that greatly assist with the effective delivery of service.
Sonoma County should visit Santa Barbara County to thoroughly review their volunteer
program. The Animal Control Director has expressed her willingness to be of assistance in this
regard.
Comparison of Facilities
Sonoma County’s original shelter is approaching 17 years of use. The shelter was remodeled in
2001 to provide for increased dog capacity necessary to accommodate the City of Santa Rosa’s
animals. The Sonoma shelter is typical of what was being built in the 60’s through the late 80’s.
The shelter was well thought of at the time of its original construction: Heated flooring, central
drain flushing, and pre-proportioned cleaner supplied to the hose connections in the dog kennels
are all good features.
The remodel did not adequately address small animal holding space or ventilation issues. The
office area is not large enough to adequately house the Division’s clerical staff. Public counter
and lobby space is also limited. The building is showing its age and contemporary designs are
quite different. Since the Sonoma County shelter was built in 1989, the following shelters have
been constructed in California:
City of Antioch (built as a part of the City’s police department building)
San Diego County (combined with San Diego S.P.C.A.)
Santa Barbara County
City of Oakland
City of San Jose
City of Sacramento
Contra Costa County
City of Long Beach (combined with Los Angeles S.P.C.A.)
Humboldt County
Los Angeles City.
These jurisdictions have shelters in design or construction:
Sacramento County
El Dorado County
Riverside County.
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Other California Public Animal Shelters
Contra Costa County
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Contra Costa County
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Contra Costa County
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Santa Barbara County
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Santa Barbara County
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City of Sacramento
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San Diego County
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Field Service
Sonoma County’s field service section would compare favorably with the agencies we surveyed
and other programs with which we are familiar, relative to their overall competence and job
knowledge. The field staff take their jobs seriously, they are well supervised and adequately
trained, and they approach their jobs in a professional manner. Their vehicles and equipment are
appropriate for the animals they are required to handle. Our personal observation of their work
was favorable. They handle a wide variety of calls efficiently.
An abnormally high number of functional vacancies (because of sick leave, family medical
leave, vacation, training and assignment to the dispatch desk) hamper their efficiency and
productivity. Some in this section need to be encouraged to moderate their sick leave usage.
They need to work on team building and develop a better appreciation of the total work and
personnel of the division.
Shelter Service
Citygate was impressed with the caring attitude of the majority of the staff of this Division.
They are tasked with the care, housing, feeding, inventory and movement of a large number of
animals. They care about the animals and work with the non-profit community in order to avoid
euthanizing adoptable animals.
Disease control is a constant challenge. Adequate disease prevention protocols are in place and
are appropriate for a shelter of this size. The staff is, at times, frustrated in their disease control
efforts by the design of the facility, particularly the cat and rabbit holding areas. They are
constantly frustrated by the problems the use of inmates creates relative to consistency in
applying cleaning and isolation protocols effectively.
Hours of Operation
Contra Costa is open to the public 10:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday,
and Saturday and from 10:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. Wednesday. They are closed Sunday and
Monday.
Santa Barbara is open to the public 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Monday, thru Friday, and from 10:00
a.m. to 4:00 p.m. on Saturday.
Sacramento is open to the public 11:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Tuesday thru Friday and from 10:00
a.m. to 4:00p.m. on Saturday. They are closed Sunday and Monday.
Sonoma County utilizes the following office and shelter schedule:
Office
Monday
Tuesday through Friday
Saturday
Sunday and Holidays

8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m. to 4:00 a.m.
Closed
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Shelter
Monday
Tuesday through Friday
Saturday
Sunday and Holidays

12:00 Noon to 5:00 p.m.
12:00 Noon to 7:00 p.m.
12:00 Noon to 4:00 p.m.
Closed

Comparison of Hours of Operation:
Sonoma

Contra
Costa

Sacramento

Santa
Barbara

Office

61

37

34

41

Shelter

29

37

34

41

Program

The County should examine hours of operation of the Division to determine if overall program
goals can be reached with a reduction of office hours and adjustment of shelter hours inclusive of
closing the to the public one additional day.
RECOMMENDATIONS TO IMPROVE OPERATIONS BASED ON COMPARISON TO BEST PRACTICES
FROM OTHER AGENCIES
The following recommendations are made to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the
Sonoma County Animal Regulation Division based on Citygate Associates’ comparison to Best
Practices in other well run agencies.
Recommendation VII-1:

Consider Contra Costa County’s medical program
possible implementation

for

A medical program based on a veterinarian managed and registered veterinary technician run
model can result in improved care and reduced cost.
Recommendation VII-2:

Consider implementing Santa Barbara and Contra Costa
Counties’ methods of temperament testing

The current temperament-testing model is very time consuming and is known by a limited
number of staff/volunteers. This has led to delays in the adoption process.
Recommendation VII-3:

Contact Contra Costa County relative to their Education
Program and incorporate their resources and materials
into Sonoma County’s program

Sonoma County should establish the goal of significantly expanding their education program.
There is no need to reinvent the wheel in this regard.
Recommendation VII-4:

Examine newly opened bay area shelters to identify
possible modifications of the Sonoma County shelter’s
small animal holding areas
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The weakest area of the County shelter is its small animal holding spaces. If a modification of
these spaces is undertaken an architect specializing in shelter design should be consulted prior to
the development of plans and budgets.
Recommendation VII-5:

Visit Santa Barbara County and consider utilizing its
approach to using volunteers
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SECTION VIII—“NO KILL POLICY”: WHAT’S IT ALL ABOUT?
THE EUTHANASIA DEBATE
The fate of unwanted animals needs to be addressed when a community considers examination
of its animal control program. All who read this report need to realize that there is a huge divide
between those who care passionately about this issue and those who are ambivalent about
animals or even outright hostile to the idea of spending public funds on anything other than the
efficient killing of stray or unwanted animals. Citygate Associates will examine the various
factors that influence what a public agency can reasonably be expected to accomplish relative to
reducing the euthanasia rate at its animal shelter including the legal framework under which
public shelters operate.
Several national organizations have adopted policies and guidelines that can be used by
community’s leaders when trying to develop workable policies to guide the public agency tasked
with caring for a community’s stray and unwanted animals. We will include these positions in
this section of the report and will examine how Sonoma County compares to best practices for
public shelters.
ANIMAL REPRODUCTIVE CAPACITY
The reproductive capacity of dogs and cats far exceeds that of humans. The Humane Society of
the United States has calculated that one female dog and her progeny can produce more than
67,000 offspring in seven years. One female cat can produce more than 430,000 1 offspring. No,
these are not typographical errors. The numbers represent a maximum that is not attainable
because it is based on the assumption that all animals in a population can and do breed to their
maximum biological capacity and live long enough to reach their reproductive potential.
However, the breeding potential gives some idea of the magnitude of the problem facing animal
control agencies.
FULL ACCESS PUBLIC SHELTERS
Private non-profit humane societies can be selective relative to the number and type of animals
that they take in and care for. A public shelter cannot adopt this operational model and fulfill its
responsibility under the law relative to the impoundment of stray animals and rabies control
(Division 14 of the State Food and Agriculture Code, Sections 121575-121710 of the State
Health and Safety Code and Sections, 2606, 2606.2 and 2606.4 of the California Code of
Regulations).
Many well-intentioned individuals ignore this basic fact when calling for their public shelter to
“become a no kill shelter.” The Sonoma County animal shelter impounds stray dogs and cats
and accepts all owner-relinquished animals. Some of these animals will not be adopted because
of health, age, timidity, size, aggressive behavior or other behavioral issues. See “What is an
adoptable animal” in this section.
1
HSUS Web Site
http://www.hsus.org/pets/issues_affecting_our_pets/pet_overpopulation_and_ownership_statistics/hsus_pet_overpopulation_estimates.html
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HSUS Statement On Limited-Admission Animal Shelters 2
The following is an excerpt from the Humane Society of the United States magazine Animal
Sheltering, September-October 1997.
Admission Policies
“Limited-admission animal shelters vary widely in scope and philosophy. However, they
are distinguishable from open-admission shelters primarily by the fact that they choose not
to euthanize animals in response to the tragic problem of companion animal
overpopulation. As a result, these organizations limit the number of animals they will
accept because they lack the space and/or resources necessary to properly care for the
numbers of animals they would otherwise receive. Limited-admission shelters keep or
foster all animals they choose to admit until the animals can be placed in adoptive homes
or die of natural causes (many do euthanize suffering or aggressive animals).
“When a limited-admission shelter does not accept every animal brought to it The HSUS
believes that the organization has an ethical mandate to ensure that there is an animal
shelter in the community whose doors are open to all homeless and unwanted animals.
Where no such shelter exists, an organization that turns away a stray or owned animal until
space opens up at the shelter risks losing that animal to abandonment or some other cruel
fate, and bears partial responsibility for that fate.
“In short an organization that chooses not to accept every animal can supplement an openadmission animal shelter, but it cannot substitute for one.”
Fund-Raising and Public Relations
“Organizations that choose not to euthanize animals, like all organizations should, strive to
be forthright with the public. The HSUS strongly believes that it is unethical for a limitedadmission shelter to advertise that it “does not kill animals” without also acknowledging
publicly that the shelter does not accept every animal brought to it. Moreover, a limitedadmission organization’s fund-raising solicitations should acknowledge that the shelter’s
ability to choose not to euthanize homeless animals depends in part upon the existence of
animal shelters that do so. To fail to be forthright about the realities of pet overpopulation
is to create in the public’s mind the false and harmful perception that every animal shelter
could choose to end companion animal euthanasia without disastrous animal suffering
resulting from that decision.”
SHELTER SIZE AND EUTHANASIA RATE
A shelter must be of a size consistent with the inflow of animals, taking into consideration the
redemption, adoption and immediate euthanasia of severely sick and injured animals.
Approximately 45 percent to 50 percent of the square footage of a modern shelter is devoted to
the housing of dogs. If, in a hypothetical case, a shelter has 100 dog kennels, impounds 25 dogs
a day, returns 5 to owners each day and adopts 5 each day, the shelter will fill all of its kennels in
seven days. If the shelter is doubled in capacity, it will be full in 14 days.

2

Animal Sheltering Magazine The Euthanasia Debate September/October 1997 P 18
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Extending the holding periods for animals gives some animals a longer time to be redeemed or
adopted. However, many animals are abandoned by their owners, and there are more animals
than available homes. Extended holding periods also place animals at risk relative to the
contraction of contagious diseases that are present in shelters from time to time despite the best
efforts of shelter personnel to control this factor.
The current legal holding period for shelter animals in California is six days plus the day of
impoundment. This can be reduced to four days if the shelter is open one weekend day or one
weekday evening until 7:00 p.m. Extending the holding period beyond the legal minimum can
have a positive effect on the euthanasia rate if there is a concerted effort to increase adoption and
redemption rates and increase the number of animals that are spayed/neutered.
If, in the above example, adoption and redemption rates are increased by 20 percent, i.e. one
more animal per day is adopted and redeemed, it will take eight days to fill the shelter if it had
100 kennels and 16 days if it had 200 kennels. If, on the other hand, the same 20 percent
reduction is applied to animal impoundment, it would take 10 days to fill if it had 100 kennels
and 20 days if it had 200 kennels. If all of these strategies were combined, it would take 13 days
to fill if it had 100 kennels and 25 days if it had 200 kennels. This example can be repeated
using any size shelter, and the result will always be that you reach a point where some animals
need to be killed to make room for those animals coming into the shelter. Until the number of
animals being redeemed and adopted equals the number impounded, their will always be animals
euthanized at public shelters.
LEGISLATIVE EFFORTS
Animal activists were responsible for the promulgation of two significant pieces of legislation
that were effective beginning in January of 1998. SB 1785 (Hayden) and AB 1856 (Vincent)
modified various California Code sections relating to the holding periods for impounded and
surrendered animals, the care they are to receive and spay/neuter requirements by:
Stating that it is the policy of the State that “no adoptable animal should be
euthanized if it can be adopted into a suitable home.”
Requiring that stray animals be held six business days, not counting the day of
impoundment. (The prior requirement was 3 days plus the day of impoundment)
Reducing the holding requirement to four business days, not counting the day of
impoundment, if the shelter is a) open until 7:00 PM one weekday, or b) the
shelter is open one weekend day, or c) if the shelter has fewer than three
employees and is not open during all regular weekday business hours and has
established procedures for owners to reclaim lost animals by appointment.
Requiring that surrendered animals be held for two business days, not counting
the day of impoundment. This holding period increased to the same as for stray
animals noted above, effective July 1, 2001. The effective date of this provision
was modified by AB 2754 (House) to become operative July 1, 2002. AB 2754
also modifies the Hayden Bill to allow surrendered puppies and kittens to be
made immediately available for adoption. AB 2754 also requires that all animals
be scanned for microchips.
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Requiring that efforts be made to provide veterinary treatment for ill or injured
animals so as to make them suitable for adoption.
Requiring specific records be kept on all animals impounded, surrendered and/or
medically treated.
Requiring that animals be turned over to non-profit rescue groups prior to the
animal being euthanized.
Requiring that reasonable efforts be made to reunite lost pets with their owners
and specifying that owners and the finders of pets be provided with specific
information.
Requiring that all animals adopted from public and non-profit shelters be
spayed/neutered
Providing an exception to this requirement for agencies in counties having
populations of less than 100,000.
Requiring the imposition of fines on redeemed pets that are not spayed/ neutered.
Impacts Of SB 1785 On Public Shelters
Reduction of flexibility in managing the population of public shelters. As noted
above, animal shelters have a finite capacity. By requiring the non-discriminate
holding of all animals regardless of their adoptability, shelter managers find it
more difficult to manage the shelter population. In some instances, more
adoptable animals must be euthanized to reduce overcrowding caused by
lengthened holding periods for animals that have little chance of being adopted.
Adoption of a State policy that “…no adoptable animal should be euthanized if it
can be adopted into a suitable home.” Few would disagree with the intent of this
goal. However, the definition of “adoptable” is open to interpretation and thus the
subject of, at times, acrimonious debate between animal activist and public shelter
managers.
Required the expenditure of public funds on the expansion of some facilities and
the adoption of other requirements.
The State was reluctant to pay for increased local agency costs as required by the
provisions of SB 90. The Commission on State Mandates determined that certain
provisions of SB 1785 were reimbursable but not others. The State and the
original government agencies that brought the claim for reimbursement are
litigating certain issues relative to the scope of reimbursement.
Impacts Of AB 1856 On Public Shelters
Required that all animals, (with some medical, age and size of population
exemptions) had to be spayed/neutered prior to adoption. This requirement tasked
the resources of many public shelters but it also started cooperative relationships
with the non-profit and veterinary community in some jurisdictions.
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Resulted in an overall increase in the number of animals that were
spayed/neutered in some communities.
WHAT NATIONAL HUMANE ORGANIZATIONS SAY ABOUT EUTHANASIA
Humane Society Of The United States (HSUS) 3
“The euthanasia of animals has been acknowledged by most animal protection
organizations, including the HSUS, as an appropriate and humane means of ending the
suffering of an animal in physical distress. It is also used widely to end the lives of
animals who have severe behavioral problems, including aggression, and cannot be
adopted into an appropriate new home because they pose a threat to the health and safety
of people or other animals.
The use of euthanasia to end the lives of healthy, adoptable animals is more controversial.
The practice is still conducted in many parts of the United States for dogs and cats because
open-admission shelters and animal control agencies do not turn away animals and do not
have sufficient space to house all of the animals who need shelter. These public and
private facilities face the lose-lose choice of euthanizing healthy animals or turning them
away. The HSUS advocates the use of a wide range of tools—including training and
education of the pet-keeping public to reduce the frequency of animal relinquishment,
public and private spay and neuter programs to slow the birth rate for animals, active
promotion of adoptions of shelter animals, and aggressive policies to discourage excessive
breeding of animals, especially from puppy mills—to create a social environment where
the number of people seeking to adopt animals is roughly equivalent to the number of
homeless animals”
People For The Ethical Treatment OF Animals (PETA) 4
“Some animals who make it into open-admission shelters are reclaimed by their guardians
or adopted into new homes. But the sad fact is that there are far too few good homes for
unwanted animals. Even if there were enough good homes to take in unwanted animals,
many animals ending up in animal shelters are truly un-adoptable. Dogs and cats are often
taken to shelters because of serious health conditions such as parvovirus, contagious
mange, upper respiratory infections, fungal infections, and even broken limbs. Some are
given up because of severely aggressive behavior. Many dogs have lived their whole lives
on chains or in tiny, filthy pens and are generally un-socialized or fearful of people. Most
potential adopters are looking for small, cute, housebroken puppies without medical
problems. Few who walk into shelters want to adopt the sick, injured, or aggressive
animals they will see there.
“Fortunate homeless, unwanted animals who aren't adopted from shelters in a timely
manner and are not claimed by their families receive painless, peaceful deaths in loving
arms by way of an intravenous injection of sodium pentobarbital. This—and only this—
is true euthanasia, a good death. Euthanasia is a kindness, often the only kindness ever
3
4

HSUS Web Site http://www.hsus.org/about_us/policy_statements/statement_on_euthanasia.html
PETA Web site http://www.helpinganimals.com/f-overpop3.asp
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known for animals who are born into a world that doesn't want them, has not cared for
them, and ultimately has abandoned them to be disposed of as "surplus" beings.”
Asilomar Accords 5
“We acknowledge that the euthanasia of healthy and treatable animals is the sad
responsibility of some animal welfare organizations that neither desired nor sought this
task. We believe that the euthanasia of healthy and treatable animals is a community-wide
problem requiring community-based solutions. We also recognize that animal welfare
organizations can be leaders in bringing about a change in social and other factors that
result in the euthanasia of healthy and treatable animals, including the compounding
problems of some pet owners'/guardians' failure to spay and neuter; properly socialize and
train; be tolerant of; provide veterinary care to; or take responsibility for companion
animals.”
WHAT IS AN ADOPTABLE ANIMAL?
The simple answer to the above question is: an animal that is adopted. The reason this question
needs to be explored is because the answer determines, in some instances, where an agency
stands on the scales of operating a “kill” or “no kill” shelter. Some shelters say they are “no
kill.” Sometimes you have to read the fine print. If an agency states that it does not kill any
adoptable animals, you need to determine what it considers to be an adoptable animal. SB 1785
(Hayden) states that:
“Adoptable animals include only those animals eight weeks of age or older that, at or
subsequent to the time the animal is impounded or otherwise taken into possession, have
manifested no sign of a behavioral or temperamental defect that could pose a health or
safety risk or otherwise make the animal unsuitable for placement as a pet, and have
manifested no sign of disease, injury, or congenital or hereditary condition that adversely
affects the health of the animal or that is likely to adversely affect the animal's health in the
future.”
You should ask what criteria do an organization use to determine what is: a behavioral or
temperamental defect; a health or safety risk? What is the organization’s definition of: disease,
injury, or congenital or hereditary condition? What is the organization’s definition of: adversely
affects the health of the animal or is likely to affect the animal’s health in the future?
SB 1785 (Hayden) further states:
“It is the policy of the state that no treatable animal should be euthanized. A treatable
animal shall include any animal that is not adoptable but that could become adoptable with
reasonable efforts”.
You should ask: what is the organization’s definition of “treatable”?

5

Principals developed by leading humane organization leaders see:
http://www.hsus.org/pets/pets_related_news_and_events/differences_aside_animal_welfare_groups_come_together/
Asilomar-2004-Accords.html
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The Asilomar Group has put forth definitions of these terms in an attempt at providing some
commonality of understanding within the animal care community.
Definitions 6
(These definitions are not final and are pending refinement from the Asilomar Accords group.)
In order to facilitate the data collection process and assure consistent reporting across agencies,
the following definitions have been developed. The Asilomar participants hope that these
definitions are applied as a standard for categorizing dogs and cats in each organization. The
definitions, however, are not meant to define the outcome for each animal entrusted to our care.
A glossary and more specific details and examples are included in the appendix portion of this
document.
Healthy
“The term "healthy" means and includes all dogs and cats eight weeks of age or older that, at
or subsequent to the time the animal is taken into possession, have manifested no signs of a
behavioral or temperamental characteristic that could pose a health or safety risk or otherwise
make the animal unsuitable for placement as a pet, and have manifested no sign of disease,
injury, a congenital or hereditary condition that adversely affects the health of the animal, or
that is likely to adversely affect the animal's health in the future.”
Treatable
“The term "treatable" means and includes all dogs and cats who are "rehabilitatable" and all
dogs and cats who are "manageable."
“Rehabilitatable: The term "rehabilitatable" means and includes all dogs and cats who are not
"healthy," but who are likely to become "healthy," if given medical, foster, behavioral, or
other care equivalent to the care typically provided to pets by reasonable and caring pet
owners/guardians in the community.
“Manageable: The term "manageable" means and includes all dogs and cats who are not
"healthy" and who are not likely to become "healthy," regardless of the care provided; but who
would likely maintain a satisfactory quality of life, if given medical, foster, behavioral, or
other care, including long-term care, equivalent to the care typically provided to pets by
reasonable and caring owners/guardians in the community; provided, however, that the term
"manageable" does not include any dog or cat who is determined to pose a significant risk to
human health or safety or to the health or safety of other animals.”
Unhealthy and Untreatable
“The term "unhealthy and untreatable" means and includes all dogs and cats who, at or
subsequent to the time they are taken into possession:
6

http://www.hsus.org/pets/pets_related_news_and_events/differences_aside_animal_welfare_groups_come_together/
Asilomar-2004-Accords.html
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(1) have a behavioral or temperamental characteristic that poses a health or safety risk or
otherwise makes the animal unsuitable for placement as a pet, and are not likely to become
"healthy" or "treatable" even if provided the care typically provided to pets by reasonable and
caring pet owners/guardians in the community; or
(2) are suffering from a disease, injury, or congenital or hereditary condition that adversely
affects the animal's health or is likely to adversely affect the animal's health in the future, and
are not likely to become "healthy" or "treatable" even if provided the care typically provided
to pets by reasonable and caring pet owners/guardians in the community; or
(3) are under the age of eight weeks and are not likely to become "healthy" or "treatable,"
even if provided the care typically provided to pets by reasonable and caring pet
owners/guardians in the community.”
What are the Answers?
Obviously the answer to all of the above is: it depends. It depends on: a) an organization’s
mission; b) its necessity to raise funds to support programs; c) its public relations acumen; d) its
financial resources; e) the expectations of its constituency (public or private); and f) for
government agencies, the general public’s expectation relative to the role of the organization.
The real answer is that it does not matter or at least it should not. In our view, a death is a death
and a saved live is a saved life, regardless of definition. Therefore, we would urge that in
evaluating an organization’s success in reducing companion animal euthanasia, we separate
private, limited access shelters from public shelters and simply compare animals impounded,
adopted, redeemed and euthanized. In the next chapters, we will explore the following: what can
be done to reduce the euthanasia rate; how Sonoma County compares with other well-managed
public agencies; what Sonoma County is currently doing; and what further steps can be taken to
reduce the euthanasia of companion animals in the County.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommendation VIII-1:

Recognize that the Sonoma County Animal Shelter is a
public “open-admission” shelter that accepts all stray
and relinquished animals.

The differentiation between limited-admission and open-admission shelters needs to recognized
and acknowledged in order to properly access the role the shelter plays in the community and
what are reasonable expectations relative to lowering the euthanasia rate.
Recommendation VIII-2:

Report all animals impounded, redeemed, adopted and
euthanized and compare with other agencies on this
basis.

Determining what is and is not an adoptable animal is subjective despite the best efforts of
animal care professionals to provide objective criteria for this purpose. Citygate is not saying
that Sonoma County should not engage in these determinations. We are encouraging a clean
approach toward gauging success in reducing the euthanasia rate.
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SECTION IX—SPAY NEUTER PROGRAM: GETTING AT THE PET
OVERPOPULATION PROBLEM
The purpose of a spay/neuter program is to reduce the number of companion animals that are
euthanized in a community through surgical sterilization.
WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT
The reproductive capacity of dogs and cats far exceeds that of humans. The Humane Society of
the United States has calculated that one female dog and her progeny can produce more than
67,000 offspring in seven years. One female cat can produce more than 430,000 1offspring. No,
these are not typographical errors. The numbers represent a maximum that is not attainable
because it is based on the assumption that all animals in a population can and do breed to their
maximum biological capacity and live long enough to reach their reproductive potential.
However, the breeding potential gives some idea of the magnitude of the problem facing animal
control agencies.
Simply put there are more animals than available homes. Increasing the number of adoptions
and owner redemptions while important will not significantly impact the euthanasia rate unless
the inflow of animals is reduced. (See Section VIII—“No Kill Policy” for a thorough
examination of this issue.)
PET OWNERSHIP STATISTICS2
Dogs
There are approximately 65 million owned dogs in the United States.
Thirty-nine percent of U.S. households (or 40.6 million) own at least one dog.
Most owners (65%) own one dog.
Twenty-three percent of owners own two dogs.
Twelve percent of owners own three or more dogs.
On average, owners have almost two dogs (1.6).
Slightly more male dogs are owned than female dogs.
Eighteen percent of owned dogs were adopted from an animal shelter.
Seventy-two percent of owned dogs are spayed or neutered.

1
HSUS Web Site
http://www.hsus.org/pets/issues_affecting_our_pets/pet_overpopulation_and_ownership_statistics/hsus_pet_overpopulation_estimates.html
2
American Pet Products Manufacturers Association (APPMA) 2003-2004 National Pet Owners Survey. Via HSUS
Web Site http://www.hsus.org/pets/issues_affecting_our_pets/pet_overpopulation_and_ownership_statistics/us_pet_ownership_statistics.html
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Cats
There are approximately 77.6 million owned cats in the United States.
Thirty-four percent of U.S. households (or 35.4 million) own at least one cat.
One half of cat-owning households (51%) own one cat; the remaining own two or more.
On average, owners have two cats (2.2).
Slightly more female cats are owned than male cats.
Sixteen percent of owned cats were adopted from an animal shelter.
Eighty-four percent of owned cats are spayed or neutered
EUTHANASIA RATES
The Humane Society of the United States estimates that between 3 and 4 million dogs and cats
are euthanized in animal shelters each year.3 In Sonoma County, 790 dogs and 2,301 cats were
euthanized during calendar year 2005.4
Reducing the number of animals euthanized in a community’s public shelter requires a multifaceted approach. The following components are essential:
Spay neuter program
Public education program
Adoption program
Animal redemption program that reduces the number of animals returned to the
shelter
Public education, animal adoption and animal redemption are addressed in other sections of this
report. This chapter will focus on spay/neuter but will also include public education and how
this program can be utilized to increase the number of animals sterilized in Sonoma County.
We will address:
The County’s legal obligations
What the Animal Regulation Division is currently doing relative to spay/neuter
What other organizations in the county are doing relative to spay/neuter
Utilization and efficiency of the Mobile Animal Center (MAC)
Chemical sterilization
Best practices utilized in other jurisdictions
Strategies for increasing the number of spay/neuter surgeries

3

HSUS Web Site
http://www.hsus.org/pets/issues_affecting_our_pets/pet_overpopulation_and_ownership_statistics/hsus_pet_overpopulation_estimates.html
4
Sonoma County Animal Regulation Division data
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WHAT ARE THE COUNTY’S LEGAL OBLIGATIONS
Section 30503 of the Food and Agriculture Code requires that:
(a) (1) Except as otherwise provided in subdivision (b), no public animal control agency or shelter,
society for the prevention of cruelty to animals shelter, humane society shelter, or rescue group shall sell
or give away to a new owner any dog that has not been spayed or neutered.
(2) For the purposes of this section a "rescue group" is a for-profit or not-for-profit entity, or a
collaboration of individuals with at least one of its purposes being the sale or placement of dogs that have
been removed from a public animal control agency or shelter, society for the prevention of cruelty to
animals shelter, or humane shelter or that have been previously owned by any person other than the
original breeder of that dog.
(b) (1) If a veterinarian licensed to practice veterinary medicine in this state certifies that a dog is too
sick or injured to be spayed or neutered, or that it would otherwise be detrimental to the health of the dog
to be spayed or neutered, the adopter or purchaser shall pay the public animal control agency or shelter,
society for the prevention of cruelty to animals shelter, humane society shelter, or rescue group a deposit
of not less than forty dollars ($40), and not more than seventy-five dollars ($75).
(2) The entity shall establish the amount of the deposit at the level it determines is necessary to
encourage the spaying or neutering of dogs.
(3) The deposit shall be temporary, and shall only be retained until the dog is healthy enough to be
spayed or neutered, as certified by a veterinarian licensed to practice veterinary medicine in this state.
(4) The dog shall be spayed or neutered within 14 business days of that certification.
(5) The adopter or purchaser shall obtain written proof of spaying or neutering from the veterinarian
performing the operation.
(6) If the adopter or purchaser presents proof of spaying or neutering to the entity from which the dog
was obtained within 30 business days of obtaining the proof, the adopter or purchaser shall receive a full
refund of the deposit.
(c) Public animal control agencies or shelters, society for the prevention of cruelty to animals shelters,
humane society shelters, and rescue groups may enter into cooperative agreements with each other and
with veterinarians in lieu of requiring spaying and neutering deposits to carry out this section.
(d) Any funds from unclaimed deposits made pursuant to this section, as it read on January 1, 1999, and
any funds from deposits that are unclaimed after January 1, 2000, may be expended only for programs to
spay or neuter dogs and cats, including agreements with a society for the prevention of cruelty to animals
or a humane society or licensed veterinarian to operate a program to spay or neuter dogs and cats.
(e) This section only applies to a county that has a population exceeding 100,000 persons as of January
1, 2000, and to cities within that county.
Section 31751.3 of the Food and Agriculture Code provides for the spay/neuter of cats in the same
manner as Section 30503 noted above

WHAT IS THE ANIMAL REGULATION DIVISION DOING TO PROMOTE SPAY/NEUTER
Shelter Animals
Sonoma County is complying with Food and Agriculture Code Section 30503 and 31751.3
requirements through a part-time contract with a veterinarian. Surgeries are performed in the
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operating room at the County shelter. In fiscal year 2004-2005, 477 dogs and 894 cats and 10
other species were sterilized at the shelter. Of these approximately 40 were owned animals from
residents that qualified as low income under County Spay/Neuter subsidy guidelines.
There were 809 dogs and 1,399 cats adopted from the shelter during fiscal year 2004-2005. As
noted Sections 30503 and 31751.3 require that all dogs and cats be sterilized prior to adoption
unless they are too sick or injured or there are other factors present that would be detrimental to
the animal’s health. Deposits are $70 for dogs (34) and $40 for cats (83). $5,635 was collected
during 2004-2005 and $1,575 (20 cats [3 males, 17 females], 11 dogs [8 males, 3 females]) was
forfeited. The Division tracks the individuals from whom deposits are taken and encourages
them to have the animal spayed/neutered by following up with first class mail and phone calls.
As time allows, additional contacts are made with those who have not completed the spay/neuter
surgery. If necessary, an Animal Regulation Officer will be sent to the residence to make a
follow-up contact. This follow-up has been inconsistent due to other workload and staffing.
Shelter Spay/Neuter Budget 2005-2006
Expenses
Salaries and Employee Benefits
Services and Supplies
Other
Total Expenses

$78,553
$15,000
$93,553

Revenue
Surgery Fees
Vaccination Fees
Other
Total Revenue

$99,314

$99,314

Animal Control Ordinance Revision
The County’s proposed revision to the Animal Control Ordinance would require that: “all atlarge unaltered dogs, Pit Bulls and mixed Pit Bulls, with exceptions for police, service dogs and
dogs used for show purposes or perpetuating a specific breed, be spayed/neutered.” Owners will
be cited for violating the County ordinance and subsequently required to show proof to the
Superior Court that the dog was spayed/neutered, or that the dog is covered under the exceptions
noted above and does not need to be altered.5 Therefore, the number of dogs and cats that are
spayed/neutered should increase and the number of animals impounded at the County shelter
should decrease thus leading to a reduction in the euthanasia rate
Public Animals
As noted above there were 40 owned animals sterilized at the County shelter during 2004-2005.
There are not currently enough veterinary hours nor sufficient space at the shelter to significantly
increase the number of owned animal spay/neuter surgeries at the shelter. The Animal

5

Sonoma County Animal Regulation WEB Site http://www.theanimalshelter.org/pdf/draft_ordinance.pdf
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Regulation Division, in recognition of the lack of shelter and staffing resources has initiated two
programs to increase the number of owned animals that are spayed/neutered.
Voucher Program
The County provides vouchers to low-income citizens and feral cat providers that can be
redeemed at veterinary hospitals. One hundred vouchers with a value of $30.00 are distributed
to Pets Lifeline, Forgotten Felines, and The Sonoma Humane Society for a total of $9,000. The
City of Santa Rosa funds $15,000 worth of vouchers through a $2.00 surcharge on dog licenses.
The County funds $3,000 worth of vouchers. County and City of Santa Rosa vouchers are
valued at $20.00 for male animals and $40.00 for females. Proof of program eligibility is the
same as for the Low Cost Spay Neuter Program noted below.
Voucher Program Budget 2005-2006
Expenses
Salaries and Employee Benefits
Services and Supplies
Other
Total Expenses

$
$27,000
$27,000

Revenue
Surgery Fees
Vaccination Fees
Other
Total Revenue

$12,000
$
$15,000
$27,000

Low Cost Spay Neuter Program
The Animal Regulation Division in cooperation with participating Sonoma County veterinarians
recently began offering low-cost spay/neuter surgeries to dog and cat owners that live in Sonoma
County. Qualified low-income county residents and feral cat caregivers of any income are able
to have their dogs/cats spayed or neutered at participating veterinary hospitals when they pay a
co-pay amount of $20 for dogs and $10 for cats. The county pays the veterinarians $30.00 to
neuter cats, $45.00 to spay cats and $80.00 to spay/neuter dogs. All 52 of the veterinary
hospitals in the county were contacted and asked if they wanted to join the program. Currently
12 veterinary hospitals have agreed to participate. They have collectively agreed to sterilize 368
animals for 2005-2006.
They are:
North Park Animal Clinic, Rohnert Park
Glen Ellen Veterinary Hospital, Glen Ellen
Guardian Pet Hospital, Guerneville
Animal Hospital of Cloverdale, Cloverdale
Wikiup Veterinary Hospital, Wikiup-Santa Rosa
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La Plaza Vet Clinic, Cotati
Lakeside Pet Hospital, Santa Rosa
El Camino Vet Clinic, Santa Rosa
Humane Society of Sonoma County, Santa Rosa
Washington Square Vet Clinic, Petaluma
Central Animal Hospital, South County Area
Those hospitals declining to participate cited the following reasons:
Do not want to deal with eligibility verification
Too much other work
Specialty practice i.e. large animal
Several hospitals failed to respond to contacts
Pet owners that qualify for the low cost spay/neuter program must have a gross family income of
less than $38,500, or receive federal or state low-income assistance. Dog and cat owners need to
provide proof of income utilizing one of the following when signing up for the program:

Low Cost Spay Neuter Program Budget 2005-2006
Expenses
Salaries and Employee Benefits
Services and Supplies
Other
Total Expenses

$
$53,000
$
$53,000

Revenue
Surgery Fees
Vaccination Fees
Other
Total Revenue

$12,000
$41,000
$53,000
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MOBILE ANIMAL CENTER (MAC)
The Division operates a self-contained combination spay/neuter clinic and mobile adoption
center.
The MAC program is a partnership where private and public organizations combine their efforts
countywide to address pet overpopulation. Animal welfare groups, the local veterinary
association and municipal and private animal shelters have been invited to support and
participate in the MAC programs.
The mission of the Sonoma County Animal Regulation Mobile Animal Center (MAC) is to
reduce pet overpopulation by lowering animal intakes at the County's animal shelter and
providing responsible pet ownership information to pet owners throughout the County of
Sonoma, with the primary emphasis being the unincorporated areas and cities contracting with
the County of Sonoma.
The following outreach programs use the MAC:
Humane education at schools, fairs and community events countywide on
responsible pet ownership.
Low-cost spay and neuter clinics for low-income pet owners who would not
otherwise use veterinary services.
Mobile adoption events where volunteers take shelter animals out into the
communities for adoption into suitable homes.
Disaster assistance for pet owners during fires, storms, floods and earthquakes in
cooperation with the Redwood Empire Veterinary Medical Association's disaster
response team.
Mobile Animal Center Vehicle
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Mobile Animal Center Vehicle (interior)
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MAC Utilization
For 2004-2005 the MAC was deployed as follows:
Mobile Animal Center
Events/Surgeries
Events
Educational
Mobile Adoption
Spay/Neuter
Total

25
15
49
89

Surgeries
Dogs
Cats
Total

140
1,362
1,502

MAC Deployment Locations July 1, 2005 to February 9, 2006:
Date

Location

Number of
Surgeries

Total Revenue

7/6/2005

Southwest Community Park SR

17

$

821

7/7/2005

SCAR

13

$

550

7/14/2005

Guerneville Safeway

12

$

634

7/25/2005

Martin Luther King Park SR

16

$

687

8/3/2005

Julliard Park SR

10

$

537

8/11/2005

Pets Lifeline

20

$

1,354

8/17/2005

Lakewood Pets, Windsor

14

$

714

8/25/2005

Petco, Santa Rosa

15

$

604

9/1/2005

SuperPets, Windsor

30

$

1,270

9/7/2005

Northwest Community Park, SR

22

$

1,018

9/21/2005

Cloverdale Train Depot

24

$

1,201

9/22/2005

Pets Lifeline, Sonoma

16

$

1,326

9/29/2005

Southwest Community Park SR

18

$

940

10/5/2005

Lakewood Pets, Windsor

21

$

898

10/6/2005

SCAR

24

$

1,172

10/19/2005

Julliard Park SR

19

$

823

10/20/2005

Sebastopol Safeway

29

$

1,449

10/27/2005

Pets Lifeline

20

$

1,002

11/2/2005

Guerneville Safeway

19

$

825

11/3/2005

SCAR

16

$

799

11/16/2005

Martin Luther King Park SR

14

$

640
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Date

Location

Number of
Surgeries

Total Revenue

11/13/2005

Lake County

26

$

1,300

11/17/2005

Lakewood Pets, Windsor

16

$

718

11/23/2005

Pets Lifeline

18

$

891

11/29/2005

Southwest Community Park SR

17

$

720

12/7/2005

Northwest Community Park, SR

15

$

897

12/13/2005

Petco, Santa Rosa

14

$

943

12/21/2005

Pets Lifeline, Sonoma

22

$

944

12/22/2005

SCAR

23

$

1,044

7/4/2006

Julliard Park SR

6

$

344

1/12/2006

Southwest Community Park SR

20

$

980

1/18/2006

Cloverdale

19

$

861

1/26/2006

Pets Lifeline, Sonoma

22

$

1,099

2/1/2006

Northwest Community Park, SR

18

$

768

2/9/2006

Sebastopol Safeway

19

$

890

644

$

31,663

Total

Many of these deployments are in the central part of the county. With the exception of the 2
Cloverdale and 2 Guerneville locations, all other deployments are within 10 miles of central
Santa Rosa. Over saturation does not seem to be a problem in that subsequent visits to the same
area have not led to a drop off of surgery volume. It might be advantageous to deploy the MAC
to other outlying areas. However, travel time needs to be balanced against the number of
potential surgeries in outlying areas. Advertising and pre-registration would need to be
coordinated to maximize utilization of resources if deployments to, for example, Bodega Bay, or
the costal region around Fort Ross were to be planned.
Mobile Animal Center Program Budget 2005-2006
Expenses
Salaries and Employee Benefits
Services and Supplies
Other
Total Expenses

$32,393
$25,022
$57,415

Revenue
Surgery Fees
Vaccination Fees
Other
Total Revenue

$34,819
$ 5,632
$16,964
$57,415
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Mobile Spay/Neuter Discussion
As noted there were 1,502 surgeries performed in the MAC for 2004-2005 assuming the same
volume for 2005-2006 the gross cost per surgery would be approximately $37.00 i.e. $55,000 /
1500 on the assumption that the bulk of expenses are for surgery and only $2,415 is attributable
to vaccinations. Neither the Division nor the auditor’s Office are able to provide more detailed
cost figures.
Mobile spay/neuter clinics are not widely utilized by public agencies. There are several reasons
for this:
Initial cost of the vehicle
Unproductive time to travel to and from the deployment
Limited space for pre surgery animal preparation
Limited space for animal recovery
Vehicle is subject to down time because of mechanical problems
Deployments take staff away from the shelter
More surgeries can usually be performed at a static clinic in the amount of time
the mobile clinic is deployed
While the above are reasons not to initiate a mobile spay/neuter clinic, we must assume that the
County thoroughly evaluated the pros and cons of this program and various alternatives before
embarking on this course of action. Some of these considerations would be:6
Are there existing community clinics/services that could be more fully utilized?
What impact will a mobile clinic have on community veterinary relationships?
How much of the problem will it solve?
Are there other options that are easier, quicker, cheaper and just as effective?
The MAC is a valuable community resource. The Division, volunteers and the community
should be commended for bringing this program to the residents of the County. Like many new
programs, there were some initial problems, some of which are still hindering full utilization of
the MAC. Initially, staffing was to be one veterinarian, one paid Animal Health Technician and
a volunteer on days when the MAC was tasked with spay/neuter surgeries. This did not work
well because of the lack of continuity and reliability of some of the volunteers. This has been
resolved by hiring another part-time Animal Health Technician. Another problem involves
getting enough volunteers to staff the MAC on days when it is to function as a mobile adoption
center. The largest problem is that the MAC draws down needed Animal Health Technician staff
from the shelter and increases the workload of the remaining shelter employees and the clerical
staff relative to scheduling

6 Shelter Management Issues, Mobile Spay Neuter Clinics P 7
http://www.maddies.org/organizations/org_pdf/mobile_sn.pdf
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OTHER COMMUNITY SPAY/NEUTER PROGRAMS
There are several public and non-profit groups offering low cost spay/neuter operating within
Sonoma County. These organizations have forged cooperative relationships and have worked
together to provide low cost spay/neuter services in the county.
Their efforts during fiscal year 2004-2005 are reflected in the following table:
Organization

Cats

Dogs

Total

240

160

400

1,252

0

1,252

Healdsburg Animal Shelter

220

80

300

Petaluma

239

69

308

Pets Lifeline

600

200

800

Pet Population Control Fund

168

99

267

Rohnert Park

361

113

474

Sonoma County

1,562

645

2,207

Sonoma County Humane Society

1,044

465

1,509

5,486

1,631

7,117

FAIRE
Forgotten Felines

The organizations listed above provide spay/neuter services in the following ways. FAIRE
(Friends of Animals in the Redwood Empire) and the Pet Population Control Fund issue
vouchers redeemable at participating veterinary hospitals. Forgotten Felines utilizes the County
MAC (Mobile Animal Clinic) on their site. They provide all veterinary and other personnel as
well as supplies. Healdsburg Animal Shelter sends adopted animals to participating veterinary
hospitals. Petaluma, Pets Lifeline and Rohnert Park neuter cats on their property and send all
other surgeries to participating veterinary hospitals. Sonoma County Animal Regulation and the
Sonoma County Humane Society perform spay neuter surgeries at their shelters. The Humane
Society also accepts appointments from the general public at their shelter. County Animal
Regulation performs surgeries for the public primarily at MAC events. The County’s totals in
the above table include 700 MAC event surgeries and the County shelter “Neuter A Thons.”
CHEMICAL STERILIZATION
Some individuals at the Community Meeting expressed an interest in the practicality of using
chemical sterilization as an alternative to traditional spay/neuter methods.
A chemical method of sterilization has recently been approved that has the potential of assisting
public shelters in their quest to spay/neuter the maximum number of animals. The drug
Neutersol was recently approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA).
The positives of using Neutersol are:
1. Possible eliminates the need for time consuming invasive surgery
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2. Does not involve the removal of the testicles thus leaving the animal still looking like an
intact male (A desirable outcome for some owners)
3. Low level of complications if properly administered
4. Has proven to be 99.6 percent effective in clinical trials.
The negatives of using Neutersol are:
1. It is now only approved for a narrow age range (3 to10 months)
2. Only available for dogs
3. The dog’s neutering cannot be confirmed by visual observation
4. The actual effectiveness of the injection is not verifiable (you will not know, without
laboratory analysis if the dog is in fact sterile)
5. The reduction in testosterone may not be enough to eliminate male aggressive behavior
6. Current expense is no less than surgery
7. Takes 60 days to work
8. Does not kill sperm already in the body at the time of injection.
If the FDA approves Neutersol for a wider range of ages and the manufacturer is able to come up
with a visual means of determining if the procedure has been performed (dye injection), its use in
a public shelter environment should be seriously considered.
BEST PRACTICES UTILIZED IN OTHER JURISDICTIONS
The most effective spay/neuter programs utilize several strategies to maximize the number of
spay/neuter surgeries performed in a community. For example, Contra Costa County combines a
low-cost spay/neuter clinic, education program, cooperative relationships with non-profits and
the veterinary community to lower the number of animals euthanized in the County’s shelters
annually.
Contra Costa County has integrated its animal control programs. The County has service
contracts with all but one of the County’s 19 cities. The Contra Costa County Animal Services
Department has operated a low cost spay/neuter clinic since 1977 and a public education
program since 1981.
From 1974 to 2004, the number of animals impounded decreased from 41,749 to 13,758 and the
number of animals euthanized decreased from 31,904 to 5,330 while the human population
increased from 545,750 to 907,850. The human population increased 66 percent but the number
of animals impounded decreased by 67 percent and animals euthanized decreased by 83 percent.
These changes are depicted below.
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CONTRA COSTA COUNTY
POPULATION VS ANIMALS IMPOUNDED
Population
Animals Impounded
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CONTRA COSTA COUNTY
POPULATION VS ANIMALS EUTHANIZED
Population
Animals Euthanized
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0

In 1975, concerned citizens approached the Board of Supervisors relative to building and staffing
a spay/neuter clinic. These initial efforts were not successful. These citizens formed a nonprofit organization named S.P.A.Y. (Stop Pets Annual Yield) to raise money for a spay/neuter
clinic. By 1977, they had raised enough money to purchase and equip a “doublewide” mobile
home as a clinic. They proposed giving the clinic and equipment to the County if the County
would administer the program. The Board of Supervisors accepted this offer and the Clinic
began operations in 1977.
The Contra Costa County Spay/Neuter Program is focused on providing low-cost spay/neuter
and vaccination services to all of the citizens of Contra Costa County. There are no income
requirements. The Clinic provides spay/neuter surgery service Monday through Friday.
Vaccinations are provided Monday through Saturday. All revenue generated at the clinic is
credited to the Clinic. Rabies vaccination and a current dog license are required. Non-profit
groups are accommodated relative to scheduling but no discounts are provided.
Contra Costa County’s Spay/Neuter Program has been instrumental in helping reduce the
number of unwanted animals in the community. Non-profits have collaborated with the County
on various spay/neuter promotional efforts. The Contra Costa County Humane Society, which
was an outgrowth of the original S.P.A.Y. organization, has offered discount coupons at various
times and has assisted with paying for clinic renovations and equipment upgrades. Tony
LaRussa’s Animal Rescue Foundation has collaborated with the County to utilize other
community resources relative to kitten spay/neuter.
Initially a controversial program, the Spay/Neuter Clinic is now accepted as an essential factor in
reducing the number of companion animals euthanized in the County. The clinic is also
recognized as an essential preventive program that reduces the amount of space required to house
unwanted animals.
Bay Area Spay/Neuter Fees
Contra Costa County
Procedure
Female Dog Under 20 lbs.
Female Dog 20 to 50 lbs.
Female Dog Over 50 lbs.
Female Cat or Rabbit
Male Dog Under 20 lbs.
Male Dog 20 to 50 lbs.
Male Dog Over 50 lbs.
Male Cat

Fee
$ 50.00
$ 85.00
$125.00
$ 45.00
$ 30.00
$ 50.00
$ 65.00
$ 25.00
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Marin Humane Society
Procedure
Female Dog Under 30 lbs.
Spays not performed on
female dogs over 30 lbs.
Female Cat
Male Dog Under 50 lbs.
Male Dog 50 to 74 lbs.
Male Dog 75 to 100 lbs.
Male Dog Over 100 lbs.
Male Cat

Fee
$100.00

$ 50.00
$100.00
$125.00
$150.00
$175.00
$ 45.00

Procedure
Female Dog Under 20 lbs.
Female Dog 21 to 40 lbs.
Female Dog 41 to 70 lbs.
Female Dog 71 to 100 lbs
Female Dog 101 to 150 lbs
Female Dog Over 150 lbs
Female Cat
Male Cat
Male Dog Under 20 lbs
Male Dog 21 to 40 lbs.
Male Dog 41 to 70 lbs.
Male Dog 71 to 100 lbs
Male Dog 101 to 150 lbs
Male Dog Over 150 lbs

Fee
$ 90.00
$105.00
$125.00
$ 45.00
$ 30.00
$ 50.00
$ 75.00
$ 40.00
$ 50.00
$ 55.00
$ 60.00
$ 65.00
$ 75.00
$100.00

Berkley Humane Society

The Berkley Humane Society provides subsidized spay/neuter surgery for low-income
individuals. They charge $20.00 for male dogs and cats and $40.00 for female dogs and cats.
They provide this service one day a week.
East Bay S.P.C.A.
Procedure
All Dogs and Puppies
All Cats and Kittens
Rabbits
Low Income
All Dogs and Puppies
All Cats and Kittens
Rabbits

Fee
$100.00
$ 60.00
$ 80.00
$ 50.00
$ 30.00
$ 40.00
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Peninsula Humane Society
Procedure
Female Dog Under 40 lbs.
Female Dog 41 to 60 lbs.
Female Dog Over 61 to 85 lbs.
Female Dog 86 to 100 lbs
Female Cat
Female Rabbit
Male Dog Under 40 lbs
Male Dog 41 to 60 lbs
Male Dog 61 to 85 lbs.
Male Dog 86 to 100 lbs.
Male Cat
Male Rabbit

Fee
$ 70.00
$ 80.00
$100.00
$120.00
$ 50.00
$ 80.00
$ 65.00
$ 75.00
$ 85.00
$105.00
$ 40.00
$ 50.00

Education Program
The Contra Costa County Animal Services Department has operated a public education program
since 1981. The program was initially run by an Animal Control Supervisor as part of his
regular assignment. Primary emphasis was on school presentations and talks given to service
clubs and public agencies relative to safety around animals. The program was expanded to
include humane education and spay/neuter information. This expansion was made possible by
using volunteer staff from the Contra Costa County Humane Society. The Education Program
was later expanded and a part time Humane Educator was hired to manage the program. The
program manager was responsible for curriculum development and the training of Animal
Services staff and volunteers to give school and other presentations. This position has recently
been expanded to full time and a 20/40 part time position has been added.
If an agency builds a spay/neuter clinic, it does not follow that the public will rush to use its
services. The spay/neuter program needs to be treated as a business where a successful outcome
is not annual profit but is instead measured by the number of spay/neuter surgeries performed
annually. Viewed in this way, it is apparent that a business plan needs to be developed and an
advertising strategy implemented that will maximize the utilization of available spay/neuter
resources within Sonoma County.
Part of this strategy needs to include educational programs conducted in the County’s schools.
When school children are provided with information relative to the value of animals and an early
knowledge of spay/neuter, the spay/neuter of animals will become more accepted and more
prevalent. The result is fewer homeless animals and fewer public resources needed for their
care.
While we have used Contra Costa County in the above example, other agencies have achieved
similar results using different strategies. Some spay/neuter programs rely primarily on the
utilization of local veterinary resources; others have formed a cooperative relationship with a
large local nonprofit organization. Listed below are several different methodologies for
increasing the number of spay/neuter surgeries in a community.
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STRATEGIES FOR INCREASING THE NUMBER OF SPAY/NEUTER SURGERIES
Best Friends Animal Society lists a variety of successful spay/neuter programs in its publication:
Nine Model Programs for Highly Successful Spay/Neuter7. These programs are:
Partnership with Veterinary Medical Technician School Description of Program: The
program partners with humane organizations in three counties to offer free surgery for
shelter animals and for qualified low-income pet owners. Best Friends Animal Society,
Perrysburg Ohio
Volunteer Vets (In Vet Clinic), Description of Program: Callers to a community hotline
are screened for clinics and/or sponsor program. Clinics use an existing vet hospital but
they bring their own equipment and supplies. For sponsor programs, vets are paid to
sterilize feral cats and provide post-op vaccines and medications. Caregivers can go to a
participating vet only if a reservation has been made. Best Friends, Los Angeles,
California
Mash-Style Clinic, Description of Program: They set up in the auditorium of a school
that is an animal sciences career center or in a vet tech school. They sterilize 70 cats per
month with volunteer vets and bring all the necessary equipment. They also provide
transportation. Best Friends Animal Society, Toledo, Ohio
Mobile Clinic, Description of the Program: They target lower-income citizens by parking
in locations that are most accessible to them. They do not screen except on the one day
per week that surgeries are sponsored by the city. (The city only pays for surgeries of
animals owned by people who live in certain neighborhoods.) Emanci-Pet Spay Neuter
Clinic, Austin, Texas
Voucher Program (Public) Description of the Program: Individuals who qualify receive
vouchers for use with local vets Low-income and adopters from shelters. Four-part
application. Provide proof of eligibility by Medicaid and 6 others. Animal Population
Control Program, Concord, New Hampshire
Voucher Program (Private) Description of Program: There are several “sub” programs:
“Certificates” for low-income people to use at participating vet of their choice; “Fix the
Mamas” program, where anyone surrendering juveniles to the shelter can get the mother
animal fixed for free; the “Spay Shuttle,” which transports animals belonging to lowincome people or animal rescue agencies to low-cost spay/neuter clinics. Spay/Neuter
All Pets Inc. Louisa, Virginia
Litter Patrol Description of Program: Puppies and kittens are taken into the adoption
program, on the condition that the adult animals are spayed/neutered. Open to anyone
with puppies/kittens. If there is no room in the adoption program, and no other rescues
are available, they offer spay/neuter of puppies and kittens at 8 weeks, and the owners
can adopt them out or place them. Planned Pethood, Toledo, Ohio
Stationary Clinic Description of the Program: Low-cost clinic open to the public.
Specializes in pediatric spay/neuter. Low-income individuals with proof of public
assistance qualify for $15 spay/neuter. Rescue groups/shelters receive discount for
7

Best Friends Animal Society http://www.bestfriends.org/nomorehomelesspets/pdf/spayneuterprograms.pdf
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spay/neuter before adoption. Individuals must provide proof of public assistance.
Rescues and shelter animals must be spayed/neutered before adoption. Project
Spay/Neuter, Cumming, Georgia
Shuttle For Spay/Neuter Description of the Program: They work with shelters and
rescue groups to provide transport and spay/neuter for animals from 20 counties in North
Carolina. They also allow people in the community to call them directly and make
appointments for surgery. They travel a 120-mile radius to pick up and drop off animals.
No [income] restrictions but they primarily serve low-income people. They survey at
least 10% of their clients every year – 88% of their clients have never taken their pets to
the vet.
What works in other jurisdictions will not necessarily work in Sonoma County. However, in the
course of our examination of this issue it became apparent that the following are worthy of
further study:
Greater efforts relative to coordination of existing resources (public and private)
has the potential to increase spay/neuter in the community
The spay/neuter clinic at the Sonoma Humane Society and the County spay/neuter
program should be thoroughly studied relative to further cooperative efforts
A shuttle program should be studied relative to its possible effectiveness in the
community
Efforts to increase the number of veterinarians participating in the Low Cost
Spay-Neuter Program should be undertaken
Spay/Neuter Summary
Spay/neuter is one of the most important components of a successful animal control program. It
is a certainty that if the birth rate of dogs and cats is not controlled, the problems associated with
pet overpopulation in Sonoma County will worsen.
The International City/County Management Association recommends a three-part strategy for a
successful community wide spay/neuter program. This approach combines the mandatory
sterilization of animals adopted from shelters, government subsidized clinics and programs and
legislative efforts to mandate or significantly encourage the sterilization of animals.8 Sonoma
County is engaged in all three of these approaches.
The spay/neuter programs working in Sonoma County show that the County, cities and nonprofits can work together. County’s efforts at increasing spay/neuter are:
Meeting legal obligations under State law to spay/neuter shelter animals prior to
release to a new owner
Voucher program
Low Cost Spay Neuter Program

8

Animal Control Management, International City County Management Association, Geoffrey L. Handy, 2001, P 33
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Animal Control Ordinance revision requiring, with some exceptions, that all at
large unaltered dogs, Pit Bulls and mixed Pit Bulls be spayed/neutered
All of these are good programs and exceed what is being done by many other California
counties. Good programs must be well managed and supported for them to be successful.
Therefore, we recommend the following to improve the delivery of spay/neuter service by the
Animal Regulation Division:
Recommendation IX-1:

Expand existing countywide spay/neuter programs.

The most effective way to lower the euthanasia rate of companion animals in Sonoma County is
synonymous with the most effective way of reducing long-term public expenditures on Animal
Control - namely expand existing programs and thus reduce the number of unwanted animals.
While enhanced adoption programs will help increase the adoption rate, there will always be an
imbalance, relative to the number of animals needing homes, to the number of humans desiring
companion animals if the current reproduction rate is not reduced.
Recommendation IX-2:

Establish-extend relationships with local non-profit
groups.

The reduction of companion animal euthanasia is not a problem government can solve without
the ongoing participation/partnership of the non-profit animal community and concerned citizens
of Sonoma County. The non-profit community can be an invaluable asset and can help the
county attain the goal of lowering the euthanasia rate.
Recommendation IX-3:

Increase the number of veterinary hospitals participating
in the Low Cost Spay Neuter Program.

All veterinary hospitals that have not responded should be contacted until they provide a yes or
no answer. The Sonoma Veterinary Medical Association should be contacted and their
cooperation and input should be solicited.
Recommendation IX-4:

A shuttle program should be studied relative to its
possible effectiveness in Sonoma County.

This model has been successful in other communities. One of the most sited factors for not
having an animal spayed/neutered is inconvenience.
Recommendation IX-5:

Conversations should be initiated between the County
and the Sonoma Humane Society relative to the effective
utilization of the resources of the two agencies.

There appears to be duplication of effort and underutilization of the resources of these two
agencies relative to promotion and utilization of spay/neuter resources.
Recommendation IX-6:

More closely monitor spay/neuter deposit follow-up
actions.
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An employee should be assigned this responsibility and management should monitor this activity
on a monthly basis. The status of un-redeemed deposit certificates should be noted on monthly,
quarterly and annual Division reports.
Recommendation IX-7:

Implement an outreach and advertising program to
inform citizens of available spay/neuter programs and
voucher subsidies.

Recommendation IX-8:

Target low-income residents for spay/neuter financial
assistance. Report the progress relative to these efforts
on a quarterly basis to the Board of Supervisors.

ADDITIONAL READING
Mobile Spay Neuter Operations, Best Friends Animal Sanctuary
http://www.bestfriends.org/nomorehomelesspets/pdf/mobile%20sn%20clinic%20research.pdf
Shelter Management Issues, Mobile Spay Neuter Clinics, Maddie’s Fund
http://www.maddies.org/organizations/org_pdf/mobile_sn.pdf
Low Cost or Free Spay-Neuter Programs in the United States
http://www.lovethatcat.com/spayneuter.html
A Guidebook to Mobile Spay/Neuter Clinics, Spay USA
http://www.spayusa.org/main_directory/02facts_and_education/guidebook_chapters.asp
Nine Model Programs for Highly Successful Spay/Neuter
http://www.bestfriends.org/nomorehomelesspets/pdf/spayneuterprograms.pdf
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SECTION X—PUBLIC EDUCATION AND OUTREACH
This section provides an assessment of the Sonoma County Animal Regulation Division’s Public
Education and Outreach.
PUBLIC EDUCATION
This is perhaps the Division’s weakest program. The Division lacks a comprehensive and wellorganized community education program. Only eighteen (18) public presentations were reported
for 2004-2005. Most of these were MAC events. Specific community education objectives have
not been established to measure the effectiveness of the program. Education efforts have not
been monitored and evaluated on a regular basis to determine their effectiveness.
OUTREACH
Coordination with other organizations concerned with animal welfare could be improved. Little
advantage has been taken of utilizing the print and broadcast media to inform the public of
animal services and issues. The Division could enhance its image by making more extensive use
of press releases, public service announcements and formalizing its relationships with the media.
We note the generally negative news stories of the Division in the local newspaper with little
positive information relative to the activities of the Division reported.
Improving and Expanding the Education Program
The Animal Regulation Division’s lack of significant accomplishment in this area is partially due
to a lack of resources. However, Citygate believes that the lack of clear goals and objectives for
the program is a primary reason for the relative lack of success.
We believe that education efforts need to be focused on these primary areas:
1.

Safety Around Animals - Bite Prevention

2.

Responsible Pet Ownership

3.

Humane Education

4.

Community Public Information.

Safety Around Animals - Bite Prevention 1
Why is this important?
Last year 1,209 people were bitten by animals in the service area of the Animal Regulation
Division. Safety Around Animals means not taking chances with unfamiliar or unfriendly
animals. Most animals seem friendly and harmless. Yet every year in the U.S., animals:
Bite over a million people, at least half of them children
Seriously injure thousands of people

1
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Kill about 17 people.
Most biting incidents involve dogs. However, any kind of animal is potentially dangerous.
More likely than not, most people’s job or a favorite recreational activity will bring them in
contact with an unfamiliar or unfriendly animal at some time. Citizens can protect themselves
and others by knowing how to:
Recognize the warning signs of aggressive animal behavior
Avoid or prevent an animal attack
Defend themselves, if attacked.
Who is at risk of being attacked by an animal?
Almost everyone is at one time or another, but especially:
Animal control/shelter personnel
Bicyclists
Cable TV and repair personnel
Delivery personnel
Joggers
Law enforcement personnel
Mail carriers
Meter readers
Newspaper carriers
Pedestrians.
Safety Around Animals should be a primary component of an Education Program. Bite
prevention is primarily taught in the schools, but the program should also be made available to
the U.S. Postal Service, PG&E, UPS, FedEx, home owner associations, etc.
Responsible Pet Ownership
Why is this important?
This program focuses on the proper care of pets and the need to spay/neuter dogs and cats to
prevent pet overpopulation. It is almost exclusively a school-based program but can also be
presented to youth-based organizations, for example, Boys and Girls Clubs, scout troops,
summer youth programs etc. Irresponsible individuals letting their animals roam and their
failure to have them spayed/neutered primarily cause the pet overpopulation problem. Some
attitudes, once ingrained, are hard to change. Therefore, early introduction of these concepts is
crucial if a change in the community’s perception of animals is to occur.
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Humane Education
Why is this important? 2
Violent acts toward animals have been recognized as indicators of a dangerous psychopathy that
does not confine itself to animals. Animal abuse is an early warning sign of potential future
antisocial behavior. Humane education can be an important part of a child’s education, as it has
the potential to reduce violence and builds moral character in the following ways:
Empowering students to take responsibility for their actions.
Helping students to apply the concepts of respect and kindness toward animals in
their own lives.
Inspiring students to become active participants in helping animals and people.
Public Support:
According to the Character Education Partnership, various studies indicate that
more than 90 percent of Americans support the teaching of character traits in
schools. 3
A 2001 survey, commissioned by The Humane Society of the United States, noted
that nine of ten Americans believe that lessons about kindness to animals and
responsible pet care should be part of schools' efforts to encourage good
character.3
Government Support:
In 1997, the U.S. Department of Education awarded nearly $2.8 million to 12
states to develop programs to teach values.3
By 2002, federal grants had increased to nearly $16.7 million, awarded to 39
states.3
State Efforts:
Fourteen states mandate character education through legislation: Alabama,
Arkansas, California, Florida, Georgia, Indiana, Nebraska, New York, North
Carolina, South Carolina, South Dakota, Tennessee, Utah and Virginia.3
Fourteen states encourage character education through legislation: Arizona,
Colorado, Iowa, Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Maryland, Mississippi, North
Dakota, Ohio, Oklahoma, Oregon, Rhode Island, and Texas.3
The Humane Society of the United States is an excellent resource for this program. They can
provide program guidance and written material in support of local programs.
The State Education Code Section 233.5 states:
“Each teacher shall endeavor to impress upon the minds of the pupils the principles of morality,
truth, justice, patriotism, and a true comprehension of the rights, duties, and dignity of American
citizenship, and the meaning of equality and human dignity, including the promotion of
2
3
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harmonious relations, kindness toward domestic pets and the humane treatment of living
creatures, to teach them to avoid idleness, profanity, and falsehood, and to instruct them in
manners and morals and the principles of a free government.”
How To Get Started
With all of the workload issues and other areas of concern relative to improving the Animal
Regulation Division, how should the Division proceed?
1. Recognize the importance of the programs and concepts.
2. Familiarize key staff with the issues. (See the resources noted below)
3. Designate the person who is to move the program forward. (In an agency the
size of Sonoma, this may need to be the Division Manager).
4. Develop clear and attainable goals and objectives for the program.
5. Develop the curricula for the components of the program.
A. Bite prevention
B. Responsible pet ownership
C. Humane education
6. Don’t reinvent the wheel. There are many resources available from The
H.S.U.S., TeachKind.org etc.
7. Recruit people that are interested in being presenters. Be selective. They need
to teach your program not theirs.
8. Train these individuals.
9. Market your program. The schools in the community will embrace a welldesigned and focused program.
10. Think of partnering with the Sonoma County Humane Society relative to
sharing/purchasing materials etc.
Resources 4
Listed below are some materials from TeachKind.org 5 that may prove useful. Also see what
Contra Costa County has done in the Comparison Analysis section of this report. They may be
able to offer some consultation advice on this subject.
Violence-Prevention Materials and Resources for Educators
Video and Curriculums
Title: Share the World
Suggested Age Range: Ages 8-10

4
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Specifications: Six-page teachers' guide, 28-minute video, nine reproducible worksheets, and a
17"x22" full-color poster
Price: FREE; limit of one per educator/librarian
Title: Beyond Violence
Suggested Age Range: Ages 11-adult
Specifications: 21-page discussion guide, 13-minute video
Price: $19.95 plus shipping
Book
Title: AniCare Child: An Assessment and Treatment Approach for Childhood Abuse
Suggested Age Range: Ages 5-18; primary audience is educators and counselors
Specifications: 83-page booklet
Price: $24.95 plus shipping
Online Resources
"Animal Abuse and Human Abuse: Partners in Crime" Fact-sheet
This fact-sheet explains why cruelty to animals must be taken seriously – for the benefit of
people, animals, and even the perpetrators.
Prosecutor Pack
Produced for the purpose of explaining the importance of prosecuting animal abusers to
prosecutors and judges, this booklet can also be used to explain the seriousness of this issue to
counselors and school administrators.
Information on Responding to Animal Abuse
Helpful hints on responding to students who share information regarding animal abuse that they
or their family members have committed or witnessed.
Outreach Program
A well-developed public information program can: (1) make pet owners aware of their
responsibilities; (2) increase public awareness of animal services; (3) inform the public that
animal laws will be enforced; and (4) sensitize the public to the importance of the humane
treatment of all animals. In developing a public information and education plan, attention should
be focused on identifying needs, setting objectives and measures and developing appropriate
strategies. This report and staff discussions can assist in need determination. Preparation of a
limited number of objectives and measures will facilitate measuring the results of specific public
information strategies. Some examples of possible objectives are:
Preparation of information brochures on specific topics.
Distribution of brochures to particular audiences.
Preparation of press releases and suggestions for feature articles.
Delivering education programs.
Preparing articles to be included in the Santa Rosa Press Democrat.
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The target for achieving the objectives could be the fiscal year to correspond to
funds budgeted for information purposes.
Finally, specific strategies and their approximate costs should be developed using
the strategies noted below and others.
Public Information and Education Strategies
Distribution of pamphlets and brochures
Preparation of an annual report to the public
Audio, video and print news releases
Public service announcements
Open houses and tours of the shelter
Special events sponsored in cooperation with other animal organizations, such as
dog walks, pet of the week, adopt a shelter animal month, National Animal
Shelter Appreciation Week, Dog Bite Prevention Week
Web sites
Speakers bureau
School visitations
Classes on obedience, dog training, animal behavior, pet health, pet care, etc.
Information flyer providing basic information on the shelter location, phone
numbers, hours, how to file complaints and services
Posters for placement in pet stores, veterinary offices and other locations
Poster contests in the schools
Recorded messages
Paid advertisements
Utility bill inserts
Videos
Presentations to civic and other community and neighborhood groups
Distribution of a newsletter with license renewals
Reprints of articles and information prepared by other humane organizations such
as the Humane Society of United Sates, National Association for Humane and
Environmental Education, American Humane Association, American Society for
the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
Appearance on local radio and TV talk shows
Animal trading cards with photos and information about licensing, bite
prevention, adoption and spaying/neutering
Letters to the editor
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Promotion on retail store bulletin boards
Display of placards on public transportation, benches and bus stops
Community access television
Newsletters
Staff participation in neighborhood events.
distribute materials and answer questions.

Put up a booth or display and

One technique that is especially effective is the preparation of information brochures on such
topics as adoptions, licensing, complaint processing and pet owner responsibilities. Staff input
should be sought in identifying and prioritizing topics.
In many cases, there is no need to reinvent the wheel since The Humane Society Of The United
States and other organizations offer a wide selection of attractive and informative brochures for
purchase. Another excellent source is information materials prepared by other animal service
agencies.
Distributions to businesses, libraries, schools and professional office waiting rooms are just a
few examples of available methods to place this material in areas where the public is likely to
read it. Distribution by the Animal Control Officers to people they contact and as door hangers
is an effective approach. Information racks at the shelter and other public offices can also be
helpful.
Funds committed to public information and education offer an opportunity to reduce costs
associated with impoundment, including the need to expand shelter facilities. Another benefit is
the potential for additional licensing revenues.
Continual evaluation of the public information program is essential to determine its effectiveness
in cost/benefit terms. One type of evaluation is to solicit feedback from readers of printed
materials and those attending education programs and other presentations. Another method is to
monitor the impact of the program on increases or decreases in the number of adoptions, strays,
altered pets and licenses issued. Finally, statistics on the number of people attending
presentations and information materials distributed should be collected and analyzed.
Extensive use should be made of news releases to promote adoption of animals, pet owner
responsibilities, the importance of licensing and other services. News releases that are
accompanied by photographs and practical information have a good chance of being used by the
media. Human-interest stories such as a pet rescues and cruelty investigations have considerable
appeal. Local newspapers, radio stations and TV are always looking for interesting stories.
Examples of stories that have appeared in local and national newspaper include: stray pet
problem; how to get a pet; volunteer’s help in pet selection; pets and disasters; pet theft and the
dog squad. Most of the feature articles included photographs of pets.
A media kit should be prepared to inform the print and broadcast media of services provided and
a description of the Division including budget, staffing and other relevant background
information. A photograph of the shelter and its location should be included along with phone
numbers and contact persons. Inclusion of fact sheets on adoption, licensing, animal laws and
complaint handling is useful. Information on Division accomplishments should be included and
statistics on strays, animals returned and licenses issued. Preparation of letters to the editor
focusing on specific issues is an effective technique.
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Media representatives should be invited to visit the shelter for a briefing on the work of the
Division and current animal issues. Suggestions for feature articles and short radio and TV spots
should be developed. Newspapers, TV and radio are often looking for material to be used during
slow news periods. Maintenance of a current mailing list of media contacts is important. Groups
such as the United Way and the Public Relations Society of America may have local guides
containing contact names, phone numbers and other important information about the local media.
Releases should be distributed to media sources serving minority and non-English speaking
audiences.
Many animal services organizations arrange with TV stations to display a dog or cat available for
adoption on the evening news or supply photographs of pets available for adoption.
Creative public service announcements are another means of delivering a message. National
animal protection organizations such as the Human Society of the United States, the American
Humane Association and the American Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals make
available public service announcements.
One way to maximize limited resources in designing a public information program is to solicit
the assistance of marketing, advertising, communication and public relations talent in the
community on a pro bono basis. Such professionals can provide advice and assistance on
graphics, design a logo, develop print ads, plan a campaign and other information and marketing
strategies. Volunteers who have experience in writing, graphics, photography and other
educational marketing and public relations skills should be recruited to assist in preparing
materials and making presentations. An effort should be made to find a volunteer to serve as a
public information coordinator and to train Division staff in public information and education
techniques.
University public relations, marketing, communication and business faculty members are often
interested in class projects to provide hands-on experience for students. Possible projects could
include preparation of educational materials, focus groups, surveys, design of a public
information strategy, organizing an advertising campaign and planning other creative ways of
helping the Division to deliver its message.
Nonprofit foundations often provide funding for innovative educational campaigns. Advertising
agencies may provide advertising space for public service messages. Commercial enterprises
often sponsor educational print ads. Local foundations and trusts are a possible source of
funding. Opportunities for funding joint ventures with other animal welfare agencies should be
explored.
Community Relations
There are five (5) animal shelters in Sonoma County in addition to the County shelter. In
addition to these organizations, the Division interacts with numerous breed rescue groups. The
relationship with these organizations and groups is generally good. The non-profit animal
community can be an invaluable resource that can and does assist the Division with the
placement of animals. The Division and the non-profit animal groups should seek out areas of
common understanding and purpose and strive to build on these relationships so as to further
reduce the number of companion animals euthanized in the county.
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No one who works for the Animal Regulation Division and with whom the study team met likes
to kill animals. The people we have met want to do a good job and would welcome continued
and enhanced participation of the non-profit animal community in significantly reducing the
killing of companion animals in the County’s shelters.
RECOMMENDATIONS TO IMPROVE PUBLIC EDUCATION AND OUTREACH
The following recommendations are made to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of the
public education and outreach programs of the Sonoma County Animal Regulation Division.
Recommendation X-1:

Recognize the importance of a comprehensive public
education program.

Recommendation X-2:

Make the establishment of the public education program
a performance goal of the Division Manager.

Recommendation X-3:

Develop an outline for the public education program to
include attainable goals and objectives.

Recommendation X-4:

Meet with the County superintendent of schools to obtain
his/her support and commitment for the public education
program.

Recommendation X-5:

Develop a budget for the public education program.

Recommendation X-6:

Obtain Board of Supervisors approval of the public
education program, its goals and objectives and
financing.

Recommendation X-7:

Recruit and train public education program presenters.

Recommendation X-8:

The Division manager should meet with the leader of
every group currently contracting with the Division and
ascertain how the Division and the group can increase the
number of animals released to these groups particularly
hard to place older/large dogs.
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SECTION XI—EVERYBODY HAS A ROLE TO PLAY:
STAKEHOLDERS; PARTNERSHIPS; VOLUNTEERS
Stakeholder Relations, Volunteers and Animal Welfare Groups
This is a challenging situation in Sonoma County. Stakeholder relations are challenging at best.
A well-functioning volunteer program can be a tremendous asset to a public animal control
program. If correctly managed, it brings citizens into contact with the Division in what should
be a positive and helpful environment. Volunteers can relieve staff of tasks such as animal
socialization, off-site adoptions, lost and found pets, adoption counseling, spay/neuter
appointments, public education organization and presentations. If a volunteer program is not
well-managed and is functioning poorly, it has the potential to be more trouble than it is worth.
As a general comment, Citygate Associates observed that the Division’s leadership has not been
very successful at establishing a level of confidence with many, albeit not all, of the County’s
volunteers and animal welfare groups. As a result of this lack of confidence, many individuals
have taken it upon themselves to become involved in the day-to-day operations of the Division to
a level that can be counter-productive and can contribute to low morale.
Collaboration, relative to the involvement of other non-profits in the transfer of animals to rescue
groups, adoption efforts and spay/neuter, should be encouraged if accompanied by proper
planning and agreement relative to the scope of authority of the various participants. However,
increasing the level of volunteer and animal welfare group involvement in the decision-making
process relative to the Division’s core business activities will not be constructive. Core business
decisions in this context would include which animals are chosen for euthanasia, transfer to
rescue groups, shelter sanitation, veterinary care, shelter and office staffing, duty assignments,
and the methods and means of carrying out these and other management decisions. It is
important that the Chief Deputy Director can articulate a vision for the program and establish his
or her credibility over time. The solutions do not lie in perpetuating, much less increasing,
stakeholder involvement in core business decisions. Rather, stakeholder involvement needs to be
supportive and cooperative, based on mutual trust and respect.
The Elected Official
By supporting the engagement of this study you have already publicly reaffirmed your
commitment to do what you can to raise the standard of responsible pet ownership in the
community and to continue to lower the County’s euthanasia rate over the long-term. Endorse
the recommendations within this report and direct your staff to work on implementation of the 3Year Quick Start and Action Plan. Continue to think and act strategically regarding animal care
and control issues.
The County Leadership Staff
It is clear that you care about animals and that you have worked hard under difficult
circumstances to do everything you can to make the program run better. This is quite evident in
the opinion of this team of independent performance auditors. You have been working within an
environment of high community expectations. Take your significant talents and bring them to
bear on implementing the recommendations in this report.
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The Chief Deputy Director
Be on the forefront of casting a new vision for the future. Challenge yourself to gain the trust
and confidence of your department and external stakeholders. Lead by example. Implement the
Action Plan with vigor and enthusiasm. Much of the success of the Action Plan depends on you.
The Animal Regulation Division Staff
Embrace and support the Action Plan included in this report and support your direct supervisors
and managers as they make improvements in the program. The report may not include
everything you wanted, but it includes a great deal. Be patient, yet diligent. Expect and insist on
working in one of the best animal control programs in California. Increase your skills and level
of expertise.
The Rescue Groups
Appreciate and support the County’s efforts to improve the Animal Regulation program. Keep
things positive when dealing with those County staff members who are trying to do good work.
Thank them often. What they do day-to-day is difficult and dangerous. They deserve your
respect and their work should be appreciated. Each animal has to be tracked, cared for,
examined for medical attention, cleaned up, and put in a kennel. The Animal Regulation
Division needs your help. Volunteer, be positive and help the County make it one of the best
animal control programs in the State.
The Pet Owner
Most importantly, take good care of your companion pets. Feed and water them well, take them
to the Veterinarian when they need medical care, do not let them run loose, vaccinate them
against rabies, get them licensed, and give them lots of play and attention. Most importantly, get
them spayed and neutered.
Recommendation XI-1:

Manage stakeholder involvement to ensure it is
supportive and cooperative, based on mutual trust and
respect.
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XII—THE MONEY: FINANCIAL POLICIES; LEVERAGING RESOURCES;
TRANSPARENCY; AND ACCOUNTABILITY
During the conduct of Citygate Associates’ management review, we had the opportunity to
review the Animal Regulation Division’s financial documents, financial reports, and budget
documents. In general, the Division’s financial policies and practices were similar to those used
successfully in other local government jurisdictions.
In terms of leveraging resources, the Division has done a good job of providing a myriad of
services, programs and facility improvements. We note that the subsidy per capita in Sonoma
County is low; that is to say, the County’s contribution from the General Fund to cover program
costs not covered by animal control program fee revenue is very limited relative to other
agencies. Simply put, this means that Sonoma County’s animal control program, given its high
level of program availability and service, is leveraging County financial resources effectively
and efficiently.
Stakeholder dissatisfaction was expressed with regard to the use of the supplemental spay/neuter
resources that were allocated to the Division. Given the Board’s attention to the spay/neuter
issue, it would have been wise to closely manage and report out on the progress with regard to
the successful expenditure of the supplemental funds. This missed opportunity should be
avoided in the future.
During the conduct of this study, we became aware of transparency concerns held by some
members of the Board of Directors of the Division’s not-for-profit foundation. Some individuals
raised concerns with regard to whether foundation funds had been spent for their designated
purpose or if the items requested for funding were appropriate and needed. As mentioned
elsewhere in this report, Citygate Associates observed that the Division’s leadership has had
difficulty establishing a level of confidence with some of the County’s volunteers and animal
welfare groups.
Transparency is as much an attitude as anything else. The Division needs to cast a new vision
for itself for a new future. This new culture needs to be based upon important core values,
including transparency and credibility.
Recommendation XII-1:

The Chief Deputy Director should prepare a status
report every 90-days during the next year, at a minimum,
beginning with the first quarter of FY 2006-07, which
will include financial information regarding use of
foundation funds, grant funds, and special resource
allocations granted by the Board of Supervisors.
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